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~ew meal plan brings fast-food vendors to 
Blackburn Center for fall seinester 
• 
e, Kenyatta Matthews 
HIIOp Staff Writer 
-1k Blackburn Center is 
llllale<' lo house seven popular 
~,ll)drestauran1s for the foll of 
~1antffi>U 10 provide Howard 
i,,crsjlY SlU~e nlS with on-
-i,od op11ons. 
b Btll. Burger King, Pizza 
Qictfilcl, Swcc1 Sensations! 
...W's Fare ln1erna1iona 
~and Leo Delancey Deli 
-mmrmcd 11ar1icipan1s m 1he 
llictburn Center Food Court 
()tkria. 
lie bod court complex is the 
fllil!olcilthl years of rallying by 
.-mcffocul1y. 
t us laken the arrival of 
j:jcal Patrick Swygert. the 
bimlion of the Food Service 
.icat Commillee under the 
direct ion of Raymond Archer and 
myself. and the hard work of Vice 
Prcsidem Elzey in conjunction with 
Sieve Favors, lo move the project 
forward from a dream 10 a reality'' 
sa id Roberta McLeod, director of 
the Blackburn Center. 
Vice president for student 
affairs, Dr. Steve Favors said the 
adminis1ra1ion was excited afler 
working several years 10 obta in on-
campus fast-food vendors. 
" We started plans about four 
years, bul al the lime the number of 
students on the meal plan wasn't 
enough 10 cn1 ice food vendors 10 sci 
up in Blackburn.'' Favors said. 
"Now our numbers have doubled 
~nd we're in a good posi1ion 10 
1mplemen1 lhe food court." 
The cafeteria will be renovated 
for the food coun and lhe cafeteria 
will be moved 10 The Punchoul 
area. 
Woman to Woman 
wnference to build 
ielf-esteem, 
encourage area 
routh to suceed 
le students Lawanda 
and KcUi Lofton have 
uads full this semester 
die fourth annual Woman 
Conference, to be held 
rd and Lofton, 
coordinator and vicc-
oflhe conference, have 
d a 17-membe r 
to ensure the event's 
American leaders in various fields. 
The workshOJ)S will include 
discussions on issues such as 
etiquette, se lf-esteem and 
profess ional and educa tional 
opportunities. 
Over 20 African-American 
speakers and over 500 studenL~ will 
come together for this conference. 
"We nope tha1 this imeraction 
wi th positive African-American 
women wi ll be ins1rumenlal in 
g iving the women definitive 
pathways," Blanchard sa id. 
t want to place young girls in an 
llffla where there are positive women 
role models. 
UIWanda Blanchard, coordinator 
-ikCIIDfercnee was designed 10 lllrich and encourage the 
_., )'Oung women in area 
!yllems. 
1: J1S1 want 10 place young 
•• arena where there arc 
i..:: :,,·omen role mode ls," 
...usaid. 
'-ii University's Aris and 
EStudcm Council and Della 1\cia Sorority, ln.c., Alpha are sponsorin~ the 
..... ~lled"Sisler's Lei sThlk 
-,ming our Birthright." 
- will 6e held on Fc6. 21 
lit,,~m of the Armour J. 
Center. 
lrCXlllfcrence comminec has 
juiors aod seniors from 
.!_~ schools 10 lake par I in 
-ton and workshops 
-d by female African-
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In previous years, !he speakers 
have included Susan T.1ylor, editor 
in chief of Essence magazme, 
publicist Terr ie Williams and 
Sharon Prall Kelly, former mayor of 
D.C. 
According 10 Kimberly Cooper 
and Debra McCoy, co-coordina1ors 
of 1hc sponsorship commi11ee, 
fu nding 1s crucial for a successfu l 
conference. 
"Since 1he conference is free 10 
a ll 1he s1udcn1 s 1ha1 arc 
par1 icipa1in~, dona1i9ns arc 
fu ndamen\al. Cooper said. 
The rwo organiza1ions arc also 
planning a follow-up r~trcal 10 
allow the young [ad1cs who 
atlcnded 1he conference a chance 10 
discuss issues on an informal level. 
The re1rea1 wi ll take p lace on 
Satu1day, March 2. 
Under the new plan, the cafeteria 
wi II opera1e on continuous hours 
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
"Keeping lhe cafe1eria open all 
plan will be able to use their meal 
cards lo ea1 in the cafeteria and the 
food court with the cashou1 dollar 
plan. The cashou1 dollar plan will 
Keeping the cafeter ia open a ll d ay 
will accommodate the large number 
of students eating in that smaller 
space. 
-Roberta McLeod, director of 
B lackbun Center 
day will accommodate the large 
number of students eal ing in 1hat 
smaller space;• McLeod said. 
Students who arc on the meal 
reduce 1he 101al price of a food 
courl meal by allowing students 10 
pay the di ff ere nee. 
"The casho111 plan is like a 
• 
discouol card." McLeod explained. 
·'For example, if a student has a $2 
cashou1, and the 101al price of 1hc 
meal they buy is $5, then 1he 
student will only have to pay $3 out 
of their pocket for the meal." 
The meal plan cos1 has remained 
the same for four years. But with 
estimated cos1s for· !he project 
s1andioga1 $1.4 10 Sl.6 millJon, the 
new meal plan prices will have 10 
increase . 
''We will do everything we can 
10 minimize the cost 10 1be 
students.'· sa id Dr. Thomas Elzey, 
vice prcsiden1 of Fisca l Affairs. 
McLeod believes 1ha1 the food 
court will provide safely for 
Howard students. 
"S1udents won't have 10 tr.lvel all 
over D.C. or on Georgia Avenue 10 
go 10 their favori te fast-food 
places," McLeod said. ''Also, the 
Blackburn Center can become a 
safe hangout for s1udents while lhey 
arc on campus." 
"The Universi1y is very 
conscious of the financial needs of 
our studen1s and wil I always take in 
account every aspcc1 of the sludenl 
needs in cost changes," McLeod 
said. 
Calvin Roberts Jr., a sophomore 
psychology major, said the food 
cour1 brings needed changes for 
the University. 
"Howard needs 10 crca1e this 
ki.nd of convenience for students 
becau~e there have been plenty of 
limes 1ha1 I we111 imo 1he cafe and 
the food was rather nas1y and the 
Punchou1 wasn'I any better," 
Roberls said . "Now we can just go 
down lhe hall for some other 
choices." 
Giving Their Best Shot 
Senior Tony Brown Senior M elissa Young 
The Howard University Men 's ~d Women's/basketball teaitl$_ will hold th~ir final ho1.11e i!~~~ of 
the se . on Thursda , Feb. 22 agamst the gies of N1 rth Carolina A&T. Bo teams fell to the Hor-
nets o~elaware S~teUnivers1ty_~~lierWs week. ~owever, hopes are hlg . that the two teams 
can en ter the Feb. 27-March 2 Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference tournament on a winning note. 
Howard Alumna faces allegations 
of adultery, breach of contract 
By Jennifer L Hopson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard Universi1y graduate 
Helen Goldsby. who received her 
degree wilh controversy, now is 
having problems in her professional 
and personal lives thai have caught 
the attention of !he nationa l media. 
Last year. several facu lly 
members ,n Howard ·s Department 
of Music P.ro1cs1ed 1he awarding of 
Goldsby s bachelor of music 
degree, as she lacked I 9 credi t 
hours. 
Now Goldsby, wbo was named 
Miss New York State, may lose her 
crown after being named as a 
mislress 10 lhe husband of Essence 
magazine's public rcla1 ionsdircc1or, 
Audrey Adam-Maillan. 
Officials with 1he New York 
S1a1e Pageanl said Goldsby also 
has not been mee1ing the 
appearance requirements of her 
tllfe, 
"Her con1rac1 sl ipulates 1ha1 she 
wi ll 1101 commil any acts of moral 
turpitude ... and lhat she be a role 
model for younge r people," a 
pageant spokeswoman said in a 
rccen1 Associated Press article. 
Audrey Adam-Maillian, 41, 
stated in her divorce petition, 1ha1 
her husband of 14 years, Brian 
Maillian, visited Goldsby al her 
apar1mcn1. 
Adam-Mai ll ian also alleges 1ha1 
her husband spent !heir 14th 
wedding anniversary with Goldsby 
at a l.os Angeles holel and that the 
two celebrated lhe New Year's Eve 
la Jamaica. 
The Daily News reported 1ha1 
Adams-Ma11lian also said her 
husband spent 1housands of dollars 
on yoldsby with g ifts and 
vaca11ons . 
She is suing for divorce on the 
grounds of aduhcry and cruel and 
inhuman trea1mcn1. Adams-
Maillian is also seeking custody of 
!heir 10-ycar-old daugfiter. 
Goldsby, 25, denies 1ha1 she was 
romantically involved with 46-year-
old Maillian. 
In an interview on "Geraldo'' 
Goldsby said, "We are just friends, 
and we were no1 secrclive about 
being friends. We went IJlaces 
1oge1her, hul we were always 
surrounded by other people." 
As for the allegations that she 
did nol fulfill her duties as Miss 
New York Slate, Goldsby saiq 
''there arc no duties." 
· Goldsby, who trai ned at lhe 
Julliard School of Music in New 
York af1e r leaving Howard 
University, became an undersludy 
in the Broadway play, " Master 
Class," and could 1101 make lhc 
dis1>uted public appearances. 
Goldsby said 11trough her high-
profile attorney, Dominic Barbara, 
that she did nol make lhe 
appearances as Miss New York 
S1a1e because she iook the 
understudy role 10 pay her rent 
Goldsby has filed a $2 million 
breach-of-conlrac1 lawsuit against 
the pageant 
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Many prai_s~s for the Howard Go@el Choir new 
c;D . See story on Pulse, BS. Get into thEl. "Groove" with GrQi>Ve Theory's newest re lease. See story on Pulse, BS. 
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English department's for~m. foe~~'~'~' ~~.,~!~~.~~~~ 
Traylor said. "They have sat at night Jr., a letter m 1957 explammg !11s Ive been thmkmg ab? ut h~ graduate, urged the audience to 1V-film departmcnL I By Alexis Joi Henry 
Hilltop Staff Writer holdin its hand." desire 10 go to a college that was not talk abou( greed. !. ve. _e~n become more active. people to understand· Reg John Lewis (D-Ga.), who accepting Black students. wondering tf I ~uld ~mg a ~0 g .. 1 cncoura c people 10 envision to .. that they don't fi311: 
was el~ted 10 his fifth term in 1994, "He [King] sent me a Greyhound about greed. Trying 10 fmd_ 3 way to thi nk about •!1iat if."' said I !ill, an someone else." 
Poetry, politics and song filled the 
Blackburn Ballroom Wednesday as 
the English department celebrated 
the Titird Annual Heart's Day Forum, 
"We Who Believe in Freedom: A 
Conversation Celebrating the 
Language of Freedom and Dignity." 
was the first speaker. Lewis spoke to bus ticket and I went to Montgomery, talk about greed. Greed-driven men ·ictivist who served 011 the Free South Closing the program th~ audience about growing up in Ala., into the First Bap_tist Church and created slavery. Black men, wome•~• Africa committee. "Be able to assess Raskin, author and cdilor 
the South. ~et t::1artin f.:uth~r KJJ~g for the first and clul,?ren became someones your own capabiJities. Be willing to ~.ks on democracy mti/ 
"Growing up as a young Black time, he said. Thats how I got property. . . nd take a risk Through the lessons of our What are we 
boy in the '40s and '50s, I had to raise involved in tl~e civil rights struggle." Reagon is thc, fou~~cr '1 people th~t I think we fmd the kernel through the language 
chickens,"said Lcwis,alsoa minister Lewis said he was arrested 40 member of t~e a cappc_ ~ gr~~ oftnith." dignity'/"asked Raskin, 
who received his B.A. in religious times between 1960and 1966while Sweet Honey m th~ Rock, , nd Writct director producer and and co-founder of the Eleanor Traylor, chairwoman of 
the Department of Engl ish, 
moderated the panel of live speakers. 
Traylor introduced the speakers as 
workers for freedom. 
sciences from Fisk University. working for civil rights for Blacks. served as the _music c~~ult,~~~ ~~ Howard University .professor I lai lc Policy Studies. "It's the 
'· I had to talk to the chickens. "The language of government many Iii~ P(fJects me u mg Y Geri ma spoke to the audience about 10 take risks, point Ii 
Preach 10 the chickens. Th_ey,bowe~ shouJ~ be t~e lan~uage of freedom on ,t_he p~f\1 ~- 1 that at the center the role of cinema in his life. re~lity s~ that our their heads, never quite said amen. and d1gmty, h_e said. . . 1 rea r O d cc . . reed.. ,;They think I was rejected by beings will shout out 
"Freedom is a child you must sit 
with at night holding its hand. _Thi~ 
describes the work of our panelists, 
But 1 ~hink that those chickens The melodious voice of Bernice of eve!ything e5truct1ve JS g • Hollyv.'OOCI so I came 10 Howard," scream out in joy. lJlic listened to mebettcrthan someof thc Johnson Reag?n filled the Blackburn she satd._ . s·iid Gerim·a who rose to fame or a work of an it 
people in my congregation." Lewis Ballroo~1,cnt1cmgpassersbytostep ~y lvi~ Hd? f~~fc6~~~ri~\ t~~ through his r.im "Sankofa." I thhk chord." 
said he wrote Dr. Martin Luther King in for a hsten as she sang about greed. U mvers1t Y o 
D.C. attorney hosts lecture to 
raise community awareness 
By Jonathan L Wharton 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
better," Holder said. "But the reality is, we have a 
long way to go before the perception ca/chcs up 
with the statistics." 
a lot of judgment calls he h~~ to Take and a lot of 
pressure in that type of P?5•t1on. . 
Patricia Roberts Hams program director, Dr. 
United States Attorney for the District of 
Columbia Eric Holder spoke to a large crowd of 
Howard University students in Douglass Hall as 
Holder told the audience that law-abiding 
citizens make a difference in the overall community. 
Horace G. Dawson, said Holder provided insightful 
information 10 the faculty and students present. 
part of the Patricia Roberts Harris progra~1. . 
The program allows students to part171pate 1n public affairs internsl!ips and fellowships. The 
lecture is part of a series of academ.1c forums to 
come from the Harris program this semester: . 
"TI,erc is a need for interaction," he said. '·We 
need to get people more involved and help each 
other. I think we have to help solve some of the 
problems ourselves as well." 
" It was a wonderful experience and the lecture 
was great for all of us;' Dawson said. "We were 
delighted to have him.'' 
Holder's theme for the lecture was ra1smg 
awareness with Howard University students about 
crime and community service for Washington. 
"You have the opportunity right now to help 
citizens in the District with community projects and 
initiatives," said Holder, who is a member of 
Concerned Black Men. 
Holder discussed the crime situation in the 
District and its impact on residentS and students . . 
" In Washington, the rate of violent crime went 
down," Holder said. "There has been a 20 percent 
reduction in homicides [last year]. But that has not 
affected the fear of crime. That is what stays in 
people ·s minds.'' 
Holder emphasized that government has a 
responsibility to assure their citizens that crime 
rates will be decrease. 
"We have a responsibility in government to 
somehow get a message out there that things are 
Students attending the forum said they learned 
from Holder's lecture on political action. 
''He shed some light on D.C. and emphasized 
helping others through organization programs;' 
said junior legal communicat ions major Renee 
Enochs. " It was kind of like a call to action." 
Junior political science major Vincent Nor-vood 
observed: "He presented some very compelling 
statistics about why his job is so critical. The 
sensitive nature of his position proved to be very 
important to Mr. Holder.'' 
Many students said they were glad to see a 
highly appointed Black official such as Holder in 
the Judiciary Department. 
''The fact that he is the first Black U.S. Attorney 
for Washington, D.C. speaks highly of the Clinto_n 
administration," said senior Torry Bruner, who 1s 
majoring in political science. 
" I felt that Eric Holder is doing a good job as to 
what he wantS to do, especially since he was 
appointed as U.S. Attorney," Junior legal 
communications major Eric Holt said. "There are Eric Holder 
Informal speakout gives freshman 
overview of HUSA candidates 
By Reginold Royston 
Hilhop Staff Wrtter 
First-year studentS taking part in 
an unofficial "speakout" event at 
Drew llall expressed extreme 
dissatisfaction with the registration 
process, but also optimism about the 
1996-97 Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA) candidates. 
''The candidates' concerns really 
focused in on what students want 
and what we need, not just with 
getting in office; I appreciate that," 
said Dien Reynolds, a freshman from 
Houston, Texas majoring in film. 
"I want my president to put more 
pressure on the administration to 
change registration and get it done,'' 
he said. 
Asa freshman, Derek Davis' poor 
experiences with the registration 
process have soured his early Howard 
experience. The fact that a mere 5 
' 
percent of alumni give back to the 
University put his sense of Howard 's 
direction in a dismal perspective. But 
the comments by the niglll 's speakers 
brightened his outlook. 
"I'm happy to hear people trying 
to change administra)ion and 
registration. It's a lot of hassle, it's a 
lot of bureaucracy. It kind of shocked 
me that alumni give so litlle. Security 
is not that good, and they don't even 
clean the dorms," said the freshman 
radio-1V-61m major. 
"I' m encouraged by this; pretty 
much everything they've said relates 
to what I need done. If you want to 
change you've got to get out and get 
a5 much done as you can." 
Focusing on streamlining 
registration, raising academic 
standards and inspiring student 
activism, Ilic four presidential slates 
for HUSA presented brief outlines of 
their campaign platforms at the last-
mi.nute candidate spcakout. , 
Issues of Howard's leadership in 
the national arena as well as in the 
Black l(:ommunity were addressed, 
with speakers calling on students to 
demm,d l-10\vard reassert itscl fas the 
"Mecca" of scholar activism. 
Students got their first gl impse of 
what the upcoming spring elections 
have in store with members of the 
Progressive Agenda (Vincent and 
Richardson), Operation: Emerge 
(Spaulding and Rickford), Envision 
(Salsbury and Hcartman) and 
Synthesis (Gaither and Geddis) slates 
presenting their mission to the 59-
member crowd. 
But the few upperclassmen 
unaffiliated with the presen ting 
parties seemed s kept ical of the 
messages delivered. 
·• I haven't heard any issues really 
being focused on. Some of the thing.5 
they're are proposing are unrealistic," 
said Alicia Allen, a junior from 
Wilmington, N.C. 
! PARK IT SAFE! 
When you patk your car, you want to be sure ii will be there when you come back. 
Here are some simple steps you can take to protect your car from theft. 
Park close to the entrance of 
where you are going. 
At night, park in well-lighted, 
heavily traveled areas. 
Use a vehicle anti-theft device. 
Always roll up your windows, lock your doors, 
don't leave valuables in sight and 
take your keys with you. 
Maryland 
Vehide Theft 
Prevention Council 
"Every year they get up there and 
say they're going 10 help wi th 
registration. I'm at the point where I 
want to hear some solid, 'What I can 
do,' not 'Whnt I want to do."' 
Organizer.. however felt that the 
informal spcakout was vital in raising 
1he level of student participation in 
the elections proces;,, which has 
suffered with lower voter turnout and 
general apathy in recent years. 
" I was concerned when I heard 
brothers saying, ··n,c elections ain't 
about nothing but polit ics,' or that 
'1l1ey're just trying to get in office 
and have free housing." said 
Johnathan Hutto, a f~hman political 
science major. 
'' I wanted to bring them down to 
let the students lmO\v that the issues 
arc not about me. me, me. It ·s about 
all of us as a whole. What we do here 
might not benefit the students directly 
bu t will benefi t University as a 
whole." 
Changes in 
elections 
process lea 
newHUSA 
By Kenyatta Matthews 
Hmtop Staff Wnter 
After a week of delays and 
adjustments. the Elections 
Committee announced that two 
candidntes tui,,: dropped out of 
this year's election. while a new 
slate for president and vice 
president of Howard Uni~l'liity 
Student A:.sociatioo (HUSA) h8.\ 
been added 
The Election~ Commiuee 
decided to delay the elections 
process after students LaMont 
Geddis and David Gaither 
announced on the day of che 
petition deadline thac they wanced 
to run for HUSA president and 
vice president, respectively 
The Geddis/Gaither slate 
presented the.ir petition, complete 
with the required 525 validntcd 
signatures. But the issue of 
Geddi,'s involvement\>.ith anolher 
slall!'s campaign and not fullowing 
the proper procedur~ fur encering 
thee klctions cau.~ the commiuee 
to deliberate if they ,hould .be 
allowed to run. 
··we (the elections commiuee) 
me1 with the tw0 1late~ to decide 
if Geddis and Gailher would be 
allowed 10 run," said Elections 
Committee chairperson. Yvcue 
Pryor. "1lie committee fell that we 
should allow anyone who wams 10 
run 10 do M> and n0t take away the 
opportunity fur l>Omeone to be the 
leader of Howard Univer.-ity." 
llie elections committee wa\ 
within it, righc.s to deluy the 
election.\ procesi;, Pryor said. 
"There are no official rules 
~eating that chc elections procef>S 
cannot be dela;-ed, but the llCIUal 
day of elc:ctions musuake place on 
the fir.I Wednesday in April," 
Pryor '8.id 
·n1e prospective candidaces 
must go through 1.he ,..:rification 
procc.ss before being officially 
entered mto the elections. 
After the the process of 
ched;ng sigllllture, to verify that 
AVOIDING 
Next time you leave your car, make sure you park it safe. 
Remember, you hold the key to preventing vehicle theft. 
Parris N. Glendening 
Governor A TICKET! IS A SNAP 
Lock Out Car Theft 
For more information, call the Vehicle Theft Prevention Council 
1-800-96-THEFT 
f~ YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.• 
u.a.~-~ 
"w.o.4&M'J.-GI ... U,t.l)Qt. 
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Ioward's preschool, kindergarten give ch ildren 
1 head-start on learning, cultural awareness 
building and has been in operation for 
over40 years. H.U. Kindergarten has 
been in operation for only two years. 
Both programs have been designed 10 
encourage individual creativity, 10 
motivate learning, and to expand the 
children's natural abilities 10 think, 
problem solve and speak clearly. 
Five-year-old H.U. Kindergarten 
student Brenden Robinson is 
enthusiastic about his school. 
oversees the classrooms by keeping 
things running smoothly and working 
with the other staff.'' 
The classes at the Early Learning 
Programs are held from 9 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m. However, children may arrive as 
early as 7 a.m. and may remain as late 
asS:45 p.m. 
Field trips to various cultural 
events also help 10 broaden the 
intercsL5 of the program participants. 
In the past, the children have enjoyed 
tr ips 10 such places as the 
Smi thsonian Instit ute and the 
Discovery 1l1catre. 
"Last year for Black History Month, 
we took the children to the Blacks 
and Wax Museum in Baltimore. 
When we studied unde rwater 
crearurcs, we took the children to the 
National Aquarium in Baltimore." 
1l1e Early Learning Program will 
host an Open House on Mar. 12., 
beginning at 9 a.m., which will allow 
visitors the opportunity 10 observe 
the progress of the students. The 
program is also organizing a spring 
Recess, one of the chlldren's favorite passtlmes 
B.Y. Ly1ah Holmes 
Hilltop Stall writer 
1lc Wheels on the Bus Go 
fllld and · Round." is the song th:11 
I fie air at Howard University's 
!Ml B. McQueen Prc.~chool. On 
Idler side of campus. the children 
1lU Kindergarten, located in the 
llmd Plaza Towers West, arc 
Ml musical chairs in Spanish. 
' 'iona Umeh, a five-year-o ld 
• at H.U Kindergarten, enjoys 
•• he spends at his school. 
, la school because we play 
illilck.~and speak Spanish. I like fililand library 100:· he said. 
Playing with blocks and speaking 
Spanish arc only a few of the many 
da ily activ ities planned for the 
chi ldren who participate in the 
Howard University Early Learning 
Program. Accord ing to Lanncttc 
Burns. director of the Early Learning 
Programs, cultural awareness is a 
major part of the children·s daily 
· activities. 
· "Our program here is cJi ild-
ccntcrcd and cultumlly sensitive," 
Burns said. 'The set-up of 1hc 
classrooms is culturally relevant: the 
children sec color everywhere. We 
respect all cultures. However. the 
majority of our children arc of 
African descent." 
Burns also said that every week, 
the program highlights a person of 
African descent. "We want to make 
sure the stories that arc told and the 
activities that we do arc centered 
around their (the children) lives.'' she 
said. 
Although the Early Learn ing 
Program, is composed of the children 
of both Howard students and faculty 
members, the preschool and 
kindergarten arc open 10 the public. 
The program is available 10 children 
between the ages of two and six years 
old. 
The pre-school, n,,med for a 
former director of the program, is 
located in the Human Ecology 
Organization shows· support 
for political prisoners 
flroup members disappointed by low turnout at forum 
~ Chana Garcia 
Ha1top Staff writer 
1le Malcolm X Grass Roots 
ltaient urged Howard students 
ltlkentire Howard community 
11aisc their awareness about 
llit:al prisoners and prisoners of 
••• i>rum held last week. 
1ke>'Cllt, which was held in the 
~uatc Library. focused on 
and cases of Mumia Abu-
Wanted list." 
To keep everyone informed 
about the circumstances 
surrounding the five polit ical 
prisoners, MXGM showed two 
short biographical films and held a 
question and answer period. 
··Overall, I think that it went all 
right.'' said Alan Page. a junior 
majoring in English. "It could have 
been stronger if there was a larger 
turn out of Howard students. I 
didn't feel the sense of urgency like 
don't want 10 blame the victim; I 
don't think Howard students arc in 
an environment that's conducive 
for political education." 
Whatever the reason for the 
small turn Olll. the Howard students 
who did attend the forum were 
disappointed in the lack of interest 
shown by the Howard community. 
" I thi nk it ·s important that we 
:;ome out and support our brothers 
and sisters who have fallen victim 
10 the system," said Kamilah 
lthink it's important that w e come out and support 
bur brothers and sister s who ha ve fa llen v ictim to 
the system. 
- Ka milah Forbes, sophomore theater arts 
admi nist ration major 
Sundiata Akola. Geronimo 
"- Scku Odinga and Mutulu tr Fmnce, organizer of the 
'- and chairperson of the 
6al education committee of 
IIGM. discussed some of the 
iliq,ancics involved in the cases. 
~ the guest speakers were 
• Prall. Geronimo Prall 's 
1-r. 
"l\i:rc are hundreds of pol itical 
lillersacross America." France 
Iii. "They arc freedom fighters 
lltoldiers. They were speaking 
lhllJ and anyone talking about 
~ and justice for all was 
laligatcd. put under surveillance 
1PII on the FBl's Ten Most 
we need to help free thes<: brothers 
now." 
Page said Howard students have 
become desensit ized to the plight of 
political prisoners. He said it is for 
this reason 1ha1 people did not 
a11end the forum in large numbers. 
" It 's what I call over-saturation,'' 
he said. "Black people in America 
generally feel oppressed and don·1 
want 10 hear about anyone else's 
problems. It's sort of a downe~." 
Askar i Johnson Hodan, a 
graduate student and chair of the 
local MXGM chapter. blames 1hc 
Howard environment. 
·• 1 was pleasantly surprised 
because. for a long time, we really 
weren't getting a response from 
Howard's campus," she said. '' I 
Forbes, a ~ophomorc majoring in 
thea ter arts administrat ion. 
"Howard students especially need 
10 become more in formed about 
issues of this nature." 
Hodari, along with the other 
membersofMXGM, want Howard 
students to realize that when they 
fa il 10 support political prisoners, 
they fa il to suppor t their own 
freedom of speech. 
'' It's (the idea of pol it ica l 
prisoners and prisoners of war] the 
ultimate form of control," she sa id. 
·• If you show people that they can't 
say whatever they want, they stop. 
They're [the government) not only 
tryi ng to break the will of the men 
in jail, bu t also the wi ll of our 
people." 
' "I like it here because of 'show 
and tell .' We get to talk aboutourtoys 
and show them in class. We also have 
blocks, computers and listening. 
Computers arc fun because we play 
' Muppcts' and 'Elmo and the King."' 
The convenience of the pre-school 
and kindergarten is a major reason 
that many parents choose to enroll 
their kids in the progmm. 
When junio r Michelle Dav is 
arrived at Howard her freshman year, 
she realized that enrolling her child 
in the program was a wise decision. 
"When I first came to Howard, I 
thought that it was the best place for 
my daughter, Stephanie," the 
pharmacy major said. " If I was on 
campus and I needed her, I could 
easily get 10 her.'' 
Currently, there arc 34 children 
enrolled in the preschool, while 15 
students a11cnd the kindergarten. 
Burns said that the teacher-student 
ratio allows for bcner communication 
with the children. 
'"The field trips are based around 
the theme of the month," 
kindergarten teacher Dawn Seda said. 
• festival for the children, which will be 
held on "the Yard" on Saturday, Apr. 
13. Anyone interested in 
volunteering for the program is 
encouraged 10 visit either of the 
schools 10 obtain information. 
"We feel comfortable with that 
amount of children;' she said. "We 
want to keep a good ratio between the 
adults and the children. There is one 
lead teacher at both sites who Chlldren learn the importance of sharing 
<CiJJll/llPTJJ~ <Clfil!NII: 
lffelEIP@m1f' 
Jan. 29 Burglary-Subject was found in the second-floor restroom of the Fine Arts building after the rear door 
had apparently been forced open to gain entry into the bu ilding. · 
Jan.30 Robbery- The complainant was approached at approximately 10:45 p.m. in the 2800 block of Georgia 
Avenue by two Black males brandishmg handguns. . 
Jan.31 
Lost Property-At approximately 10: 15 p.m., the complainant discovered that keys were missing from 
coat pocket. Location of the keys is still unknown. · 
Jan.31 Lost Property-The complainant placed personal property on a chair in a classroom. Upon return, the 
complainant discovered that person(sJ unknown had removed the property. 
Feb. I Theft-Theft from automobile parked io Lot T. The complainant discovered that person(s) unknown 
had broken into the vehicle and, removed personal property. 
Feb.6 
Destruction of Property 
The complainant stated that he parked and secured the vehicle at Lot Tat approximately 2 p.m. He returned 
to the vehicle at approximately 2 a.m. on Feb. 7 and found that the driver's side window had been broken 
by person(s) unknown. · 
Feb. 7 
Theft The complainant stated that he secured his proper I y in locker #28 in the Burr Gymnasium locker room. 
Upon his return at approximately 8 p.m., he discovered that person(s) unknown had broken the lock off 
and removed his property. 
Feb.8 
Vehicle Accident 
The complainant stated that at approximately 1 :45 p.m., while attempting to make a left turn onto Bryant 
Street from Georgia Avenue, an unknown driver backed into her vehicle. The left rear quarter panel was 
damaged. · 
Feb. 9 
Theft The complainant stated that he left his gym bag in the lower area (intramurals) of Burr Gymnasium at 
approximately 7:15 p.m. Upon his return to the area, be discovered his wallet bad been removed by person(s) 
unknown. 
Feb. 11 
Assault with dangerous weapon 
The complainants stated that at approximately 5:30 p.m .. while walldng southbound on the_ 2400 block 
of Georgia Avenue, five unknown Black females ma light blue vehicle approached them.1\vo of the females 
got out of the vehicle and began to kick and punch one o( the complainants in the face and the upper body. 
The other two complainants and the other three perpetrators joined in the fight. One _of th~ involved was 
hit in the head with a bottle, sustaining minor injuries to her face and neck. Metropohtan poltce responded. 
Feb.12 
Indecent exposure . . The complainants stated that at approxima1ely 6:45 p.m., they observed the suspect exposing himself 
behind 1919 3rd St. (Slowe Hall). The witness observed the suspect pulling up 111s pants. 
.Jf interested in writing for the 
Campus page of The Hilltop, please 
contact N a talie Moore at 806-6866 
stop by The Hilltop office located 
the Howard Plaza Towers Wes t. 
or 
• in 
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Black History Profile: Local news anchor Susan Kidd 
Susan Kidd, co-anchor of WAC-TV's 5o'clock news. 
By Steven Gray 
Hilo!> Staff Wrtter 
roots in Wilberforce, Ohio. 
aboul reading the paper all the time. 
My parents watched 1hc evening 
news every night and discussed 
whal was going on in the world, so 
I've always been interested in 
journalism." 
After spending most of her 
childhood on 1he campus of 9hio's 
Central State University, where her 
fa1herwas a professor, Kidd left the 
comforts of ho'me for an era of 
isolation at Albion College in 
Michigan. 
" I spent most of my life on 
Central Staie University 's campus 
and I fell 1ha1 I'd done that, so I went 
to a small school in Michigan, 
which I consider one of the biggest 
mistakes of my life," Kidd said. 
"As a Black student al a small 
White college, ii just wasn't 'our 
school.' We weren't connected 10 
Albion lhe way I think young 
people arc who go to Black 
schools." 
Kidd says 1ha1 because of her 
experiences, she thinks professors 
al histor ically Afr ican-American 
universi lics have a specia l 
connection to their s1uden1s. 
Sasa11 Kidd i, perched a1 the 1op 
1t1Washing1on news brn1 pack. 
1,ilbeco-anchor of WRC.:rY's 
•l'lid news, Kidd is far from her 
II was in Wilberforce that she 
became fascinated with the world 
of journalism. 
" I've always been curious abou1 
journalism," Kidd said. " I read 1he 
paper as an clcmeniary school 
s1uden1 and lhe kids would tease me 
" I know 1ha1 people who work at 
Black universities care about 1he 
young people who arc there," Kidd 
said. "You may fi nd one person 
who has that ' I've gol mine, you've 
got to get yours' 1ype of auitude. 
Center gives inner-city youth a 
place to be nurtured, educated 
8>f Steven Gray 
Hilop Staff Writer 
k•C)csof9-year-old Davina 
ll!l, lllc ,trccts of Northwest 
Wilgton cnn be tough .. even 
• lkmany kids her age, Davina 
cap al the crack of dawn and 
~s for school. But what 
.-S the lives of Davina and 
■imtr-ci1y kids from the lives 
larban kids is the shaucr ing 
.roh bullet. 
Di, after day. Washington area 
a lilc Davina travel crimc-
il:utrects and in10 the halls of 
lllltiiibgued schools. 
l!Mr) afternoon, Davina can 
1Urward 10 leaving the Harriet 
• Elementary School for 
J!IIOl)le's, a community center 
1'iarawcs1 D.C. 
1 1'111113p.m. 106 p.m. every day, 
'11 ll tids from the Claypoole 
.-01 complex seek refuge 
wk dangers of inner-city life. 
di11DC1uarv of innocence. kids 
&thed to be kids. 
'It sec whal ·s going on ou1side 
11-.: see where these kids arc 
lliag from.'' said Judith Van 
.,., direetor of the Claypoole 
•·s Academic Center. " It 's 
"Everyone talks about how bad 
D.C. public schools are and how 
students from Howard University 
arc turning 1heir backs on the 
commu ni ty," Philpot said. "I 
decided 10 do more than just talk 
about making a difference - I 
did some1hing. I always enjoyed 
working with children, so 
Claypoole seemed like a perfect 
match for me." Joe Horning, the 
owner of the Claypoole 
apa rtme nts, launc hed the 
prototype of the Claypoole 
project three years ago at Benning 
Port, another apartment complex 
that he owns. Last October, the 
Claypoole Children's Academic 
Center opened for business. 
"Some communites have 
neighborhood programs," Van 
Alstyne said. "But few com-
munities, if any, have programs like 
this one that arc right in their 
backyard. I don't know of many 
apartment complexes 1ha1 offer 
residents a program of this nature 
free of charge - we pay fo r 
everything, from food 10 computer 
education to field 1rips." 
with maps, books, biographies 
of famous African Americans, 
and new computers equipped 
with in1crac1 ive educational 
programs. 
"Right now, the program isn'I as 
academic as I would like ii 10 be,'' 
Van Als1yne said. " I'm 1rying 10 lei 
them do more fun things. I know 
what works wilh them socially. I'm 
trying 10 give them academic 
enrichment without making them 
feel like they're in school." 
Even with the relative success of 
the Claypoole's, the project faces a 
problem that threalens many other 
communily centers: the lack of 
volunteers. 
But Van Alstyne says that she is 
grateful that Howard s1udents have 
chosen 10 lend a helping hand 10 the 
communi1y. 
"We're very lucky 10 have the 
vo lunteers fro m Howard," Van 
Alstyne said. "We planned to have 
1u1ors from other schools, but it 
jusl so happens 1ha1 mosl of our 
volunteers come from Howard." 
To Philpol, the entire 
community, not just a few 
individuals, must share the 
responsibility of helping inner-city 
children. 
- liilal ,.c realize that this place 
laded." 
For many of the children of 
Claypoole, the three hours of dai ly 
in1erac1ion with Van Alstyne and 
the Howard Universi1y volunteers is 
the only positive attention they 
receive. 
·•1 volunteer because I grew up in 
an underpriviligcd neighborhood 
and I know the importance of 
giving back 10 the community," 
freshman psychology major Joseph 
Emanuel said. "All of us need 10 
help kids unders tand the 
importance values, mora ls, and 
"Educa1ion isn't the sole 
responsibili1y of educators," the 
Atlanta nat ive sa id. "It the 
responsibility of everyone of us -
every civic leader, every man on lhe 
street - to make sure that our 
c hildren are educaled and 
nurtured." 
let after week, nearly 10 
• from Howard University 
allimc as mentors, tutors, and 
:ads to the children of 
'.ii,oole. For one Howard 
• freshman civil engineering 
lljal Harold Philpot, g iving 
WIiiing hack 10 the community 
1•1job, it's a duty. 
good s1udy hab!ts.'' . . 
Their learmng space 1s filled 
For more information on the 
Claypoole Children's Academic 
Center or 10 volunteer, call Judith 
Van Alstyne at (202) 483-7433. 
- ~--------------- , 
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W you took the test tO<lay, 
how wou·ld you score? 
Take a free practice test and find out. 
Test drive the test of your choice and receive computer analysis 
of your test-taking strengths and weaknesses. 
Saturday, February 24 ... !l.O am 
Don't wait for the real thing to find out what the tes1 is like. 
Howard get a higher ~ore 
Call today to reserve 
your seat and 
for the exact location. 
University 1•AP'L-AN 
Bui for the mosl part, I think they, 
at least 1hc people that I grew up 
with, genuinely care about what 
becomes of you as an adull. I don't 
think yo u find that at a 
predominanlly White school." 
Having never taken a single 
journalism course in college, Kidd 
is a prime example of "on lhe job" 
training at its best. 
She was work ing as a 
receptionist at an Atlanta television 
station when she scored her first big 
move into journalism. 
" I sort of worried everyone in 
the building until I got a job," Kidd 
said. "As a receptionist, I was the 
first person you saw as you came in. 
By the time you sal 1hcrc for a few 
minutes, I would know who you 
were, who you were coming to sec, 
and I got a job offer from United 
Press In1erna1ional like that." 
Days afler receiving the job offer 
from UPI, Kidd was offered a job 
al WFMY-TV, the CBS affilia1e in 
Greensboro, N.C. 
"They hired me because I was a 
cheap, warm body," Kidd said. "I 
had no training in being a reporter. 
There were no lessons of any kind. 
They just said, 'You're a reporter, go 
report.' Photographers taught me 
how to be a reporter - that and 
wa1ching the network ncwscas1s 
and trying 10 emulate whal I saw. II 
was serious 'on the job' training." 
The seven years spent in 
Greensboro proved to be invaluable 
to Kidd's future success. In 1980, 
KTVI-TV, the ABC affilialc in St. 
Louis, Mo. picked her up as i1s 
prime-time anchor. 
It was in 1983 that Kidd made 
one of the most pivotal moves in her 
career and joined the WRC-TV 
news team as a weekend anchor. 
Nearly seven years later, she moved 
up as the co-anchor of WRC-TV's 
5 o'clock news. 
In Washington, she entered a 
markel 1ha1 had a fair perccn1agc of 
African-American journal ists . 
However, she admits 1ha1 nationally, 
African Americans arc slill 
struggling for equal rcpresenlation 
in the newsroom. 
"African Americans have made 
progress in the newsroom, bul not 
a 101," Kidd said. "When you look 
al television in Washing1on, there 
are Black people all over the screen. 
Not only arc lhey on television, 
1herc arc Black people in posi1ions 
that we haven'! been in before. But 
that's not the case na1ionwidc. 
Black people are st ill 
undcrrepresen1cd behind the 
scenes. Those are the jobs that arc 
mosl important - 1hose are the 
jobs that de1ermine what news is 
and what news will be covered. We 
slill don't own too many television 
slations - that'.s where the real 
power comes," she added. 
Kidd says 1ha1 ultimate ly, 
television viewers have the power 10 
diversify America's newsrooms. 
" I have my job no1 because I'm 
smart, talented, and gorgeous-
tha1 'snot how it works," Kidd said. 
" I have my job because Black 
people raised hell, picketed, wrote 
leuers, made phone calls and said 
'how come there's nol that many 
people on TV who look like me?' 
Tha1's why all of us arc here. Unless 
the people who come behind us arc 
willing 10 do the same thing, they 
can't make any impact and nothing 
will change." 
At 45, Kidd has reached both a 
professional and personal level at 
which she is content. 
"I'm not the least bit sensitive 
about my age," she said. I' II be 46 
this year and every year ii gets 
belier." 
The mo1hcr of three has learned 
a 101 in hcr23-yearjourney through 
1he cut-throat world of journalism. 
" You can't be safe and be a 
repor1er," Kidd said. "You need to 
try to be the bes1 reporter that you 
can be. You need to be able to 
read, wrile, and speak very well. 
You need 10 be a student of the 
news." 
Restaurant Review: 
City Lights of China 
By Jonathan L Wharton 
Toe Hilltop Connoisseur 
The Ci1y Lights of China is a 
difficuh find, but it L~ well worth the 
search. Al 1731 Connecticut Ave., 
• the rcstauran1 is a level below the 
sidewalk and adjacent 10 Ana 
Maria's. Cily Lighls is me1ro 
accessible at the Duponl Circle Q 
Street station. 
The gourmel Chinese restaurant 
offers lunch and dinner daily until 
11 :00 p.m. Although the 
es1ablishmen1 is in a small 
environment, 1he food is excellent. 
"The food makes the restaurant 
so popular;' maitre d' Allen fug 
said. 
The Wash-
ing1on Post 
stated in their 
top 50 res-
taurant picks 
that City Lights 
is "the best 
Chinese 
restaura n t 
outside ofOtin-
atown." 
·;-
T h e i r 1-- -----------,---------' 
specialties include chicken and $5.95 10 $10.95 for lunch or 
seafood dishes seasoned Hunan 10 . appro.ximately $3 more for dinner. 
Szechuan styles. But they also cater City Lights is well worth the money 
10 practically any specially by for lunch; dinner can all depend on 
request, as well. whal the customer orders. 
Dishes range in prices from S1ill,entrcesaresizableandvery 
fresh. Suggestions include lriple 
R.ati.11:9s (6ased on. a 1 to 10 scaCe, 
10 6eu19 tli£ fii91iest.) 
delight, beef wi1h broccoli and 
snow peas as well as sweet and 
sour chicken. 
.Accessibi!ity 10 
Wefcome/Greetif19 9 
T~k~~amtion. 9 
Overall En.vironmmt 9 
"The food is all fresh and ii is 
importanl 10 all of us here," Yang 
said. "We order everyday, 
sometimes twice a day. Even our 
soy sauce, sa11 and pepper on 1he 
tables are replaced daily." 
MenuSefection 10+ 
Yet, 1he service is probably the 
fastest in the city. The servers are 
very prompt and efficient. Bui the 
language barrier mighl be an irritant 
10 some diners. 
Mea( Portions 8 
Tastt of Food' 9 
Service 9 
Cost 
.Restaurant Service 
8 
7 
88 
"The waitresses are well trained 
before they begin working here:' 
Y.mgsaid. 
Ci1y Lights is a good pick 
especially for lunch on the weekend 
or weekday. Prices arc reasonable 
and the environmenl is intimate and 
private. Rating: B+ 
Success is something to 
took forward to. Just ask 
the guy behind you. 
.~ Y~u~rlv;to always be the leader, never the 
.'·:ttollower. You want evtrything, without hav· 
{:.[ Ing to give up •nything. If you've got the 
--.,,._ ·-:~. . ·t; _wi(I.~~ su«eed, we've gotthe way. £OS. 
\ ~·· . '.~.: look ior £OS on Campus for these events: 
,. 
·. • • Annual Charter Day Banquet, 
, ·, · March 1 : 
· , Univ/Bminm Tedlnology 
Led<!nhip Summit, March 10-12 
• Annual Cluster Banquet, March 1 
~,;.;~~ : 
Coll us •t 1-300-IVl·1EDS or 
died< out our web site at: 
http://-w,eds.com 
for more information. 
- . \j ,;.··..;'·.;.· __ ,. 
pU~----------- -~ 
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Is the 'angry White inale' syndronie paranoi 
By Effie Johns 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It is often ment ioned m the 
media and in everyday 
conversation. The phrase "angry 
White male" has become an 
accepted part of the national 
dialogue on affirmat ive action in 
the lJnited States. 
The phrase was coined shortly 
after the November 1994 election 
where the Democratic J?3r ty's 
agenda was rejected by White men 
in a 62-36 margin. Leaders in the 
Democratic party, unable to explain 
why afte r 40 years they found 
themselves in the minority, 
reasoned that their defeat was due, 
in part, to the fee lings of 
hopelessness expressed hy the 
Wfiite male voting population. 
The apparen t Republican 
landslide gave opponents of 
affirmative action fuel to dismantle 
what some call .a "racial quota 
system" and turned the national 
debate on affirmat ive act ion into 
one fraug ht wi th statisti cal 
inaccuracies and misinformation. 
The history of affirmative action 
in the U.S. is paved with hard fought 
victories and cxecultve 
intervention. During the height of 
the Civi l Righ ts Movement, 
President Jolin F. Kennedy, 
pressured by rising racial tensions 
10 quail the violence that broke out 
in major cities across the country, 
established the Contract · 
compliance Executive Order. This 
Order was the impetus for the 
creat ion of the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission that at 
the time of its crea tion lacked 
power to enforce or adjudicate fair 
employment claims. 
It was not until 1965 under 
President Lyndon B. Johnson's 
Executive Order 11246 that federal 
contractors were required to use 
affirmat ive action to ensure 
equality in employment. However, 
it was only when Richard Nixon 
became president that the 
Commission made some impact on 
the hiring and treatment of 
minorities. 
Although many White males 
argue that Blacks have equal status, 
statistics show otherwise. 
According to a report issued by 
the U.S. Census Bureau, White 
male heads of household earn 
$28,274 on average P.er year while 
Black males earn $19,476. 
A student in the graduate · 
English department at Howard 
University, who wished to remain 
anonymous, said, "For angry White 
males who romanticize the idea 
that there is equality in the 
workplace, they should consider 
the number of overqualified 
African Americans who cam 
significantly less than their White 
counterparts." 
Equally · star tling is the 
difference between Blacks and 
Whites enrolled in college. The 
U.S. Census Bureau report shows 
that in 1993! 33.3 percent of the 
total popu ation of students 
enrolled m college were Black 
compared to 39.3 percent who were 
White. These sta ti stics arc 
somewhat misleading because they 
do not take into consideration the 
retention rate between Black and 
White college studcn1s, which has 
steadily declined for Blacks over 
the last 10 years. 
Demaune Millard, a Howard 
alumnus and congressional 
legislative aide for Sen. Barbara A. 
Mikulski (D-Md.) said, "The 
retention rate has a lot 10 do with 
economics, especially with the 
current Republican congress trying 
to make cuts in loans and financial 
aid grants.'' 
Others see the "angry White 
male" as a gu ise for economic fear. 
''The issue of the angry White 
male is all about economics. White 
people arc tryinl? I(? get theirs 
before I get mine, siud a Howard 
facu lty member who wished to 
remain anonymous. 
The faculty member is nol alone 
in his scn1iments. 
In a Jan. 22, 1996 article from 
U.S. News & World R<:P~,f!, 
"Workers 1ake it on the Ch in, 11 
was reported that AT&T's 
announcement sent shock waves 
through the country nnd jolted 
many Ame~icans o~t of the illusion 
of economic security. 
"This notion of the angry White 
male is primaril~ tied to a feeling 
of job insecurity,' Millard sa id. 
Ron Wallace, co-author of 
"Black Wall Streel: A Lost Dream," 
said there is a direct corrclatinn 
between economics and racism. 
Wallace asserts that Whites are 
jealous of the gains African 
Americans have made. He also 
gives examples of 1be 
the Ku Klux Klan whoa 
murdered countless 
Joseph _Ferguson, 1 
student m the 
psychology 
distinguished between 
of White males in 
those of today. 
"The angry Whi 
yesterday exhibited 
while the reaction of 
males today is sym 
which is a disguise b 
he said. 
Renee Tombar, 1 
youth counselor in the · 
.. The anger of White 
that they arc racl$1 11d 
don'! want any other 
ahead. It has tJkcn us 
get this far and we still 
way to go." 
Republican presidential 
hopefuls move into high 
gear without Gramm 
Senate approves new b' 
to benefit farmers 
negative advertising which is why 
w~ are moving up," Alexander 
said. 
Many Iowans were bombarded 
with more advertisement~ than 
ever, including paid television 
commercials that featured linger 
pointing between Dole and Forbes. 
Dole accused Forbes of trying to 
buy his candidacy and Forbes 
claimed that Dole was a career 
polil ician. 
Alexander said, "If Bob Dole 
and Steve Forb~s keep slugging 
each other, Iowa voters arc gomg to 
agree with them about each oilier: 
tllat Mr. Forbes does not have the 
experience to be president and Sen. 
Dole, much as we respect him, 
does not have the vision 10 be the 
first presidenl of the next century." 
Still, Dole is claiming a strong 
victory in Iowa and claims that he 
wil l win the presidential election 
desr,itc Forbes' compet ition. 
By Cathleen Hodges Harrington 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After several weeks of 
bipartisan negotiations, the Uni1ed 
States Senate approved the 1996 
Farm Bill. 
This bill, introduced by Senate 
Agriculture committee Chairman, 
Richard Lugar as the Lugar 
Freedom to Farm Bill, passed by 
the vast margin of 64-32. Twenty 
democrats joined 44 Republican 
senators in voting in favor of the 
bil l. 
"This bill is a signal of viclory 
and a major change of course for 
American agriculture," Lugar said. 
" It gives farmers frceaom to 
manage their land and make 
planting decisions based on market 
prices rather than government 
subsidies." 
The Senate farm bill creates a 
sw~epil)g change in previous farm 
leg1slat1on that COngress updates 
every live years. 
One major provision is a 
dramatic reduction of government 
subsidies to farms. The new bill 
will reduce government spending 
on agricuhura l subsidies by $8 
billion over the next seven ye.ars. 
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole (R-Kan.) 
' Forbes ran the most negat ive 
campaign in the history of pol itics 
and spent close to $30 million," 
Dole said. "Then it blew up in his 
face." 
Alexander said he is bette r 
qualified than his two primary 
compc111ors. 
It will also reduce the amount of 
regulat ions the government 
imposes on farmers. This will 
affect mostly grain and cotton 
growers. 
By' Jonathan L Wharton 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
Since the state primaries have 
taken place for tfie Republican 
nomination for president, several 
states have reported winners in 
their caucuses, especially this past 
week. 
(R-Kan.). But polls indicate that 
candidate Steve Forbes has been 
gaining momentum. 
Dole narrowly won and Forbes 
did not place in the top three in 
Iowa earlier this week. Instead, Pat 
Buchanan placed second and 
Lamar Alexander was third. 
" am better prepared than Mr. 
Forbes and I have fresher ideas 
than Sen.Bob Dole," he said. 
The days when the government 
paid farmers not to plant wi ll 
aisappear within this seven-year 
period. It will allow the farmer 10 
plant whatever he chooses on his 
land . 
One of the first primaries was 
held in Louisiana. The winner was 
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole 
Sen. Phil Gramm (R-11:xas), 
however, dropped· out of the race 
after placing a disappointing fifth. 
" Iowans arc voting no 10 
President Clinton is sti ll 
planning to run for the Democratic 
party. 
. "I think the Republ[cans will 
pick the person they believe is the 
best ciualilicd. then we'll have an 
election." Clinton said. 
Sen. Robert Dole (R-Kan.) said, 
"This is a historic change. Farmers 
will finally plant for the market 
and not for the government.'' 
Capitol Highlights 
.., 
Norton sponsors 
flat tax proposals 
Del. Eleanor l;lolmes Norton, announced last 
week that she will p~esent a proposal to have a 
flat tax t~at would raise the personal exemption 
for married couples. 
''The ta!( r~\ls tell a_ frightening, untold story," 
N9rton ~aid. The District has already lost 11s 
m1ddle-mcome tax." 
T_he J)roposa_l comes after republican 
pres!dent1al candidate Sieve Forbes introduced 
the idea of a flat tax as part of his polit ical 
agenda. 
. But the flat tax Norton is considering would 
mc\ude mort~age and charitable deductions 
unhke Forbes plan. · ' 
The bi/I is called the DC Federal Tux Equity 
Act and 11 would apply to D.C. residents. 83 
p~rcent of these residents reported last year 
w1\~ less than $50,000 in gross income. 
. I have yet to hear a better solution " Norton 
said. • 
----
Congress 
won't 
convene 
until late 
February 
. • The United States 
Congress dec ided last 
wecli that they will not 
plan to handle their 
lcs,\slative calendar until Tuesday Feb. 27. 
We had a long year here. Members (of 
Congress] need 10 reacquaint themselves with 
their famil ies and with tfieir constituents" Rep. 
John Boehner (R-Ohio) said. ' 
Some lawmakers arc upset that the 
Republican leadership will talie a three-week 
break while budget negotiations arc placed on 
hold. 
"We can't wait that long to deal with the deb\ 
limit. It's inexcusable," Senate Minority Leader 
Tom Daschle (D-S.D.) said. 
The recess surprisingly comes when state 
GOP presidential primaries take place. 
"We us~d \? have Presidents' Day recess,'' 
Daschle said. We now have a New Hampshire 
GOP presidential primary recess." 
Democrats want 
more time to speak 
Hou~e. Democratic members have been 
complammg that they never have a chance to be 
he3crd ~uring debates, especially on fina.ncial 
lcg1slat1on. 
Last week,_ several lawmakers protested by 
formally writmg to House Rules Committee 
Ch!irman Gcra_rd Solomon (R-N. Y.). 
We arc "!'rt)mg to protest the outrageous and 
arrogant s11fling of debate and allernative 
approaches," stated the letter from Reps. Joe 
Mo~kleyy ((?-Mass.), Anthony Beilcnson (D-
Cahf.)..1. Martm Frost (D-ThxasJ, and Rep. Tony 
Hall (k-N.Y.). 
Solomon responded to the Democratic 
members in n letter, as well. 
" I fully understand that this procedure could 
be abusca in the future ... f But] I can assure 
you that I wi,11 continue to safeguard that right " 
Solomon said. ' 
Some co_ngressional Democrats bel ieve that 
the ~cpubhcans use of legislative power will 
oonltnue. But Solomon's spokesman Dan 
Am?n, said that he will "convey" the Oen{ocraL~ 
feelings to House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-
Ga.). 
Packwood turns 
entrepreneur 
After resigning from Congress because of 
sexual harassment charges, ex-senator Bob 
Packwood (R-Ore.) is trying to start from 
scratch. · 
Pack':"?od deci,d~d that he wanted to have his 
own poht1cal adv1smg lirm. 
"_I am advising [clients] on the type of action 
I L_hmk Congress 1s likely to take • Packwood 
said. • 
He is still trying to pay fqr his l_egal defenses 
from la~t year. Packwood said he hkes doing the 
consult mg busmess. 
''.I _love the privacy. The wonderful part of this 
po_s1tton 1s I no longer have to reveal "Packwood 
said. ' 
SUBSCRIBE TO THE 
HILLTOP 
Peanut and sugar farmers will 
see liule change with the bill 
because the support payments the 
government gives to these 
producers will be only s lightly 
reduced. 
Environmental protection was 
also another important part of the 
bill . It provides for land acquisition 
and other activities to encourage 
more farmers in the Floriaa 
Everglades to stop sugarcane 
(Jroduction and aid in restoring the 
Everglade's ecosystem. 
Welfare is another issue 
addressed in the bill. The 
nutritional portion of the bill 
continues the Food Stamp Program 
at $27 billion over the next seven 
years. It also re-authorizes several 
other nutrition programs. A 
Humane Horse TranSJ?<?rtation Act 
was added to provide for safe 
transportation of horses being 
shipped to focilitics 
There arc those who 
rar.id change in far111 
w1 II not ne=rily be 
farmer. 
Secretary of · 
Glickman, 1s worried WI 
overhaul will desuoy ~ 
that was created to 
in times of natural d' 
"Fnrm programs 
assistance when it 5 
periods of low prices,• 
The next step for tk 
will be in the 
committee. Once 
fin i~hcs its work on 
version of the farm 
conferwiththc SclWC 
to President Bill a· 
Glickman say, he will 
president to veto the 
has seen from both 
Congress so far. 
Senate Agricultural Committee Chairman, Rlehlnl 
How far have we 
come since boyco 
By LaJohnne White 
Hilltop Staff Wnter 
. When Rosa Parks refused to 
g1vq up her scat on a city bus to a 
White man, she unintentionally 
began one of the most significant 
boycotts in civil rights h1story•-
the Montgome~y Bus boy9ott. For 
38 1 days, African Americans in 
Montgomery, Ala., took cabs, 
carpooled or walked to their 
dcstina\ions in uncompromising 
opposi119n of segregation. 
Maron Lutlter King Jr's 
leadership of the Montgome~!· 
Improvement Association MIA 
Edgar Daniel Nixon's wor~ wit' 
the NAACP, national media 
c~vc~age and sheer determination 
wi thin the Black communities 
made the boycou successful 
"The M?ntgomery Bus Boycott 
"".as a turning point m civil rights 
history, because unlike its local 
predecessors, it was a national 
movement that was able to build on 
the momentum which had been 
ac~umulating since the I 930s,'' 
said .Josepli Reidy, a history 
professor at Howard. 
However, many criticized the 
MIA for focusing too narrowly on 
one problem- segregation in bus 
seatmg. 
"11ie ~ontgomery Bus BOJ.COtt 
was a piece tltat was identified, 
isolated and chan 
problem was , cry 
said. 
Furthermore, the 
the boycott didn't 
only guaranteed political 
equali1y in thcor,. • 
power in socict) still 
changed," Rridy said. 
·• African Americus 
willing 10 force !he~ 
to resolve the eonl 
said. 
Howc,'Cr, the bo)'\ll& 
impetus that led to 
rights victories in 
the South. Now in 
conside~cd ~Y ipany IO!i' 
most racist city m 
one-half of all tcr 
government officials Ill 
American. Also the 
and boards renect the 
the city. 
But this ty~ of 
numbers, which y 
dismantling of the · 
sc_grc_gnt ion, not t~ 
inJUSII~ of di'iCl'i . 
Necole Beard, 1 
majoring in busi 
"11iough l still have 1 ._ 
about society and de 
-within it, I can sec tilt 
reinvigorate the re 
sent iments that the 
Bus Boycott began to 
The National Pag 
ooking for write 
lease contact t 
ii/top at 806-68 
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INTERNATION 
fran~e ends nuclear testing in South Pacific 
~ Pres ident Chirac pledges peace, security 
• 
fNClmyske Mwakalyelye 
HilltOP Staff Writer 
lft(r rid ing the crest or 
~1ional criticism for' 
~a series of nuclear tests 
;i South Pacific last ye,ir. 
tifmidcnt Jacques Chirac is 
~ii the public's favor for 
;dilg on a comprehensive 
ii'IIISI b3n treaty. 
..-ing the early completion 
d ol the eight nuclear lCSlS 
l,!ilrd on the Fanatau fa Island 
icSooth Pacific th is month, 
Slid he is now abandoning 
1nc1ear tests because he is pd~ith the results. 
;'IICC will join the 
~ionally imposed 
· on nuclc,1r testing. 
)lesaid he foll justified in his 
to pursue the LeMs and 
IO regrets. 
;wbtothc final i,crics which 
~ bctn carried out, France 
Ille fa dcfonsc system] on a 
long-term basis," a speech issued 
by the French president's office 
stated. "The security or our country 
and of our children has been 
assured." 
In the same speech, Chirac said, 
" ... I have the feeling of having 
accomplished one of the first duties 
or my office by giving France, for 
decades to come, the means to 
e nsure its indepe11de11cc and 
s~curity." 
While reassuring the public that 
he was ·•not insensitive" to the 
public's out rage at home and 
abroad. Chirac said even though 
fear surrounds nuclear weapons,". 
. . in an ever dangerous world. [they 
arc l for us. a weapon or deterrence, 
which serves peace." 
Chirac's efforts will now 
concentrate on prohi~i ting all 
nuclear testing programs. Chirac is 
al~o opting for a treaty ha1-ed on the 
·•zcro•option." which requires all 
nucle:1r arsenals and cxplosiws 10 
be banned . 
Sources say the U.S. and British 
leaders in itially displayed some 
re luctance to the zero-opt ion 
because each country wa nts 10 
rese~vc the r ight to carry ou t 
smaller nuclear tests. However, 
leaders eventually endorsed the 
option. 
"We support an end 10 nuclear 
testing," said Will iam Shapcoll, 
chancery at the Brit ish Embassy. 
Shapco\l said many countries 
assumed 1ha1 England supported 
Chirac's decis ion 10 conduct 
nuclear 1cs1s because it did 1101 
openly condemn them. 
I lowcver. relationships between 
France and coun1r ies. such as 
Japan, Australia, New Zealand and 
the Ne therlands were s trained 
during the five months Chirac 
allowed the nuclear tests, which 
began last September. And many 
consumers of French goods 
launched boycons against French-
made products. The French 
gov~rnmcnt, however, contends that 
the country did not foci any effects. 
At the heart or the auack against 
nuclear test ing is the issue of 
environmental damage. However, 
some observers said the amount of 
ecological risk in relat ion 10 
France's South Pacific tests is 
minimal. 
·• .. . Greenpeace is no longer 
ignorant of the fact that the level or 
radioactivity is higher in [its own] 
Sidney offices than at the bonom of 
the Mururoa Lagoon," sa id 
Francois' Filion. minister of 
informat ion tech nology, in an 
article in French newspaper Le 
Monde last September . 
Showing his own concern ror 
the cnvironme111, Chirac's of[icc 
announced that the French 
government will be sending 
independent experts from several 
countries to observe the spot where 
the tests were conducted. 
"These tests have been 
conducted with the strictest regard 
for the environment,'' Chirac sa id. 
• 
BAY OF BISCAY 
+ 
~ridge's construction represents change in Haiti 
• 
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-.,, cheer while U.N. officials and Hatians lea ders 
open the b ridge. 
Bv Carey Grady 
lilco Staff Writer 
·,ai, prior to December's 
presidential elections, former 
Haitian President Jean Bertrand 
Aristide. with severa l French 
dignitaries and United Nations 
dip lomats. officially opened a 
newly constructed bridge in 
Jacmel. Haili. 
Instantly becoming a historical 
l~drnark. the bridge sNvcd as one 
of Aristidc's final speaking venues 
before leaving office. Thousands 
of onlookers waved and called out 
10 the ex-president as he dedicated 
the bridge and w,,s in the political 
mainstream one last ti me. 
A~ a gracious Aristide thanked 
each nation involved in the bridge's 
construction, the significance of 
the new road. which connects the 
fishing community or Jacmel 10 
Haiti's capital Port-au-Prince. took 
on a whole new mcan:ng to 
spectators, citizens and pol itical 
figures alike. 
"The opening or the bridge in 
Jacmcl has historical significance 
because its construction and 
completion was a resu lt of 
collaborative efforts between the 
United Nations, the United States 
and the Haitian government,'' said 
Michelle Karnshan, foreign press 
iiaison for the Haitian government. 
The completion of the bridge 
was a part of the U.N. Civil Action 
project, a division 1ha1 aids in the 
building of schools and bridges in 
developing countries. 
After assembli ng members from 
an allied force of Canadian and 
American troops (CANAM), U.N. 
forces were able to complete 
construction in mid-December. 
U.S. First Lieutenant Al Perez. 
public affairs officer for CANAM, 
said the CANAM Ballal ion has 
been in Jacmel since August. 
"Four months went into the 
planning of the project," he sa id. 
"Many of the men and women miss 
home, but arc proud to serve in 
Hait i and 10 be a part of a project 
that wi ll help the Haitian 
community ... 
Sg1. Michael Gi lley, ba11alions 
bridge crew chief, said his work on 
the project contributed 10 his 
knowledge or world affairs. 
"This assignment was a learning 
experience;• Gilley said. "It helped 
me better appreciate the efforts or 
the United Nations as a peace• 
keeping organization." 
In addition to the timeliness or 
construct ion, CANAM members 
also marveled a1 the low cost of the 
project. 
"This project was completed at 
a fraction of the costs if a civilian 
company would have completed 
the project,'' sa id Captain Derrick 
Farmer, an army officer from 
Charleston S.C. "The bridge would 
have cost about $4 million if 
comracted by a private company. 
The United Nations completed this 
project at roughly $400.000 
dollars." 
The completion of the bridge is 
a monumental event for Haiti and 
for Arist ide. Before the ba11alion 
bui lt the new bridge, Jacmel, a 
richly stocked fishing community, 
was virtually isolated from the rest 
of Haiti. 
Now. Jacmcl merchants can 
travel 10 the marketplace in Port-au• 
Prince and sell goods to·1he rest of 
the Haitian commun ity. 
For Arist ide, the bridge 
represents a portion of a pledge he 
made 10 rebuild roads and improve 
transportat ion in Haiti. 
U.N soldiers and Hatian children await President Aristide's 
speech. 
m Kouran dancers give lesson in African culture 
By Ndlmyake Mwakalyelye 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
~~~ arc completely packed." a disappointed 
rl11>er IOO latecomers was told as they were 
tlitay from Carmichael Auditorium in the 
friendly. 
en tertaining 
a n d 
ed ucationa l 
exper ience. 
' .i Museum of American llistory al the 
Illian Jru,1i1u1c Saturday. 
ialli-cthnic crowd, whose members ranged in 
llliously awaited the performance by the 
Between 
performances. 
K o n l e 
educated the 
audience on 
I h C 
significance or 
song and dance 
in Africa. 
West African dance company, KanKouran. 
iartd by the American Sampler, part of the ~ Fund for the Performance or American 
ti performance was part of a Black History 
__,part series of programs featuring the theme 
' '-Drummers." 
·'Mus ic is 
the way of life L..J~~ 
in Africa." 
Konte said to 'lntricshcrc focuses on percussion in 1rndi1ional 
• · 'llid Howard Bass. program coordinator. "The 
r. offer traditional music and educati<lnal 
the audience. "Our history lives with us every day.'' 
'• l>schools.'' 
•llari~matic personality of the dance group's 
'· ill 11d director, Assanc Kontc. allowed for a 
Music and dance in African culture tell stories of 
the past said Konte. For instance, tribal wars arc often 
related through song and dance. Also, Konte added, 
every occasion, from weddings 10 births, are celebrated 
• nouncement oar 
; ***Attention a ll International Students••• . . 
: 1Vateers a r c needed to carry their co1.m t ry's n a t iona l flag during the P r es iden t's Inaugura l Cerem ony. 
• 
' 
' 
• • 
Response Deadline: February 16 . 
Where to Apply: Office of In te r national Student Services, 
Suite 119 Blackburn Cente1·. 
Further Deta ils; Students will be chosen on a first com ~, first ser~e bas is . 
All inte r ested students must resp ond ASAP. Register Now .. ! 
... The Global Information Infrastr uct ure P olicy Study*** 
Group and Th e Mass Comnnmica t ion Gra dua te Program 
Presents 
An Issu es Symposium 
on · 
Social Development and th e Glob~l Info rmation _Superh ighway Concept: 
Policy, Progress a nd Practice 
Date: Februar y 20, 1996 
T im e: 8:30a.m. to 6:00p.m . 
Location: Intern atj.onal Affa ir s Cen ter 
2218 6th and Bryan t Streets NW 
Washington , D.C. 
All wh o p lan to attend m ust RSVP. Registei· today)!! 
th rough 
music. 
W i th 
da n ce, 
· Konte 
s a i d , 
Arr ica ns 
0 r t e n 
C O m e 
together to 
perform 
spec i fie 
rituals that 
depend on 
l h e ;;::~:::;:;::~~;,,.JI occasion 
or the 
season. 
While Konte provided insight into the meani ng behind 
each ritual, the audience was treated 10 a display of 
dances representing harvest time, the becoming of age 
and several other moments in life. 
The key instrument in the KanKouran performance 
is the drum. At the beginning of the program, before 
eyes could focus on performers, the sound of loud, 
pulsating drums filled the auditorium. 
When all the performers appeared on stage, there 
was an array of color and energy radiating from the 
smil ing faces of the dancers. 
From the loud applause and the occasional standing 
ovations that the group received, it was evident that 
many enjoyed the show. 
" It is good to sec African culture being credited in 
such a positive manner;· said Mary Arobaga, who is 
from London, England. "These performances allow 
ch ildren to learn about their ancestral culture ~nd be 
more appreciative.'' 
The American Sampler has been contributing to 
Black History Month for nearly 10 years. Throughout 
the year, the American Sampler holds five shows. 
"People arc excited to come here and hear a culture, 
1101 only of their own, but or others,'' said Kristin Felch, 
a production special ist for the American Sampler. 
Glance Around the World 
Bab El-Oued, Algiers-Seventeen people were killed and 93 wounded after two car bombs exploded in 
Algiers earlier this week. The first bomb destroyed a town hall in the Bab El-Oucd distl'ict 111e second bomb 
exploded outside the office of a major Algerian newspaper. 111e two bombings follow a four-year battle between 
Algerian security forces and members of the Muslim populat ion who seek to create ao Islamic regime in Algiers. 
Jerusalem, Isrdel-Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres has declared that elections for prime minister and 
parliament will be held five months early to allow Israelis the opportunity to concentrate on whether to continue 
the Arab-Israeli peace talks . 
Peres became prime minister after Yitzhak Rabin was assnssinated last November. Since becoming prime 
minister, Peres, who has gained wide-spread support since becoming prime minister, said if elected, he will 
continue the peace accord and will ··end the state or war in the entire region." 
Cbillagong, Bangladesh-A student demonstration that called for the resignat ion of Bangladesh Prime 
Minister KJ1alcda Zia ended in an uproar after police officers attempted to disperse the protestors. One officer 
was k;llcd and 300 students wcro arrested in the riot Students began protesting alier Zia refused to step down 
and allow a neutral administration to supervise the upcoming elections for prime minister. 
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Visit RUMBLE IN THE BRONX @ http://www.rumble.com 
Starts friday, february 23rd, at Theatres lverywhere. 
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• 
toll-free. 
Tax questions? Call TeleTax for recorded information 
on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day. 
~<ii\\ Department of the Treasury 
~ JI Internal Revenue Service 
http://www.ustreas.gov 
·swIMSUIT 
.. 1 OOO's of One-Pieces, BiJdnis, Push-Ups, Thongs & D 
FREE 
PARKING! 
1819 M Street NW• 73515th SI., NW 
(202) 331-8372 • (202) 393-3533 
The Bikini Sho 
H.U. Bookstore 
University Notice 
For all students who have purchased the S . I . Hayakawa Book, 
language in thou~ht and action 5th Edition , for course #377- 242- 01, 
language issue taught by Professor Wright, are entitled to a refund 
of $14.00 plus tax. Due to an error in pricing this book was 
priced at $42 . 50 instead of the correct price of $28 . 50 . 
Please come to the 4th Street Bookstore at your earliest 
convenience with a copy of your receipt and your book . 
We apologize for this inconvenience and wish that all of you 
I 
affected by this error will accept a 10% coupon to be used on a ny 
item that you purchase. 
Bookstore hours of operation 
Monday - Thursday · 
F:r_:iday 
Saturday 
8:30 to -7 : 00 
8 : :ftb t o 5 : 30 
11 : 00 t o 4: 00 
~ 
THE HILLTOP 
RSVP IS COMING! RSVP IS COMING! 
(ROOM SELECTION AND· VERIFICATION PLAN) 
WHERE WILL YOU LIVE NEXT YEAR? 
Last year more than 70% of RSVP participants received their first choice of residence hall. 
Undergraduate students in University Housing will receive RSVP information and forms 
from February 22 to Feb1uary 23 in hall of residence. 
Non-resident undergraduate students may pick-up RSVP information and forms in the 
Office of Residence Life on February 22 and 23. Forms must be turned in ·no later tl1an 
Noon, Monday, February 26. , 
The RSVP drawings will be in the Tubman Quadrangle on Wednesday, February 28, 
starting at 9:30 a.m. 
Howard Plaza Towers undergraduate residents will also have an opportunity to state their 
preferences for East Tower (under current arrangements) or West Tower (residence l1all 
arrangements). Information and forms available at the Towers on February 22 and 23. 
Current resident freshmen are reminded that they are guaranteed l1ousing and are required 
lo reside in University housing next year. 
S100 non-refundable payment is due on April 1 to confirm .~ 
i tentative assignment or waiting list position~ ..- _.. .. -:-. -· 
A9 
t lf[E OF RES IDENCE LlFE 
.FEBRUARY 1996 
-
Georgetown. University 
S11tn.mer Study Abroad 
OPEN HOUSES 
for the following summer programs: 
!Jxford.. Int,l Management (Graduate): Wed., Feb. 21 
Campinas, Brazil: Wed., Feb. 21 
Quito, Ecuador: Thurs., Feb. 22 
Sbalcespeare: Text & Performance, Leicester, England: 
Thurs., Feb. 22 
We also offer the following summer program~: 
Tours., France 
Trier, Germany 
Life & Thouglzt in Ancient Greece 
Hong J(ong, Comparative Business 
For ~ore information, please call (202) 687-6184. 
Tee off at the "Happy GU1nore" and the "Planet Golf," ♦ Web-Sites 
http1//w •~.mca.com/un Ive rsal_ pf ctu res/happy http1//w ww.pla netgolf. com/rctS.ht m I 
,01 YOU CNAIKI TO WIN AIITOGWNID MOV!I MIMOWILIA AND Offill GHAT ,wrr GOLi .. ,mu 
/ 
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Since 1924 
·Brutality of youth 
culture breeds. 
disrespect for life 
Three young women were brutally murdered on Che . way to a night club. A 23-month old child was suf• focated to death - supposedly for crying to loud. 
These acts of violence have come within weeks of each 
l ther, both in the District. 
The blalant disrespect and devaluation of human life is 
horrendous in D.C., across the country and around the 
,;orld. . 
If children are our future, and indeed chey are, our future 
looks quice bleak. In the Washingcon metropolitan area, 
murder is the leading cause of death tor young Black men 
18-25 years old. Mostofthosedeathscomefrom the hands 
Jf anocher Black man. 
The degrndation of educacion, Che influx of teenage 
,regnancies and widespread immof-al behavior are a few 
factors thac contribute to this heartless sociecy. 
At Howard Universicy, che "Mecca," we should be 
:onlributing lo the uplift of the Black community. Instead, 
Joe of our own kills her boyfriend's baby. The young 
.voman must have had serious problems if she could, 
.vi1hou1 remorse, take che life of a child. If we were being 
:rue brothers and sisters, someone could have delccted her 
Jroblem and gave or got help for her. 
We can't get into blind accusations of the younger 
generation for the problems of the world though. II was the 
older generation who produced these cold-hearted youth, 
then wrote them off as Generation X. 
Funding is taken from education and placed in the 
building of new prisons. Images through the media paint 
youngpeopleassavageanddeadly-especiallyyoungBlack 
males. This environment produces the corrupt society. 
Youth culture, sometimes synonymous with hip-hop 
culture, plays a role in the disrespect for life. Entertainers 
glorify the use of drugs and the consumption of alcohol. To 
have killed is a badge of honor in many parts of the Black 
community. Fourtccn-year-oldchildrenarcbringinggunsto 
school, causing bureaucrats to put metal detectors in the 
buildings. 
Howard is supposed to be the shining star of the Black 
world, reflecting the best we have 10 offi:r. Multiple deaths 
of students, rapes and killers reflect the worst. With all of 
our many gains, we still have much progress yet to go. Life 
is to be cherished and respected. To secure the future of this 
nation, we must develop our children. Proper education, 
high moral standards and the reinforcement of positive 
images and role models must be the wave of the future. 
Blacks must make 
significant statement at 
the polls in 1996 
The policical fever seems to be higher than ever in 19,96. Of course this isan election year, buc the aver-age man and women appears to be more politicized. 
Blacks, who have historically turned out 10 the polls in low 
numbers, now have a renewed momentum. 
The largest demonstration in the history of chis country 
featured over a million Black men who pledged to creace 
a third political force and registered the eighc million 
eligible bul unregistered voters in lhe Black community. 
Coupled with a huge barrage of political attacks the last few 
years, Black America seeks to make a statement ac the polls 
in 1996. 
National surveys show that half of the country 
disapprove with the way governmcnc has peoormcd the past 
year. Add thal to tlie fact thac only aboul half the country 
voles in elections, and who have merely one-forth of the . 
populacion ple8$Cd wich cheir leadership. • 
Dissatisfaction brings about change. The Republican 
Congress was ushered in on a wave of mass dissatisfuction. 
Bui condicions have only gocten worse. 
The governmenl has shul down twice, wi\h no budget 
agreement reached yet. The country's ascronomical debl is 
higher than ever, nearly $5 trillion. Job security is minimal 
and health care is of major concern. 
Wilh Oen. Colin Powell bowed oul of the presidencial 
race, no leading candidale is likely to seep out of politics 
as usual. The first major primary, che Iowa Caucus, held 
no major surprises, favoring Senale Majority Leader, Bob 
Dole(R.-Kan.). Publisher Steve Forbes, who showed signs 
of changing the scope of mainscrcam policies placed a 
dislant fourth in lhe primary, despice spending millions 
above his opponents and creating a huge media frenzy. 
Next week is the firsl popular vole primary in New 
Hampshire, and Dole stands 10 win there, as well. Last year 
this time, predictions ,vere that President Clinton wouldn'c 
serve another term. Now that Clinton has gone from a 
liberal Democrat to COOS()rvativc and the Republicans have 
made enemies around the country, Clinton looks 10 be 
headed for a second term. 
Dole has fought in a World War, served years in the 
House of Representatives and decades in the Senate during 
his 71 years on this earth. Many believe he should be 
retiring, noc running for president Both he, Clincon and the 
entire mainstream political climale has been hostile 10\vard 
Blacks the past year. And again this year, Blacks and most 
of America will be faced with a choice of the lesser of l\vo 
evils. 
Blacks normally side with the Democratic party. But the 
first Democratic president in 12 years proved that he. too, 
could tocally ignore Black concerns. 
If the eight million unrcgiscercd vocers joined the rest 
of Black America and formed a political block, we could 
leverage thal p01ver inlo a tremendous force. Our vole isn't 
respected because we don't use the vote that millions 
fought hard to gee. Politicians respecc numbers, that's why 
the Million Man ~arch was frighcening 10 some people. 
But if we don't continue to organize and fulfi ll che 
aspirations of that da)\ our vote will concinue 10 be 
disrespected. 
lf jusc we at Howard were all regisccred and formed 
a policical block, not on any party line, but united as a 
student body, we could command chat presidencial 
hopefuls come 10 us and explain how they will serve 
our concerns. We've got to start small if we·re 10 be 
successful on a national level. There's no time like che 
presenc, Ice's make a change! 
Letter to the Editor 
Self-interest links University to 
'misguided' graduate 
Dear Eclicor: 
11 was sad to hear and read stories recenlly in the 
nacional news media of lhe concroversial and scandalous 
issues surrounding Helen Goldsby, a Howard Universicy 
music alumna who in 1995 was crowned Miss New York 
State and later was a runner-up in chc Miss America 
Pageant Goldsby thril.lcd che nation with "her magnificent 
voice in the calent portion of the pageant However, it . 
appeared thac her state title and awards were in jeopardy 
because of matlers che Pageanc Committee deemed lo be 
confliccing wilh pageant rules. In response, Goldsby was 
reporccd to be suing Che state of New York. 
Apparently this was not che firsc issue in which she was 
embroiled concerning che pageant At the outscc, there was 
a controversy about her eligibility to represent New York 
as a resident of the state. 
Anolher recenc media bombshell exploded over the 
airwaves and in major newspapers wich rcporcs chat 
Goldsby was being sued by the wife of a financier for 
improprieties chat linked her 10 her husband and a possible 
6reakup of their marriage. 
As tragic as lhese events are, Howard Universily 
missed a golden opportunicy at a time when it could bavc 
reinforced values 1ha1 might well have indicaced 10 
Goldsby that success need not come at the expense of 
questionable, dubious or tainted activities. 'Rvo and a half 
years ago, Goldsby was awarded a controversial music 
" degree by the adminiscration of former presidenl Franklyn 
Jenifer. Oespile unanimous faculty objections from the 
Dcpartmenl of Music and Che College of Fine Arts -
former Vice Presidenl of Academic Affairs, Joyce 
Ladner; College of Fine Arts Dean, Jeff Donaldson; and 
Music Departmenl Chairman, J. Weldon Norris overruled 
and dismissed the face chat Goldsby had not completed 
19 credit hours of her degree requiremencs. As prescribed 
by the faculty, these could have been sacisfied in one 
summer. The administracion could have supported and 
reinforced a vital moral issue as well as an imporlanc 
academic requiremenl that was being addressed by the 
faculty. However, for Goldsby lo fulfill these requiremencs, 
according to letters received by members of the facully. 
ii would interfere with her '·plans." And fu rthermore, as 
seated in one of these lellers, an adminiscracor promised 
lo supporc her plans and ac the same cime provide her 
financial benefits, which has rnised serious qucscions. 
One year later, chis same College of Fine Arts 
administracion saw ic fie 10 sponsor Goldsby in a recital 
given by her in the Andrew Rankin Chapel for the purpo5C 
of raising 'money for her graduacc study at another 
inscitucion. Students openly, protested this "act of 
generosity" toward a former studenl characlerizcd by the 
Dean as "a role model." Withoul faculty or s1uden1 
support, Che event nevertheless took place in the name of 
the College despite lhc plighc of the many Howard 
scudents who continued to experience financial and 
registration difficulties. 
What kind of message was the administration trying 
10 convey to our students? Quice obviously it was saying 
lo Goldsby that she had their support even though her work 
at Ho,vard had not been compleced, and even Chough 
students al Howard were slruggling or being deprived of 
an educalion for lack of funds. 
At Che outset of this whole regrettable mat1e~ a letler 
from the faculty to Che administration urged adminiStrative 
intervenlion 10 spare the University the emba.rrassmenl 
Iliac ,vould inevicably result from ics iU-conceived actions. 
Today, it is clearly seen that - for whacever ii may have 
meant - Howard University had an opportunity To scand 
up for principle by instilling a few grains of moral 
responsibility along wilh ics mission 10 nurture talent. 
Unfortunalely, while the Department of Music and 
College of Fine Arts faculties tried, the University at large 
failed, and today ii can only be said that - because of 
self-interest and proceccionism - Howard Universicy is 
linked 10 the plighl of an cxcremcly ta1enccd, but 
unforlunace and misguided graduate. 
Dr. Ray111011dJackso11, Professor of Music; Dr. Thr>mas 
Korth, Professor of M,,sic; Dr. Charles Timbrell, Associate 
Professor of Music; Dr. George Winfield, Associate 
Profess~, of Music. . 
, 
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Individualisni 
has no place in 
Black Ainerica 
Additions to Board of 
Trustees n1ust assert their 
A11 
t . po\\Ter 
• 
• 
By Ta-Nehisl Coates 
Hilltop Columnist 
One or' the• biggest values of 
American society is that of 
indiv idual rights. This is 
personified in tfie Bill of Rights, 
which is nothing more than a hst of 
individual rights that the state or the 
collective cannot take away. 
Individualism as a philosophy-has 
deep roots in America extending 
back to the days of the Puritans. 
Their philosophy was that 
mankind was to enrich himself 
single-handedly and through hard 
work. The fact that they murdered 
Native Americans for the land in 
the first place is never mentioned. 
Individualism was clearly present 
should be role models. But in the 
real world of Black America, 
parents, and particularly fathers, 
are becoming scarce. Even in the 
healthiest o f Black families, 
popular culture has quickly become 
the enemy. Parents can only 
regulate children so much, anil 
wficther (hey liJ<e it or not their 
ch ildren w,11 be exposed to a 
culture that glorifies and is indeed 
fascinated with lower depths of 
human behavior. 
In the area of the arts a nd 
academia, individualism has taken 
another form. Among Black artists 
it is common to hear them say that 
they are not "Black" artists, 
because chat limits them. This 
claim is based more on their limited 
vision of Blackncs~ chan on any 
semblance of rcalily. 
Yet, the need to disassociate 
chemselves from the masses seems 
from che fear of responsibility to the 
colleccive. The very thought of 
dircccing there art 10 Black people 
makes c~cm shudder. 
Now, che question becomes, do 
individuals bear a responsibility to 
the masses? Whal is the nature of 
1ha1 responsibi.licy? Well !he answer 
10 lhc firsc guestion is yes for two 
reasons. First there 1s a moral 
reason, bul for those who don't 
believe in morals there is also a 
practical answer. 
On a moral )eve) it is simply 
I am paid to wreak 
havoc on the 
basketball court. 
-Charles Barkley of 
the Phoenix Suns 
in the Manifesc Destiny idcoloizy, of wrong for people in the public eye 
settlers who went West. Mani fest to ncgacively influence children, 
Desciny, popularized during the when often ,t is che children who 
Anthony Barnes 
In reference to Gen. Colin 
Powell and Denn is High tower 
joining the crowded table of 
Howard University Board of 
Trustees, my thoughts arc, "So 
what?'' 
Yes, Powell is ve ry popular, 
intelligen t and successful and 
Dennis Hightower is equally 
successful, intelligent and eloquent. 
I guess under normal circumstances 
I should be tickled pink at the idea 
that two of the most poP.ularmen in 
business and politics w,11 now be on 
the Board, but circumstances are 
not normal. 
I am not in the lease impressed 
with chc resumes of the members of 
the present board. The people 
behind chcse resumes must express 
themselves in ways that benefit the 
Universi ty apart from us j ust 
getting goose pimples over hearing 
their names. 
Mere ly placing successful 
people on the Board of Trustees 
will not help us as an institution. We 
should demand more of these 
people. 
I have been at Howard 
University since spring 1993. In 
May of 1993, I was on my way to 
an rnternship school in Columbus, 
Ohio, when I read in The Hilltop 
1ha1 we should all be concerned 
because the appropriations from 
Congress may be reduced. Some 
people felt chat this would not 
happen because President Clinton 
had just ascended to the White 
House and we have friends on the 
Hill, so money s hould be 
forthcoming. The appropriations 
for 1hat school were slightly cut. In 
May 1994, !he word was out 1h31 
che appropr iacions from Capitol 
Hill were again in danger. This time 
however, 1tie fear was a little more 
real because we began to reali ze 
that whoever our friends on the Hill 
were, somehow their friendli ness 
was not being translated into dollars 
as far as che appropriations were 
concerned. In May 1995, we 
suffered 1he same fear. 
We have some of the most 
successful people in the United 
States presently on the Board of 
Trustees al Howard University, but 
that docs not seem to have influence 
on cbe most important part of chc 
Howard community-the students. 
We still make embarrass ing 
decisions such as not buyi ng 
Wonder Plaza when it was being 
offered for sale, chen buying_ it years 
later for millions more. And now 
that we have bought Wonder Plaza, 
it is now becommg a ghost town. 
Four stores have left srnce it was 
purchased and probably more arc 
going to disappear soon. 
One looks from Georgia Avenue 
at the Miner's Teachers' College 
building, which is smack in the 
middle of the public landscape of 
the campus, and secs the hideous 
sight of an emaciated building 
covered with old, dircy canvas. 
Howard trustee member Vernon 
Jordan, who served as head of the 
Clinton's transition team, needs to 
project some of his efforts and 
rnfluence on Howard. Likewise, 
Earl Graves' skill and managerial 
finesse needs to surface in the board 
room of the University. And che 
same is true for other 1rus1ees. 
There should be a strategic plan 
10 get the University off "welfare" 
from the Uniced States Congress. 
Most children have to be on their 
own by age 21, Howard is over 100 
years old, and we are still holding 
our hands ouc to Capitol Hill every 
spring. 
I will wait 10 sec what these two 
additions 10 che board add to the 
University before I break out lhe 
chaml_)agnc. I don't want to be left 
"Waiung to Exhale." 
The wrirer is a senior i11 rhe 
School of Business. 
Howard students should get 
active in the local community 
Melanthab X Stith 
By helping the communily, we 
help raise the standards by which 
we l ive. Many of us complain abouc 
how unsafe the community is or 
how badly men and women treat 
each OIiier, buc we rarely do 
anything aboul ic. 
How many times have you heard 
the question, "Why are you here ac 
Howard University?" And how 
many people have yo u heard 
respond with the infamous two 
words, "(R> gee) a job." 
It is true thac after leaving 
Howard one will sea rch for a 
permanent job, but is that all? 
use the ocher Howard faci lities. 
While here, students have the 
opportunity 10 learn who they are 
as Black people, to use their 
knowledge 10 b.e nefit the 
commun11y, and to join 
organizations conducive 10 che 
upliftment of Black people. 
I muse scateemphacically, ic is not 
wrong 10 love and lea rn aboul 
yourself and your people. 
No matcer what anyone says, ii 
is not haired of othe rs to be 
Afrocentric. If someone says that, 
ask why ii wrong. 
It is up to you to defi ne who you 
arc. If not, someone else will. 
People judge others by the manner 
in which they carry themselves. 
Change is sometimes hard, bul if 
you take ,t ones1ep at a lime, it will 
become easier; che key is 10 try to 
change where change is necessary 
and build from there. 
A prime example of this is the 
Million Man March. The March 
was centered on self development 
and communicy dcvelopmen l. 
Dur ing che Honorable Louis 
Farrakhan's speech, he said we 
should all join a religious and social 
organization. Right here on campus 
there are both types of 
organizacions: churches, mosques, 
che NAACP, Ubiqui ty, vanous 
fraternit ies and sororiues, jusc to 
name a few. Participation in chese 
organizations can be self-fu lfi lling, 
as well as uh imately beneficial to 
the community. 
organizing the students for chc 
March; wliilc some helped re.,gister 
over 10,000 youth in the D.C area 
10 vocej others went on a seven-day,. 
21-co legc Histo rica lly Black 
College tour on the cast coast. 
Ocher organizations have similar 
scories. If you are interested in the 
Campus Mosque, there are open 
meetmgs evety Sunday at 11 a.m. 
in the Blackbunl-Eotu.in. 
Studencs interested in finding 
and/or joining organizations, there 
should be a contacf'.list. m !he 
HUSA office, located in 
Blackburn. 
Someone who carries himself 
or herself as a self-respecting, 
loving pe rson will have ochers 
define themselves as such and vice 
versa. 
19th century, basically meant 1ha1 make these figures. It would seem 
• While Americans were dcscined to chat Charles Barkley would have 
conquer and ru le all of North some level of compassion for the 
America. The idea chat one group kids who idolize h1rn on chc court 
has the right to steal another and carry 1ha1 idolization off the 
Paying over $4,000 for tuition a 
semester iust 10 gee a job; is 1ha1 all 
you feel your money ,s worch? 
The validation slicker for which 
most scudents stand in line for a 
minimum of two days, nol only 
allows students access 10 sporting 
evcncs, buc also allows scudents 10 
Many organizations on campus 
have commu nity out reach 
programs. Perhaps, ch rough 
organizations, we can build a scrong 
connection between Howard and 
the community. These programs 
span from tutoring to marketing to 
political activ ism. 
Take the Howard Universi ty 
Campus Mosque. Though it is 
primarily a religious organizaci~nl 
11 can be looked on as a socia 
organ izacion, as we ll. Some 
members played major roles in 
If your behavior shows ocher 
wise. people wi ll define you as chey 
see fie. 
group's land is clea rl y courc. The fact is chat mosc kids 
mdiv,dualistic and self-serving. parents can't dunk like Barkley, and 
The wrirer is a junior majoring 
in education. 
While the po licy of won't be idolized in the same way 
individualism benefited the ruling that he is. 
powers of America, ii did so a1 chc The same is cruc of pcoP.lc in 
expense of other groups around lhe hip-hop. I know my pops can I now 
globe and ac chc expense of many on the mic like Biggie or Nas, and 
here in America. With chc while I understand now thal 
cxccpcion of the Nacive Americaus, nobody else could have raised me 
it is African Americans who have like my falhcr, a child's view is 
paid th~ h(ghest price for Americ~•s nowhere near as clear. 
Minister spreads misinformation 
about Islam at Rankin Chapel 
!mpe_rd1ahs11c and racist Th is is not to say that mistakes and forced marriages, and affirmed Muslims worldwide. Indeed, 40 
rndiv, uahsm. will nol be made, nor is ii to say chat • 
S . h c· ·1 R · d p the equality between man and percent of reverts to Islam ID ,nee I c 1v1 1gl11s people nee to perfecc. ub lic By Hlsham Mahmoud woman, because of che diccaccs of America are Black and one oul of Movemenl and desegregation figures are hurnan and che masses 
however, African Americans have underscand this. Adam Clayton the Qur'an, as implemented by every six prison inmates is a 
begun to pay the price for there own Powell is remembered fo r his This writing is to clarify some of Prophet Muhammad 1400 years Muslim. 
individualism. While lacking the contributions to Black people not the erroneous comments made by ago. As one of the Prophet's What Islam has done for 1hc ~ economic clout (nol 10 mention Lhc for his womanizing; Martin is Jeremiah Wrighc at the Ranki n companions once remarked, "How Black community and other 
·; gun powder) to subject other • remembered for the same reasons Chapel in late January. can you enslave people when all oppressed peoples ,s unparalleled 
·• groups to 1he1r will, many African and not for his excra-marica l First, the Prophet Muhammed wombs bear free men?" by any other rel igion or way of life . . 
. Americ~ns of this generation have pursuits. never had slaves. To the contrary, Prophet Muhammad taught that The growth of Islam in the Black 
ins isted chat they bear no On a practical level, it ultimately the Prophet and his companions "All mankind is from Adam and community has registered the Bl,ick 
,, responsibilily for che fate of their benefits the mdividual to serve the were in the business of free ing Eve. An Arab has no superiori ly man's membership in the human 
:; brolhers and sisters. intcresls of the collective. If Blacks slaves. He was a revolutionary over a non-Arab nor a non-Arab family, a fratcrnicy denied him for 
;; In lhe entertainmenc and athletic decide to do nolhing aboul the ind ividual because he spoke the over an Arab. Also a White has no countless centuries, as a result of 
" arenas this has materialized as the mounci ng crime rate the drug unspeakable. At a time when superiority over a Black nor a Black global European imperialism. The 
·; infamous role model debate; the problem, the AlDS epidemic, all oT Africans were bartered as slaves in over a White except by piely and radical, revolucionary concepts of 
principal question being, do figures which affect African Americans in Arabia, Prophet Muhammed taught good action. Learn 1ha1 every equali ty and uncompromis ing 
' ID tne public eye have a disproporcionate numbers, then 1hat "All people are equal like the Muslim is a brocher 10 every justice are embodied in chc belief 
responsibility 10 portray a positive who is to say these problems won't 1ee1h of the comb" and that "The Muslim and 1ha1 chc Muslims and praccicc of Islam. 
;: image lo the youch? come back and hil the individual or I · I h · " h H .. 
.. Charles Barkcly clearly does noc a loved one? Indeed, that could be s ave tS equa to is master. cons1itu1c one brotherhood. " Are we to believe t at Al- aJJ 
:: think so. ;<Parents should be role anybody's son bleeding in chc In fac1, Islam is lheonly religion In Is lam, lhc measure for Malik Al-Shabazz, along with the 
, models." Barkcly said on a Nike slrcets, or anybody's daughter that encourages the freei nf of superiority is being God-conscious. tens of millions of other Muslims of 
, commercial "I am pa id to wreak strung out on crack. slaves. Numerous verses o the Black men who embrace Islam, the Afri can dcsccn1, accepted the l havoc on the basketba ll court." Tlus is why individual ism is Holy Qur'an inscruct sinners to religion of Adam, Noah, Abraham, Oneness of Allah and Prophet 
1 Several figures in the music ullimately bankrupt for any society. seek Allah's mercy by• free ing Moses, Jesus, and Muhammed, Muhammad if such a demeaning 
I
• industry have also insisted that they But it is especially damaging in slaves. Islam promoted the equalily peace be upon chem all, are likewise racial slur were true or if Prophet 
are not role models, and hence have the oppressed community, w~ich of a ll tr ibes and eth nicic ies, welcomed into a global family. This Muhammad owned slaves? • 
: the right to do whatever they wan 1. arc already in trouble. Uflimatcly, liberated women from the bondage family is predomi nately According to TIME magazine, 
• On an idealistic and unrealiscic it is che colleccive who pay the of prostitution, infa nticide, Indonesian, not Arab, 1hc Arabs Islam isthefastest-srowingreligion 
2010, Islam will be the second-
largest way of life in America. 
Moreover, Allah has promised to 
establish Islam over all other ways 
of life, no mailer how much the 
unbelievers despise it. 
Allah staces in the Holy Qur'an: 
''Nay, we hu rl Tru th against 
falsehood, and it knocks out its 
brains, and behold, falsehood does 
perish! Ah! Woe be 10 you for the 
things you ascribe." The light of 
Islam is ris in$ on che s toba l 
horizon, with us revolutionary 
moral code and s1ric1 monochcism. 
It is a living challenge to all other 
ways of life. Islam encourages 
scientific study and logical analysis 
and advises chat you be not 
dismayed by the rhetoric of che 
pulpit, whether Muslim, Christian, 
or Jewish. 
It is not the purpose of Muslims 
to defame any o f Allah's 
messengers, as we acceet chem all 
on the same plane. Allah s prophets, 
in turn, should make no d1s1inction 
or defame His messengers, whether 
they be Mus lim, Jewish or 
Chriscian. : level Barkely is right, parents price. cl itorechtomy,dictatorial husbands comprise a mere 14 percent of i~ the world ~nd m America. By 
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-Express Yourself: write a Perspective 
for the Hilltop Newspaper. Contact 
David Gaither at 806-6866 or come visit 
the Hilltop office in the Howard Plaza 
Towers West. 
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I SLUMBER DEEPLY AS DREAMS 
OF YOU FILL MY HEAD 
OUR. IMAGE PERMEATES THE 
DEPTHS OF MY SOUL 
I GAN FEEL YOU EVERYWHERE 
OUR PRESENCE IS SO POWERFUL 
I AM FORCED TO ASK MYSELF 
COULD THIS BE REAL 
YOUR LOVING SMI LE 
SENSUAL LI PS 
STRONG EBONY AR.MS 
AND WARM INVITING BODY 
CANNOT BE A DEAM 
I SHAKE MY HEAD 
S IF TO AWAKE~ FROM 
HE THOUGHTS I HAVE OF YOU 
BUT SOON I REALIZE iHAT 
rHE DESI RE I HAVE FOR 
OUR TOUCH YOUR LOVE YOUR. BODY 
BECOME MY REALITY 
W II EN I REACH OUT TO DRAW 
I IE IMAGE OF YOUR LOVE 
CLOSER TO ME 
I REALIZE THAT MY DREAM 
IS NO LONGER 
HECAUS£ YOU ARE I ! ERE WITH ME 
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WHY DO YOU 1101.1) 
YOUR l;LEI.INGS 
SO DF El' INSIDE 
NO EMOTION 
AFFECTION 
OR LOVI: . 
IS SllOWN · 
IF YOU LET IT GO 
YOU \NI LL FREE 
YOUR SOUi. ·. 
IF YOU KEEi' IT lIOSTAGI. 
YOU WI LL lOlUVl:R 
HE CONS'l'RAINED 
ENSLAVED 
i\ND I WILi. Nl:VER 
HI: Al.~1.1. TO LOVE YOU 
COM l' IETE LY 
l SI lOW YOU EMOTION 
Ar-i:t:CTION 
AND LOVE 
YOU FIG! IT IT OFF 
IIKE A DlADI.YVIRUS 
.. . )' . . . 
RETURN IT 
AND IT WI IL I\I{)SSOM 
RFJICr IT 
REHJSI: IT 
AND IT WI I.I. DIE 
IN YOUR I !ANDS 
JlJST AS I WI l.l. 
IN YOUR ARMS. 
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e year begins with a bang! 
imminent, especially for January 
intuition is sharp, so listen to 
· atic that people are drawn 
·ous, though, and don't let oth• 
into their negative space. Jao.20-
li:el some pressure to finish a pro-
progress has been delayed by Sat-
uddisciplinc. 'lry hooking up with 
can trust, someone whore actions 
Feb. 19-Man:h 20 
"=nus, the love planet. moves into 
9th, you'll begin to think about 
ur body and your wardrobe. 
can also make you lazy; you 
and let others do all the work. 
20 
Ulllilafter the 15thto talk toboss-
changcs. Dealing alone with 
is not the move; instead work 
'\bu're vulnerable when it comes 
rs. 'lry not to get too attached 
things in your life. April 21-
)there are so many opportunities 
educational endeavors or for 
tage of a chance to see the 
.ate money too. All the plane-
csts that traveling across 
u need. May 21-June 20 
've paid your dues in a rela-
it's time to get paid back. You 
$0ffleone in your life who real-
yuu-someone who is willing 
Look around you: There's a 
Wi, who hasn't forgotten a past 
to be the recipient of fun and 
be happy! Juoe21-July22 
pleasing others, it ·s time to do 
like to do. Don' t be surprised if 
Is disappointed. He/[ she) may 
he/[she) plans to make some 
she) may step off. But so what? 
r closes another opens .. JuJy23-
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get bogged down in a dis-
llome, or you can concent rate on 
In your life. The choice is you~ 
"ng is bothering you, it tends to 
area of your life. Don't let anyone 
. "'tbu have to learn that being 
I and your right as a human 
-Oct.22 
creative at home, because some 
can't wait. lf you begin to accept 
learn a lot from the past. Being 
over someone else ·s actions 
u from enjoying the goods in 
tip Oct.23-Nov.22 
Recently you said some harsh 
cone in your life. Although you 
to hurt anyone, you have to real-
everyone takes criticism well. So 
• and apologize now, and try not 
same mistake again. Nov.23-
you lighten up. it's good for the 
brings out your creative energy, too. 
rtant in your life has helped you 
altitude. \bu didn't think it was pos-
such enjoyment without feeli ng 
Jan.19 
ce Magazine, Febuary 1996 
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Histor ians say the 'Mecca' is ff!till g'oihg strong 
.. 
' 
University guests attending a tree planning ceremony. The woman 
holding the shovel near the tree Is Lucy Diggs Slowe, of which Slowe 
Hall Is named after. 
By Ta-Nehlsi Coates 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Walking th rough the 
Howard Museum in 
Found~rs L.ibrar)( one gets 
an eerie feeling in the bones. 
Perhaps it starts with the 
piercing eyes of Lucy Digg, 
Slowe, the silent confidence 
on Ralph Bunche"s face. or 
the aristocratic posture of 
Alain Locke; wherever it 
begins, one cannot walk 
through the museum with-
out getting the distinct fuel-
ing that some of the Uni• 
versity's elite arc watching 
his or her every step. And 
whether the observer is a 
student or a member of the 
faculty, he or she will imme-
diately reminded of the big 
shoes that are waiting to be 
fi lled. 
But for the past few 
years, some have ques-
tioned whether Howard is 
still capable of its past glory 
The scandals that have 
recently rocked the campus 
arc numerous. ranging from 
mass firings to charges of 
anti-Semitism. Some have 
charged that the stud(lnts 
ha,,c grown apathetic and 
politically lazy. Others 
claim the faculty cares only 
about paychecks and 
research grants. And in the 
background, the campus 
radicals clamor fur a return 
to the "glory days" o[ 
Administration Building 
take-overs. 
In terms of scholarship, 
the fact cannot be escaped 
that the Black scholars who 
are now heralded by the 
media as today"s preemi-
nent Black intellectuals an 
seem 10 beat White schools. 
Even Molcfi Asante preach-
es his Afroccntricity at 1em-
ple University. 
Is Howard on a decline? 
Do the students no longer 
care? Has Howard been 
robbed of its critical mass 
of Black scholars? Or are 
these charges simply the 
shal low ramblings of crit• 
ics? A good amount of the 
Howard community ap-
pears to be in agreemenl 
with the latter. 
As opposed to placing a 
value judgement on the 
changes that have occurred 
at Howard, many sec 
Howard as going through 
changes that parallel the 
changes of Black people 
in general. 
Student Apathy? 
Dr. Ol ive Tay lor has 
been at the University since 
1951, when she attended as 
an undergraduate. It was at 
Howard that Taylor re-
ceived her bachelors, mas-
ters. and Ph.D. degrees, and 
i[ anyone is qualified to 
speak on historical 
changes, she is. 
,;what appears to be a 
greater l,Criouness of pur-
pose may be explained 
because of the conte.~tual 
and historical realities;· 
Thylor said. Speaking of 
the '60s in particular, she 
notes that things were "so 
pronounced and so severe" 
that it forced a certain seri-
ousness among Howa.rd·s 
community. 
She quickly adds, how-
ever, that "the seriousness 
of purpose is the same as it 
has always been . . . it may 
come out in different direc-
tions. but our students are 
very serious." 
Dr. Les Lie Hicks came to 
Howard in J947topursuea 
bachelors degree in psy-
chology and has been at 
Howard on and off ever 
since. He is now head of the 
psychology department. 
When asked if students arc 
less politically aware he 
seems to share "faylor'sesti-
mation of students. 
"There were more 
th ings to be aware of 
because you had this big 
civil rights thing going on 
in the country in general,"' 
he said. 
Dr. Ron Walters, head 
of the University's political 
science department, sees 
student awareness as a 
peaks-and-valleys sce-
nario. Pointing to the stu-
dent takeovers of the '60s, 
the voter registration drives 
of the '70s, and the 
takeover of the "A" Build-
ing in 1989, he notes that 
Howard goes through peri-
ods of ac(ivism and apat_hy. • of .schola~tifre, .N&.v you ":Iwc~~cd to be mentors 
. Hcpo!ntsout.thatdu_rmg h~ m6ic of such schol• . /ostudco\s in the dorms. 
!luselectioo year, the direct_ a(S, /1.ilYlopalso •!otes tbat . . 1''J hacf a wonderfu l 
uuercsts of Black pc_op!c Howjii,I scho)~ 'ilC!\18~f , )~(i(!J; 't?r; Faustine-Jones, 
are at stake, so ,there ~-an .. , puhlis_h ~ or,o,todaY. 'tha,k1·• whp ~ amumber of us in 
ob~1ous upsurge 10 pohtic:il . tl\CY .d1(111 tlie ~ r. . . ;' · ,,J .. s~~me to her house for 
act~~oty among.stud~nts . . \ , D:(. ThOmas B,1ttle, 41~ :_-..~m~-~ll'!\J"'), you're get-
lntcre~is arc _dtr~ctly \or o(,the Moorlafid~pi!J• , tiog ,~•Brger University, 
threatcn_ed, he s.'lrd. You · . g~rrt Re~_earch C¢nfer at' ·1. j'Ol!;l'O'g<,t.ting a lot of ~ues 
have Clinton who wan!$ to Ha.ware;! alsq 1JSSerts tbat in~l'ltlCl-in terms of a com• 
increase the Pell Grant and. • Floward still 11,)aimains. a · mufor faculty· it's just the 
the Republicans who ·►'-'ant · bigh fovel 'ot intell_iictual rw!lif)f!' • ' 
tocut it." excellence! : ·,,, ~>\ ''°•l':0-_,.!,• 
, . . . ~· ,''.HowaroUr:iiversityha.'1' , Tlil}.Wfo~s Of Change 
Bnun Dnun I ha~d continues to •have M 1 • th H d 
" , ,, •'- · • . f · :f.1ny m e owar 
TI1c11 them is the ques:. -.,c testco.n~t1tt:l\\1.0n .o .- comni'uo'iiy feel that the 
tio~ of acadenlia at Ho..yatil_._ ~v'iJ' scj~~a~ f PIK: P1a,~. •~ '\J11ivo~ii¥ has changed in 
With so ar,iny Black pro- , l at SQil\0;0! 1esl?,!P.•11~-- sqn1c,,vafs. But so, too, 
fcssors at Wl)ile S'cbools ' 1/<>~11i/"~ ~t\}b!t;-!~ ~/ ;•thcy'arg®i1iave the times. 
being hailed by the media as >!- ,pie_ .81\ p.,oose:-~CJ c • And '()~spite the opinion 
the leaders ot the Black rnd'v,dualsantl compcnsate that Howard has changed 
111tellectua l movement, lbe'.11 handsomely. What since the '60s, most still 
where docs Howard now you 11 find IS that thcre may consider Howard to be th 
stand? ls Howard on an be one or two or three~ · "Mecca." ' e 
intellectual decline? If so cal led supcrSlars, but m Thylor secs Howard as 
what has caused th~ terms of the deplh and "the archetypal example of . 
decLine? breadth of talent, none of all the hopes [and] dreams 
Thyl~r points to histori- those institutions can touch of our people." 
cal factors. Black institutions.'' " It is more then just 
"Prior to the Brown Tiien thcreis tllcissucof classrooms, bricks and 
decision in I 954, Howard, f~cuhy~student communica- mortar," she said. "Howard 
by being the capstone of h<>n. Elrwbelh O~-Lew'?, is the metaphor for all that 
Negro education, attracted ~or of Howards pubhc we can be as a people. It is 
the best [Black] scholars 11151ory program, w.is also a the best example and must 
because \Vhite Universities Sluclcnt here. She recalls the remain the best example:• 
wouldn't hire them.'' days when faculty members 
ue~~r~~~;~:: See Reflecti~o-n_s_on--=e=-=2---
ness that came 10 di thl ti I 
Howard came as ~:::::=r=eg~a=r==="=9===$::::8~r~ C=e== 
a result of scgre- ..-
gation. In the 
'60s, you begin 
to sec a 'bra in 
drain' take place, 
in which scholars 
arc being offi:red 
huge salaries, 
research possibil-
ities . . . and in 
many ways, this 
university could 
not compele.'' 
Other profes-
sors assert that 
tbc level of schol-
ars and intellec-
tuals has not 
declined and that 
Howardstill pos-
SC$e$ a mass o£ 
Black scholars. 
Dr. A1 nold 
Thylor, professor 
of U.S. history, 
notes that there 
are a larger num-
ber of scholars 
present at Ho-
ward now. 
"In the earlier 
period, you had a 
good collection 
From left to right, James Nasbrit, Charles Drew, Sterllng 
Brown, E. Franklin Frazier, 
Rayford Logan, Alaine Locke. 
Pictu re taken in 1950. 
Blasts from the past: 
Interesting facts in Howard history 
By Adrienne Carthon and 
Rashida Syed 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
The tumultuous '60s and '70s 
dictated the climate of Howard 's 
campus during tl1esc years as stu-
dents attempted to " find them-
selves•·- some in the Nation of 
Islam, some in the Nonviolent 
Action Group(NAG), and others in 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee (SNCC) and tbc 
National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP). 
Even though revolution was the 
buzz word, students complained 
of apathy. as \\-CII as other thing, that 
still plague the campus today. 
TI1c cafeteria food, dorm rob-
beries :1fter Christmas break (that 
,vere o!len thought to be "inside 
jobs'"), registration, tuition in01:as• 
cs. the latcncs.s of campus mail. a 
lack of communication with Stu• 
dent leader.; and "White'' control of 
the Univer.;ity were popular com-
plaints tha( have trickled down 
through more than three decades of 
the University's history. 
Founded in 1924, 111c Hilltop 
has always served as a chronicle of 
Howard history. Following proud-
ly in the [ootsteps of tl1osc before 
us the Tempo section presents 
in;crcsting facts in Howard histo• . 
ry from 1963, 1975, and 1976. 
19(13 
-Howard Law School was 
ranked the third in the nation. 
-Big news on campus was the 
dismissal of eight students from the 
University for alleged vandalism in 
Drew Hall; student dissatisfaction 
witl1 the "witch hunt'' for the van-
dals sparked heated editorials and 
contr'O\-crsial cartoons in The Hill• 
top. 
-Even in such a politically heat-
ed time, students " ,ere stiU brand" 
ed apatl1etic. Headlines read, "Stu-
dent Ap,ltl1y Assailed by Writer: 
Calls Political Affairs Distressing." 
-Students complained about a 
lack of parking. 
:n1c Board ofTrustecs evicted 
the denominational chaplains 
from the campus due to a lack of 
facilities to house their omccs. 
-Undergraduate student and 
former H.illtop editor. Mike Thel-
well, won two Reader's Digest 
Awards for his short slories. 
-"Gentler Se.x" was an actual 
section on the sports page that 
was devoted to the "naJTOw" inter-
ests of women in sports, such as 
the majorette squad and the 
women's athletic teams. 
-Addressed 10 freshmen at the 
beginning of their first semester 
was an editorial titled "Do you 
Belong Herc?" It questioned the 
motives of freshmen to come to 
Howard and bid the partiers 
farewell at (he end of the semes-
ter in Part IT of the editorial. 
.:Jbcn President Nabrit and 1000 
students walked in a memorial 
march to show grief over the mur• 
dcr of six Birmingham children. 
-Student organizations charged 
TI1e Hilltop with inadequate COV· 
erage. The Hilltop attributed the 
complaints to a lack of communi-
cation on t11e behalf of the organi-
zations. 
-Former D.C. mayor Sharon 
Pratt (now Pran-Kelly)wassclect• 
eel as a Laura Falk Student Assis-
tant; she assisted the Director of Ot-
izenship and received a $1,000 
scholarship. 
-In the area of civil rigl1ts, Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. gave a 
Gandhi Lccture. SNCC was plan• 
ninga meeting on Howard's cam-
pus, and tl1c NAACP was plan• 
ning a Ouistmas boycott. 
-Freshmen ,verc referred to as 
"frosh/' 
-TI1e dean's !is\ was published 
in its entirety in The Hilltop. 
:n1e H i.lltop had a calendar tl1at 
consisted of a.II weekly events on 
campus; the paper also had a Gre-
cian Urn column that outlined the 
weekly activities of Greek-letter 
organizations on campus. 
1975-76 
-A proposed curfew in 
Rockville, Md. sought to ban per• 
sons under 21 from the streets 
after 11 p.m. on weekdays and l 
a.m. on weekends. 
-The Howard University 
Improvement Committee s.·1w its 
birth on campus. 111e organiza-
tion, whose goal was to investigate 
problems of the Howard Univer-
sity community. is in the process 
of being reinstated by junior film 
major Baron Smitl1. 
. -"'Band Rocked"was thehcad-
line when seven persons were 
injured after a bus carrying the 
University marching .band was 
aUacked by approximately 20 to 
30 juvcoiles following a game at 
RFK Stadium. TI1e fight broke 
out after harassment of female 
band members. 
-One thousand students 
marched tl1rough the campus and 
occupied theAdmini<;tration Build-
ing for two days in an attempt to get 
tl1eir demands met. Some of the 
demands were academic quality 
and the fi ring of Leslie Rubin, a 
controversial political science pro-
fessor. 
-Students expressed displea-
sure with negative images of 
Black people on shows sucb as 
"What's Happening:• "111at's My 
Mruna,'' "'The Jeffi!rsons," "Good 
T'in1es;' and "Saofurd and Son." 
.:Jooy Brown resigned as a pro-
fcssor in tl1e School of Commuru• 
cations. It was suggested by the 
University that he not return 
because of the rising success of his 
television she,,.\\ as ,veil as other rea-
sons. 
-Marijuana w·.is experimental-
ly rendered by Dr. John C. Merritt 
for the treatment of glaucoma. 
Merritt, an ophthalmologist at 
Howard Hospital, was licensed by 
the FDA to use the drug. 
-Howard alumnus and civil 
rights activist, the Rev. Ben Chavis 
led the Wilmington 10. Hcadlin• 
ing Hilltop news on Oct. 15, 1976 
was the admission of perjury by a 
prosecution witness in the case 
after four years. The Wilmington 
lO had been sentenced to serve a 
combined 282 years in prison for 
allegedly participating in crimes 
arising out of racial distress. 
" My fellow students when 
future history books arc written on 
how a certain generat ion sur-
passed the insurmountable, let it 
be s.'lid, "the hope of that genera-
tion was, '111ey ran swiftly, plain-
ly, intelligently, believing that 
tomoJTOw would be a new day.' " 
.John A Jooes 
May 27, 1963 
editorial 
February 
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100-year-old Howard alumnus recalls 
decades of personal Black history· 
[:::,:_:,:_:::_--= __=_ ~-;;..., ;;._ ~ ...;;:.-= ... :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :.J:_===========~===---7 currently on sick leave, ,,- Key worked five lim s
I
~----- •--""""!:------Z:.,. a week up un1i l lasl - Marc h when he 
suffered a stroke, 
• , I hope to gel OUI of 
1his [whecl]cl1air and 
ge_l back to work," Key 
said. 
He says finding a job wasn't always easy. 
"When l was a boy, 
it was hard gelling a 
' job coming up( un1il 
you had a ski I," he 
said. "And when you 
did get a skill, being a 
Negro, you were still 
overlooked." 
Key served in the 
firsl Wo rld War and 
spoke of the hardsh.ips 
endured by Blacks at 
1hat t i me. LI. Col. 
Charles Young was 1he 
highest ranking Black 
official in the military 
during World War I, 
year was j us t as successfu l. KeY. left 
Peabody when given the oppor1u111.1y 10 
teach chemistry al Tuskegee lns111utc, 
becoming a colleague of George 
Washington Carver . .Key grew close 10 
Carver, who iaughl him much . 
"There's hardly a dar that g9cs by l~at 
I don't think abou1 hi m.' Key said, holding 
back 1cars. " I don't bel ieve there's anyone 
else that knows more abou1 Dr. Carver 
than l." . 
Carver not only mastered agriculture 
and science bul he also was a 1alcn1ed 
violinist pianist and painter, Key said. 
Key ,~as also close friends with J:(elly 
Miller and Carter G. Woodson, 1wo highly 
esteemed scholars and former deans al 
Howard University. , 
Key's memory is so ~ecn tha1 he sti_ll 
remembers iJ11rica1c de1a1ls about spec1f1c 
days during his stint a1 Howard, eight years • 
ago. During this interview, Key ratllc~ off 
chemical formulas and compounds as ,f he 
were still in 1he lab. 
" I j usl grew up as a kid abs.orb in& 
information like a rag dog docs mo1s1urc. 
Key said. 
Key's father died when he was in the 
third grade. His.siblings had all 
and moved out of the house, whi 
and his mother alone. Today, Key 
no living relative he can contact, bll 
many loving friends. 
A birthday bash at Key's job at 
Luther King Jr. Library auracted 
hundred people. President Bill 
wro te Key a le11er and the D. 
Council passed a proclamation in 
his birth. 
''The Lord has blessed me 10 
very wondcr(ul people during 
Kc) said. 
Whe~ asked about 1hc con · 
Blacks growing up when he 
compared 10 today, Key said: 
"Things are jus1 like 1hey w 
beginning, Cain kil led Abel, his 
Toilay it 's the same." 
Even yea rs after living unda 
condil ions, Key remains op1imi · 
'·Jn 1imc, we will adjust our 
work ou1 our problems.' he said. 
When asked will Black people 
1ha1 goal1 the wisdom-rilled ccn 
answcrecJ, ·'onl)• 1he Lord can 
quest ion like that." 
G.R.F. Key 
Key said. 
When LL Col. 
Young was de~ied 
acceplance 1n10 
Wi lberforce Academy 
==:::,,___:::., bccauseofhisso-called 
health problems, he jumped on a horse and 
rode ii from Ohio 10 
Washington 10 prove he was in good health. 
VITAL STATISTICS 
Name: G.R.F. Key 
Hometown: Washington, D.C. 
By David Gaither 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
His closest friends at Howard created 
the school hymn. He can still remember 
them sin~ing about "ole Hilltop high." 
G.R. F. Key entered 1he University as an 
undergraduate in 1914 after graduating 
from M S1rce1 High School in tfic Dis1ric1, 
now known as Dunbar High School. He 
earned a bachelor of science degree in 
1918 and is believed 10 be Howard's oldest 
living alumnus. 
On Jan. 10, Key cclcbra1e.<! h_is 
centennial birthday. Also celcbraung 11s 
1001h year anniversary is Washington's 
library system, for which Key has worked 
for 1tie past 30 yea rs. Although he is 
After graduat ing from Howard, Kex 
taught at Dunbar Tor a few years until 
moving 10 Petersburg, VJ., where he taught 
science at Peabody High School. He also 
coached the football team from 1921-1925. 
ln his first 1wo years with the team, no 
opponenl scored against them. He led the 
team 10 1heir fi rst cllampionship and every 
Words of Widson: "In time, we will 
(Blacks) adjust ourselves and work out o 
problems." 
Last week the Tumpo section ran the pictures and brief biographies of 
the Top Tun Bachelors and Bachelorettes. However, the pictures of the 
following bachelor and bachelorettes were omitted. We apologize for the 
mistake and any inconveniences. 
\ 
Steven Gray is a fresh-
man majoring in broad-
cast journalism. This 
native of New Orleans, 
La., is a member of the Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
Forensics Society, a publi-
cations intern, and a vol-
unteer for the National 
Rainbow Coalition. He is 
also a Hap Glaudi schol-
arship recipient. Gray is 
currently concentrating on 
balancing his academic 
and extracurricular activ-
ities with his professional 
life. His future plans 
include becoming an 
anchor for a prime-time 
network news program, a 
host for a political talk 
show, and producing pos-
itive images of African 
Americans in the media. 
In his own words: "As a 
blessed. man of God, I 
believe that I have the 
potential, intelligence, and 
the ambition to reflect the 
true integrity of Howard 
University.' 
Cbulsey Ann Landry is a 
senior accounting major 
from Lake Charles, La. 
The 21-year-old member 
of Alpha Kappa Sorority, 
Inc. spends her time vol-
unteering at K.C. Lewis 
Elementary School and So 
Others Might Eat. Chulsey 
plans to work in her field 
for two years before 
returning to school for an 
MBA. Chulsey is also a 
member of the National 
Association of Black 
Accountants. 
REFLECTIONS 
According to a friend: 
'·Not only is Chulsey a 
very attractive woman, but 
she exudes an innocence 
that will strike the coldest 
of hearts. She is intelli-
gent, loyal, and sponta-
neous. Chulsey is always 
ready for adventure and 
excitement. She LOVES 
surprises!" 
Avalaura Gaither is a 
Newington, Conn., native 
majoring in psychology. 
The sophomore is 
involved in the NAACP 
and Big Brother Big Sister 
program. Having made 
the dean's list, she is a Uni-
versity scholarship recipi-
ent. She plans to inl~rn 
this summer, graduate 
magna cum laude, and 
become a clinical psy-
chologist. 
According to a friend: 
"Sophisticated, trustwor-
thy, and intelligent are just 
a few words I would use to 
describe my best fri end 
and roon1mate, Avalaura 
Gaither. In the years that I 
have known her, she has 
always had a great sense 
of sel f confidence and 
high self esteem. Avalau-
ra has a great sense of 
humor and just by smiling, 
she can brighten up some-
one's d_ay. She is sincere, 
big-hearted, and always 
dependable. Ava is stylish 
and just an all-around 
good person who deserves 
only the best." 
Would you like to win a 
date with one of the 
Tom po 's Top Ton Bache-
lors or Bachelorettes? Call 
us at 806-6886 and leave 
your name, number and 
the name of the bachelor 
or bachelorette that sparks 
your interest. Calls must 
be received by Wednes-
day, Feb. 21, 1996. 
Howard's rich legacy deserves study and appreciation 
By Ta-Nehlsi Coates 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Since 1 have been al The Hilltop, this 
has easily been my most enjoyable article. 
My only regrets are that 1 was not able 10 
interv iew everybody I had originally 
planned to. · 
As for my personal impressions of 
Howard, everyone should know 1ha1 I am 
:what could be classified as a Howard 
legacy. My father worked al Howard 
throughout most of my childhood, my two 
sisters and my oldest brother graduated 
from Howard, and 1 am sure that my li11le 
brother is now also being groomed for his 
lour of duly a1 the '' Mecca." 
Yet, despite this, I began writing this 
article with the intent of exposing what I 
saw as the decline of an empire. Drunk 
with militant anli-in1egra1ionis1 dogma and 
my own puritanical vision of ~ oward 's 
glory days, I was convinced that the Civil 
Rights Movement and its leaders had 
signed Howard's death warrant. . 
Since the destruction of the dam of 
segregation, I was con·1inced 1ha1 a ri ver 
of intellectuals had fled from Howard. I 
. 
was sure tha11he level of Howard's s1uden1 
body had declined because all of the good 
students were going 10 White schools. 
Now 1ha1 the ar11cle 1s finished, and I have 
interviewed people who have been at 
Howard for decades, 1 can safely say 1hat 
l could not have been further otl base. 
And jusl as you cannot den,r the fact that 
lhings have changed al the 'Mecca," so 
100, nave the people whom the "Mecca'1 
serves. II is hard 10 understand this when 
you have only been here for a few years, 
but professors who have been here for 
decades have had the oppor1uni1y 10 
observe pauerns. 
The average Howard student is here for 
four years, affer which time he/she goes on 
with his/her l ife. Hav ing very litt le 
knowledge of Howard before lhcy arrive, 
the average s1udcn1 never really gams a true 
appreciation for its legacy. 
T his is largely because the amount of 
communica tion that occurs between 
professors and students is so poor. Students 
come 10 class 10 ge1 grades. Professors 
come 10 class so they can collect checks. 
This is sad, given the fact that now, more 
then ever, we need ciders 10 shape minds. 
In terms of Howard 's his1orY, JI 
basically gel one semester of Fr-. 
· Orientation. Outside of 1hat, unless~ 
student goes the extra mile 10 cxplolCrid 
most will never understand 1he 
heriiase of Howard. 
11 1s for this reason, 1ha1 so~ 
students had superficial and glarnor? 
images or Howard in lhc 1960s-'"' 
never 100k the lime 10 find oul othcrd1 • 1 can a11cs1 10 1his, which is why . 1 thankful 10 have had 1hc oppor1uoitJ 
write this article. 
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Groove Theory: Hip-hop soul with a conscious 
.. 
l (irOOV9 Theory's album contains a remake of the Isley Brothers 
classic ' Hello It's Me.' 
By Miguel Burke 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Envision )'Ourself a1 a club on a 
fridaynighl. The dance noor. which 
,is once spacious, is now packed 
,~ pan('gOCfS in sweat-drenched 
d,-cbes, a I determined to "get their 
~ on." The sweet fragrances of 
iirfumes, colognes and body oils 
11,c all been 1:ikcn prisoner as the 
-,id scent of funk humidifies the 
tnscly-packcd room. 
The remaining notes of Mary J. 
Bl ige·s "Be Happy" remix begin to 
escape from the speaker anil are 
suffocated by the first few snare taps 
of Groove Theory's "1l:II Me." The 
crowd's cheer signifies that the 
evening of socialization, leisure and 
drinkin(!. is at its apex. 
Yet, Tinlc docs this crowd know 
that as their bodies move 10 the 
rhythm of "Toll Mc;· a song 
originally wriuen four years ago for 
artist Trey Lorenz, they arc dancing 
to what was once no more than a 
thought in Groove Theory producer 
Bryce Wilson's head. 
In fact, most of the songs on 
Groove Theory's self-titled· debut 
album, as well as other outside 
r,rojccts, began as what Wilson calls 
'colors'' in his head. 
"They're [songs] just like different 
colors that cGme out of my head, 
and I just like puttin' different colors 
together," Wifson said. " I don't like 
comin' out with the same thing. 
Every song I start on, I start out from 
scra tch. The beat is differe nt, 
cve_rything is different. t keep just 
trymg to expand on that and keep 
going further and further out." 
Before Wilson and sing• 
er/songwriter Amel Larrieux, the ym 
and yang of Groove Theory. came 
together live years ago, Wilson was 
1a({ing music education via the classic 
hip-nop_group or the late '80s, 
M.1n1ron1x. 
" II just tauw,1 me sonically and 
creative wise, Wilson said. "You 
learn that you can make two kinds of 
hits. You can make a domestic hit or 
worldwide hits. II taught me that 
because we had two worldwide hits, 
not to 1\mit myself 10 a neighborl)<J?d, 
a ccrtam region, or demographic.' 
After working with fvlantronix, 
Wilson realized 1ba1 there was more 
that he wanted 10 do in the music 
industry than simply perform. 
"I didn't want to be on the 
performing aspect anymore,'' he said. 
l wanted to be in the background but 
still have a lot to do with the creative 
force.'' 
A ftcr coming together to form 
what would eventually become the 
duo called "Groove Theory." Wilson 
began 10 hand le the production 
du11cs, while Larri eux had other 
Black IJistory Month 
Salute: 
Gospel musicians pay homage 
o Rosa Parks with anthology 
same adjectives are also 
develop the theme of a 
in her honor titled, "A 
_, R(lla Parks ... 
on Verity Records and 
l)!Oduccd liy Gregory J. 
'Iara Griggs-Magee. this 
a collection of gospel hits 
B ballads. The featured 
about the events that led 
s 10 become such an 
figure in Black history. 
, Parks did something that 
bad dreamed of doing, but 
would have darccf: She · 
• bus driver's orders 10 
her seat to a White person 
d public bus. 'Ibis action 
her arrest and, ultimately, 
a movement that had long 
. ·ng. 
account and others arc all in 
· raphy. Quiet Strength, 
is U5Cd as a basis for the new 
I greats and soulful 
rs alike lend their vocal 
to this project and it is this 
combination that gives the 
its inspirational spiri t and 
balance. 
you for what you didn't 
bow sin~cr Fred Hammond 
bis50!1g 'Freedom" with the 
ilr Chris! choir. With the 
1 melodics of a romantic 
Hammond speaks of a 
Clirist and of mans desire for 
The resonating voice _of 
Carter, who accompanies 
on vocals, brings the 
back to early Sunday 
Gospel artists make a tribute to Rosa Parks In album. 
mornings, swaying in church pews. 
·'Be ye steadfast, unmovable, 
always abounding in the work of the 
Lord.'' -1 Corinth.ians 15:58, is the 
verse quoted below the son~ that 
Vanessa Bell Armstrong conrnoutes 
10 the album. "Pressing On" is l~id 
over an upbeat tempo. wlulc 
Armstrong sings about the hard 
times that many women have faced 
but have somehow gollen through by 
"pressing oa." 
Oleta Adams· strong, earthy 
voice is vocalized with case in her 
song "Something Insi~c So Strong,'' 
wh ich is charactc n zcd by tbc 
passion that exudes from all of her 
music. . 
"Help Us Lord" is an African 
spir itual with contemporary 
rhythms. Sung by the gospel chmr 
Chosen, "Help Us Loril,'' reminds 
African-American listeners of where 
,ve come from as a !)(,'Opie and where 
we still need to go. 
TI1e album would not be complete 
without the sensational group 
Sounds of Blackness. 
"When she sat down, she made a 
nation stand/She never said a word 
and nc.ver raised a hand," sings the 
group on the song, •·Quiet Strength," 
summarizing the album's theme. 
"A 11'ibute to Rosa Parks" allows 
for another opportunity to remember 
and respect the purpose of Black 
History Month. The album is an 
iuspiration for African Americans 
10 strive for those same qualities of 
faith, character and determination 
for which Parks and many other 
African-American leaders arc 
heralded. 
things on her mind. She recalls how 
hip-hop influenced her to express 
herself b)' ,,;,caving narrative 
expressions. 
"I always was a big fan of hip-hop, 
but~ could never rhyme. '.fhis was ')1Y 
way of telling the same kind of stones 
that hip-hop does, but in melodic 
form," she said. 
Like hip-hop songs, many of the 
stor ies that Groove Theory tells 
listeners are ofien based on personal 
or lrne-10-life experiences. One story 
in particular fhal Larrieux 1clrs 
through her lyrics is a tragedy about 
a tCCl\•agc girl and her addiction to 
crack. The album ·s opening song, 
"JO Minute High," is one tbat slie 
took seriously as she wrote it, but had 
no idea how powerful it was until a 
fan approached her afier the show and 
told Larrieux how close "10 Minute 
Hi~h" hit home. 
'One woman came up to me at the 
end of a show. She started crying and 
holding my hand and said that 'LO 
Minute High' really affected her 
because her mother had recently been 
in and out of rehab and she just didn't 
know that anyone else knew what it 
meant to feel that way. She didn't 
think that anyone else knew why 
people ended up using drugs and she 
1us1 said 'Thank you for breaking it 
down.' 111a1 was more exciting tllan 
just hearing yourself on the radio-
for someone to affect someone in a 
positive way;' she said. 
"One song I wrote before I met my 
husband, and that song was just very 
maternal for me because I always 
dreamed about being a mom," 
Larrieuxsaid. "I've always been very_ 
concerned about kids in general, and 
I guess you can pick you can pick that 
up in other songs that 1 'vc written, 
like • Boy ln The Window,' which is 
based on my concern for kids, 
especially kids in lower income 
ne1ahborhoods.'' 
'the cut "Come Homer" also has 
a soecial meaning 10 Lamcux. 
~"Come Home' is one 1ha1 was 
defin itely wrillcn as a maternal 
song, but people could take it as a 
love song,' she said. "h could be like 
a ghetto ballad where a girl is lalkinff 
to her brother like, • Please don I 
leave me; don't go in the streets.' II 
was inspired by something I saw on 
'20/20, where this moiher says, 
'The streets will never love you like 
I do."' 
Although both Larrieux and 
Wilson have equal shares in the 
group, Wilson created the name 
"Groove Theory'' and explained its 
meaning. 
" I wanted some.thing that was kind 
of timeless and I made up the name 
in '91. I used to go to London a Ioli 
so I knew that whole groove-sou 
thing was coming bacli. I wanted 
something to represent the natural 
aspect and the technical aspect of 
music," he said. 
Future projects for Groove Theory 
include a song on the soundtrack for 
an up,coming film called "Sunset 
Park.· Wilson will also be (lroducing 
tracks for R&B group Changing 
Faces, Tracy Spencer, Sah.'N' Pcpa 
and, poss ibly, songstress Toni 
Braxton. 
Larrieux veers away from artists 
who give little thought 10 how their 
words affect the community. In fact, 
as a mother and a concerned social 
envi ronmental ist, Larr ieux cares 
about what goes on in the community 
and often incorporates these themes 
into her music. 
'Tell Me' was Grove Theory's first major hit. 
Howard gospel choir offers 
musical worship on new CD 
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The Howard Universtiy Gospel Choir s ometimes performs on Sunday's at Rankin Chapel. 
By Awanya Deneace Anglin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In ce lebrat ion of its 25th 
anniversa ry, the Howard Gospel 
Choir has released its debut 
album ti tled, "Howard Gospel 
Choir of Howard University." 
The alb um, which was 
recorded live in Cramto n 
Auditorium during the spr in& of 
1994, consists of 11 moving 
gospel songs. 
Not Jor~elli ng the "spiritual 
foundation ' of gospel, the group 
pe rforms superb re ndit ions of 
"Amazing Grace," "We Shall 
Overcome" a nd "A Mighty 
Fortress is our God." 
Accord ing 10 !he choir 's 
communications li aison, Allan 
Clyde, the album has " been 
producti ve in New York, 
Was hington, D.C. and Balt-
imore." 
"Holiness," the CD's opening 
song, can now be heard on the 
radio. This song, which is sure to 
be a hit, combines 10e-1apping, 
head-bobbing rhyt hms with 
strong vo ices 10 a11rac1 listeners 
of many musical styles. 
The choi r's vocal techniques 
employed on the tenth cut, "Hold 
On," illustra te the singers' 
wonderful ra nge of vo ice and 
the ir ab ilit y to utilize that range 
10 its fullest potential. 
Al!hough the CD was recorded 
under the musical direction of 
Arphelius Paul Gatling II, the 
current d irector is Marc A. 
Williams. 
Although the group hopes for 
financial success and prest ige, 
the primary goal of the choir is to 
spread the word of the Lord 
through song. , 
"The mission (of the album ) is 
lifti ng up Jesus while singing 
gospel," choir president Reginald 
Woods said. "Even rehearsal is a 
service unto God." 
The Howard Gospel Choir was 
formed in April 1969 under the 
musical directio n of Elder 
Wallace Will iams. Wesley Boyd 
and famed musical artist Richard 
Smallwood were the group's 
original keyboard accompanists. 
Since its conception, the choir 
has performed with such gospel 
greats as Yolanda Adams, The 
Clark Sisters. Tramaine Hawkins, 
Pa11 i LaBelle, and the late. Rev. 
James Cleveland, just to name a 
few. 
The choir has also graced the 
stages of the Kennedy Center, 
Warner Theater, Const itut ion 
Hall and the White House. This 
semes1cr, -1he group plans to 
perform in New. York, New 
Jersey, Maryland and Canada. 
Las t Sunday, the choir 
presented a concert at 1he 
Andrew Ra'nkin Memor ial 
Chapel, in observance of Black 
History Month. The program 
honored the rich legacy of 
traditional spi rituals and 
anthems, as well as contemporary 
and gospel music. 
***Hilltop Hot Picks*** 
~lllguel Burke and Ta Nahlsl 
Coates 
BIP-HOP 
/:iGeronimo- "The Nar11mli 
Ahrlhc release of the slamming 
!tlb"Ille Natural" and "Wherever 
~Al," expectations soared for the 
""'1. 'ri:t,sadly, the album does not 
!IIY hold up. After the fourth cul, 
:lyrics ~come repetitive, as docs 
lil0dllct1on, .:r.c. 
~attest Cuts: "The Natural ," 
ic.:revcr You At,'' and"Mastcr 
Gnidc:c 
~Artists- "Phar Blunts" 
··~) 
~so-so compilation of hip-hop, 
~lyrical theme revolves around 
,:,..Don't wa~le your time or y9ur ~ this is strictly dub material. 
llauest Cuts: " Illegal Buisncss,'' 
"Boogie Down Production," 
"Dopcman," ·'NWA" 
Grade: C 
Group Home- "Livin' Proof' 
(ltlyday) 
After making appearances on 
several GangS1arr albums, Lil' Dap 
and Melachi the Nutcracker have 
released their own album; however, 
this' is really DJ Premier's album, 
with Li l' Dap and Nutc~acker 
featured as side notes. Buy_ at only 
because Premier produced at. -T.C. 
Pha11es1 Beats: Intro, Livin Proof, 
Up Against TI1c Walll 
Grade: B 
Speech (Crysalis) 
After bombing on his last album 
with Arrested Developmcnl, Sp_ecch 
has now released a solo al~um m an 
attempt 10 revitalize his fad mg carc1;r. 
Unfortunately, this latest album will 
not help. II 1s sad _10 sec so many 
positive rappers putung out such poor 
quality work. :r.c. 
Phanest Cuts: None 
Grade: F 
KRS-ONE (Jive) 
This album has both its go.od 
moments and its bad. It opens 
beautifu lly with "Rappaz R.N. 
Danja" and moves to 1he first few 
tracks like Exlax. However, the album 
bcgans 10 fall on its face after "Ah 
Yeah" and tries 10 gick itself up after 
"Wanna Be M.C.s and "The 'lruth .'' 
In the end, the album can only bring 
itself back to its knees. •M.B. 
Pha11es1 Cuts: " Rappaz R. N. 
Danja," "11te Truth," " M.C.s Act 
Like Ther Don't Know," "De 
Automatic' and "Ah Yeah" 
Grade: B . 
R&B 
Ti,e 7imy Rich Project- "W,rru" 
(LaFace) 
Although many people say that lite 
debut single, "N'obody Knows,'' 
sounds like a tune that was written by 
Baby face, the album has a distinct, yet 
radio-friendly flavor that can only be 
attributed to Rich's skill on the acoustic 
guitar. ''W>rds" isoneofthosealbums 
that ii may lake the listener time to 
appreciate because of its somewhat 
different sound, but in the end, it will 
be appreciated for its crisp and 
innovative approach to musical 
arrangement and lyrics. -M.B. 
Pha11est Cuts: " Hey Blue," 
"Ghost,'' "Nobody Knows," 
"Leavin'," uLike A Woman" 
Grade: A-
R Kelly 
This album has very few moments 
and is no comparison to "12 Play." In 
fact, much of the album calls for a 
quick move 10 the fast forward button. 
Furthermore, R. Kelly is not 
believable as he launches into gospel 
songs after he once recommended 
"Bump and Grind" and "12 Play" as 
a release for sexual tension. To make 
matters even more complex, after the 
and Michael Jackson made "You Arc 
Not Alone," the production skills that 
he showcased on the song for Mike 
make his album sound like "12 Play" 
rejects. The audience deserves more. 
-M.B. 
Phattesl Cuts: "lempo Sto,v," "Nol 
Gonna Hold On" 
'Grade: D+ 
"Don't Be A Menace. " 
S01111drrack (Island) 
This soundtrack starts the new 
year off on the right foot. 111e only 
problem the album has is 1ha1 it tries 
10 showcase too many new artists 
who only make songs 10 take up 
space on the soundtrack. 
Nevertheless, it has something for 
everyone, including new songs from 
members of Wu-Tong Clan, Joe, Lost 
Boyz, R. Kelly and Little Kim of 
Junior Mafia. 
Phanest Cuts: "Winter \½.rz" by 
Wu-Tung Ciao, "We Got More" by 
Shock G, featuring The Luniz; "All 
The TIiings ()bur Man Won't Do)" by 
Joe; "Live Wires Connect" by UGK 
.,featuring Keith Murray and Lord 
Jammar 
Grade: B 
Quincy Jones• "Q's Jook Joint" 
A definite winner, this album 
features everyone from Babyface and 
SWV 10 Funkmaster Flex and Bono 
of U2. Many of the tracks on this 
album feature unlikely, but 
unbelievably phat collaborations of 
ar1is1s from all musical styles, and the 
album jacket itself offers 
entertainment of its own as ii gives 
background information on the 
concept of the juke joint as well as the 
producer's own opin ions of the 
album's contributing artists. Pick up 
the album. 
Phattesl Cuts: "Moody's Mood 
For Love," "You Put A Move On Ml. 
Heart," "Stompin' ," and uHeaven 5 
Girl" 
Grade: A 
Coming next week ........ 2Pac, Tota' 
and The Fugees 
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T hey shelled it out for your orthodontist bills. 
OK.Iglted. it up for your car insurance. 
And forked it over for that fish tank accident. 
Yet they still insist you call collect. 
Touched by their undying love, you spare t h e m further expe nse. 
• 
You dial 1 800 CALL ATT. 
1 800 CALL ATT always costs less than 1-80<>-<~<>LLE<:1:· 
And always gets you the reliable 1Xl&r Nehvo1·k. 
Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's You r True Choice':" 
AT&T 
Your True Choice 
• Fot ll'IICISU!e (211$. ~ c:iccluck-d. 
1-ooo-<Xll.l.fcr b , "1<lem>,k d MCI. 
To .Advertise in 
The Hilltop 
ARE YOU AB 
Check any thal apply ID 
Does the person you 
O"Track" all of YOU! 
□constantly accuse 
being unfaithful? 
□Discourage your 
ships with family 
friends? · 
OPrevent you from 
ing or attending 
QConstantly critici1.e 
for little things? 
□Anger easily when 
ing or using other 
□control a.II financ:a 
force you to accoait 
detail what yous~ 
□Humiliate you in 
others? 
□Destroy personal 
ty or sentimental· 
OHit, punch, slap, • 
bite you or the c · 
oUse or threaten 10111 
weapon against )'GI!. 
OThreaten to hun ~• 
the children? 
OForce you to have 
against your will? 
If you checked 
these, it's~ 
to get help. 
Even 
EZ-er 
than i 
1840 
Introducing Telefl 
from the I RS. If i~ 
are single and 61K 
Form 1040EZ last JIii 
you can ftle your• 
return in ten mi!l'llll 
by phone. Anytil!:! 
Check your tax boolll 
for informatioa. 
ITeleFile 
It's free. It's (IIJI. II 
_____ ____, 
'.,{Q Depanmenl oC ---~ Internal lleYIIUlllt 
Changing/Pt I"' 
~ -· ~ 
~ -
CAll WilliAM AT 202 806--686 
ftlllUl'Y 16, 1996 
MIAMI, FLORIDA 
DADE CO~TY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
l,()W interviewing TEACHER APPLICANT'S With 
special emphasis in the following areas: 
Malh • Science • Exceptional Student Education 
Media S~ecialist • Speech/Language Pathologist 
occupauonal T herapis t • Physical Therapist 
51311ing Salary Ranges from s2s,ooo to $39,500 
f EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS 
contact Ms . Arlene vvarden. Director 
omcc or Personnel Staffing T 
Isoo Biscayne Blvd .• Swlte 129 ~ 
Miami, FL 33 I 32 
(305) 995·7077 
l?QUAL Ol'PORTIJN!TY EMPLOYER 
THE HILLTOP 
Learn by Doing 
Earn. a master's degree at Northwestern University's 
Medill School of Journalism, and learn the media 
business hands-on! 
J ournalism (9-12 MonU,s) 
Broadcast Joumalism 
Magazine Publishing 
Newspaper Management 
Reporting and Writing 
Application Deadlines: 
J an. 1, March 1, Sept. 1 
MEDILL 
Northwestern University 
IS.16 Sheridan Road 
EvanslOn, IL 00208-2101 
Integrated Marketing 
Communications (16 Months) 
Advertising 
Direct Marketing 
Public RelaliOIIS 
Application Deadline: 
March 1 
Phone!. 708491-5228 
Fax: 708-467-2319 
E ~lai.l: mecli11-admis@11wu.edu 
ith ese Fares, 
YourCar 
( 
Won't Have To Survive 
ATri 
ToNew ork. 
ustTo 
\ 
,. /
\ 
Ort. 
If you feel like blowing out of 
town, abandon your buggy in 
long-term parking and 
catch a flight to New 
York. It' ll only put 
you our S77. Or 
you can buy a Flight Pack of four (S57 
each way) or eight (S52 each way) 
coupons. And better yet, travel 
on Saturday for just $49 each 
way and save even more. We 
have plenty of flights leaving 
whenever you want to 
go. Manhattan's waiting 
fol ks, you can sleep on the 
way back. Which is hard to 
do when you're driving. 
A.Delta Shuttle 
You'll love the way we fiy• 
L ~ , 'ldudal Res ,'ltioi" must be confirmed •nd tid:m putduiscd at le'At thttt ~'S prior rou11w:l lot S◄.9 S11="'· Ext(l)I: lot q')tdal ~ rurcfay late. (11.rd Tafid -.:._. ~ of UP: 10 S24. Jrr,cndmg on f.att ~• arr r:21 l4 ick,niJi:.ion iand ~ of oge rtquircd. Eligible m"'°I periods: S◄.9 tim \?lid fot S111utd,y tta\otl t~ . • other listed (ares Ylllid Mooday-Fricby, Ollttir Dtlu Shutt~ (Of )"<)uths bf'twttn 1 ageso • • 1 ~ Sa uni alld Sunday. Tn1w:I during aJ1cma1c cb)<thi.mc:s pcnniurd at higbc:r .applicabk (ues. Delta Ri&I!( : mrircOOU()OO book must be  10:JOa,m.-2:JO p,tn. and 7:30 p.m.-9:JO P:~' ·: ~,'idd~ ... hro f~ ~ R,clood,'iw.ilabk with pcn.11ties. St-:,us ar~ limit rd, Fa.rcssubjttt co~ w hhout notic:t. 01996 Delta Air Lines, Inc. 
pn:::knttdu1he1,mecitt-.iYCl;coopoi.snot,.,KJ1 ~•- • 
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AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
WA SH -t,.. N GTON. OC 
KOGOD COi.LEGE OF BUSINESS ADMI:~ lSTRATION 
MBA & MS REAL-WORLD PROGRAMS 
Featuring 
• ~fodul:,r fu r m:11 wuh .1 bn~:J<l Jl'l';I)' l)r t.'OU(',:C',', 
• S(rons intern:uinl\J1 1(,cu:--
• Lock-seep pmgr.'.Hn thJt dt:\'dop, le-'Jnw,'Ork 
• \'ib rkshop, th3l dc:, '°k'>p le:ade~hip ~kllls 
• Joim degl"!X progr.am~ 1Ai1h tlur School or lmern:u,orol ~l'\,~C' ur 
our \).';1,-..h,nl(lon Colle~e 1Jf 1., ...... le:ntlng to th<." ~t \lA..~lBA or JO '-SBA 
• ,\t$ pn~r:.1m:- 1n 1"..l'.t)um,nj,:.. To..'Utk>n. and f-in.mce 
f \pplkJm.:, .,,,th undeqtr:aduJte tle~rtt') in ,K(.1.)1;nc1n~. ~,k :1bt1ut nur 
li,th \t.MJr ,_,S-..\ opp,.,rtunm·1 
• .\.\CSB .u.t.:n:d1l.&t10n 
MBA Areas of Concentration 
• ;\i:'COUO(IOS,: 
• f.cOfk)Olk [)c:\•t:lnpmt:nt 
• Jntcf1\Jt1\.>nll 8u-.ine~..: in Fin:tn(c. 
:\tJnagement. \)r :\1:trkc:t,nEt 
• F.mrc.-pr't"OC'Ur"hip and • l.u,0""1','< and n>mfO'l Studle-
~\:1n,1~tt:mem 
• finJOt.c: 
• :\1:uugtment o( Gk)l1,1I ln(ormJtit.m 
Tt'lh~lk~y 
• Hum..tn Re""-xm.·c :\t.anJ~,.:m~nt • M:1ckc11ng 
• JmtrnJti'lln:11 • .\!fair-- • Rt'll F ..,1Jtt' 
't0v mJ, JISol, •..a,urk ~,1h ., (Ji:uh, .u.h,~1r to ck-.i~n \\)Ur o" '" art".t 
o( run..:~ncr.111,lO. · · · 
For Information and Application 
• {.JI\ ,JO.!) o6'S·l9<J- or 1~,o .-'\..'\AD,1S.-\ 
• F.•mlil u, JI ,\L.).t8.'\.\ 1$(!J :,mt'nt::m.c:du or b.x u~ :11 t.?0.? } ~c:;..10-~ or 
• \tht<." l11 NlR' xi eou~1-!t' \lf l)u,inc:'\...: .\dnl1nb,tr:11ic.1n. :\tnc:ri(3n rni\'t',...11\: 
-t-tOO ~1:h!l-.l..:hu~u, /1.w .• ~'\\; \\!li-hingmn. DC 10016-$0-I➔ • 
Ef(J')-)1\➔ 
Summer Housing 
in New York Cihl 
Uve at New York Unh·ersity in the heart of Greenwich Village while 
you work, do an internship, or just enjoy summer in the cit)' 
• Minutes lrom New York's business and cultural centers 
• Aparuneo1-st)ie and traditional residences, single and 
double occupancy 
• Ou1Stlndlng spons-recrea1ion facility 
• Ol-e.r 1,000 courses offered day and evening 
Housing a\'llllable May 19-August 10 
For more information, call toll free 
l-B00-771-4NYU, ext. 903 
GOOD 
WEEKLY 
INCOME 
processing · . mail for 
national companyl Free 
supplies, postagal No 
selling! Bonuses! Start 
immediatelyl . Genuine 
opportunity! RushSAS.E.: 
GHC, SUITE 216 I 
1861 N.FEDERAL 
, 
A12 
= 
• 
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BUSINESS 
TeleFile service siJD.plifies 
process of filing incoJD.e taxes 
B ·usiness 
Highlights 
By Shenikwa Stratford 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Imagine filing taxes via 
telephone, computer or automated 
teller machine. Sound far-fetched? 
It 's already a reality. The Internal 
Revenue Service ( IRS) has 
introduced paperless tax returns. 
"This new process is totally 
paperless, except for the check 
you may have to write in," IRS 
assistant chief of communications, 
Sam Seri l, said. 
Almost 500,000 residents of 
Maryland, Delaware and 
Washington, D.C. can now fi le 
their federal income taxes qu ickly 
and conveniently over the 
telephone. This is the first xear the 
service, known as ToleF1le, can 
be accessed nat ionwide. 
The IRS will se lect those 
elig ible for Telefile based on 
certain criteria. 
"You must be single with no 
dependents, have taxable income 
of less than $50,000, have filed a 
tax return previously and be at 
the same address as the previous 
ycar,"said DomenicJ. LaPonzina, 
chief of communications for the 
IRS. 
Those selected will receive a 
specia l tax booklet containin~ a 
PIN number. The PIN number 1s a 
security measure taken so no one 
else can access that file. 
"You no longer have to use your 
signature . You use the PIN 
number," Seri l said. 
The ToleFile system will save 
taxpayers time and troubl_c . and 
will make the IRS more efficient. 
Electronic transactions arc likely 
to have fewer errors and would 
decrease paper work, LaPonzina 
sa id. The e nti re telephone 
transaction, which can be 
accessed 24 hours a day in English 
Alumni-ow·ned 
investment group finds 
strength in diversity 
By Rahn Mayo 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
lwo years ago, a group of ten 
Howard University alumm formed 
The Mecca Group lnc. (T.M.G.), an 
investment club that pools money 
and resources to purchase stocks 
and conduct various business 
transactions. 
The members of T.M.G., Inc. 
were friends who remained in 
contact after graduat ing from 
Howard. They decided to form the 
group after seeing the success of 
other investment clubs. The 
members have committed to a 
three-year contract that requires 
them to pay $50 per month to 
generate capital. 
T.M.G. has invested in various 
businesses including MCI, Cracker 
& Barre l and 20th Century 
Lexington Mutual Funds. 
T.M.G. also had a successful 
fundraising pa rt y for Howard 
alumni during Homecoming 1995. 
The group plans 10 become 
involved in severa l different 
ventures. 
"Diversity is our major 
strength," founding member Max 
Maurice said. 
The 10 members ofT.M.G. live 
in different part~ oft he country and 
their professions va ry from 
phys icians to accountants. The 
group is composed of five women 
and five men wlio graduated from 
Howard between 1987-89. 
T.M.G. feels it is beneficial to 
operate as a small group because it 
reduces the num6er of clashing 
opinions and makes decisioQ 
making and management easier. 
Maurice said it is important for 
African Americans to invest money 
wisely so they will be prepared for 
the future. 
"We encourage other young 
Blacks to make sound investments 
and to utilize the networks they 
make at Howard because the 'go to 
school and have a good life' theorr, 
is unrealistic for man)' Blacks,' 
Maurice said. 
Because of congressional cuts in 
federal funding, T.M.G. feels that it 
is paramount fo r African 
Americans to give back to Black 
establishments. 
"It is important to look out for 
each other because its just as easr, 
to lose success as it is to find it, ' 
Marco Williams said. " We must 
pass the knowledge and 
opportunities that we have received 
since they were_ passed to us." 
In response, T.M.G. will form an 
annual scholarship r~nd for Howard 
students. The money for the fund 
will be donated by each of the 10 
members. Annually, students from 
chosen Howard schools will receive 
the scholarships. 
Maurice recall s attending 
Howard and being stressed about 
validation and the other obstacles 
that Howard students face. Despite 
the obstacles, Maurice said alumni 
must give back. 
" I want to challenge my 
classmates and other alumni to be 
more diligent in giving money back 
to Howard," Maurice said. 
He also said contrary to some 
negative occurrences, a11cnding 
Howard was a growing experience. 
" I may want to send my children 
here so they can get the same 
experience," he said. 
Products that are Shaping 
the.Future 
Throw out the Telephones: 
Motorola's Tango Two-Way Paging 
System 
Motorola introduces the first and only paging system 
that allows individuals to respond to a page without 
using a telephone. Instead, a user can respond by 
selecting from a menu of up to 120 pre•flrogrammed 
messages. The pager runs for $399, or $15 a month to 
lease. Nationwide service begins at $74.95. 
Leading the Net: Netscape 
Communications Navigator 
Software 
TI1e power of Netscape is reshaping the Internet. It 
has incredible downloading speed, cnfianced graphics 
and considered to be the best browser to surf tne World 
Wide Web. Users get Netscape free 011 lhe internet. 
Netscape now dominates 70 percent of the web browser 
market. 
Tomorrow's Video Camera's: 
Cannon's ES5000 
Motorola's 1\No-Way Pager makes responding to pages 
easier. 
Netscape allows Internet 
users to explore new 
opportunities. 
or Spanish, should take no longer 
than 10 minutes. 
"After the taxpayer provides 
requested information, TeleFi le 
will compute the tax a nd 
announce how large the taxpayer's 
refund, if any, will be. It can also 
tell how much additional tax may 
be due," LaPonzina said. 
Refunds can be expected within 
three weeks. 
The system has been tested 
s ince 1992. Last year, some 
700,000 taxpayers in 10 states 
used the 11:leFile service. The I RS 
wants to expand the system to 
everyone, but many factors stand 
in the way. 
" It depends on our budget. 
Factors l ike the federal 
congressional tax laws affect the 
program," Seri! said. "There is no 
way we will no what Congress is 
going to do." 
Students at Howard University 
arc excited about ToleFile. Most 
believe it will be a true stress 
reliever. 
"The system now is crazy. You 
C3n spend forever trying to figure 
ou t that form," junior physica l 
therapy major Le Van Wright said. 
" It 's almost like registration. It 
would be very helpful to have a 
system that you can get done with 
in 10 minutes." 
Still, other students have their 
reservations, saying the process 
could breed criminals. 
" I wouldn't like filing taxes 
over the phone because that kind 
of technology brings frauds," said 
Micheal Koroma, junior biology 
major. "For everyth ing good, 
people can find a way to make it 
bad." 
Judging the best law schools . 
The country's top 10 law schools accordmg to U.~. Newa 
Report's annual survey, which focuses on clements ranging f1t111 
f student body to the size and quality of faculty arc: 
1. Yale University 
2. Harvard University 
3. Stanford University 
4. University of Chicago 
5. Columbia University 
6. New York University 
7. University of Virginia 
8. Duke University 
9. University of California-Berkeley 
10. University of Michigan 
Survey says Maryland residents fear losing jobs in '96 
Almost 50 percent of Maryland rcs(dcnts fear they could 
aid off this year, according to a Umvers1ty of Boston survey 
45 residents. Only 30 percent feel their jobs arc secure. . 
On the flip side, only 14 percent feel they will have financ1~ 
is year, 46 percent anticipate no change, 37 percent pre 
ancial year. . . 
Thirty-nine percent said Maryland's economy will suf!'er 
rcent believe it will stay the same, and 17 percent bch~ 
etter. 
Economists sar the economy will ~ave little grow1h 
ecession. It is stil more vulnerable than 11 has been m the past 
This Year's Best Web Sites 
The Spot: (www.thespot.com). 
Move over "Melrose l'lace." ·The Spot" is a daily soap 
en and women in their 20-somethings. 
ESPN: (espnct.sportzonc.com) 
Stay on top of the scores of profos.~ional and college ga 
Woodrow: (woodrow.mp(s.f~b. fed.us) . 
Find a plethora of fmancial information provided by the 
eservc Bank of Minneapolis. 
Kenny Rogers closes his D.C. Ro~tcrs rest~uran_t . 
Kenny Rogers has OJ.lied to close his only rotisserie chicken. 
located m \V'ashington, J?.C. because th<? Cleveland Park loca 
How for drive-thru, which now comprises 50 percent of the 
usiness. 
The closing is good news for rival Boston Market. There 
enny Rogers Roasters outlets throughout the country. how 
mall numb.er of Maryland and Virginia stores arc booming. 
ocations in Rockville and Laurel. 
Compiled by Shenikwa Stratfor,I 
Delights of the Garden 
restaurant teaches how to 
'eat to live' 
By LaJohnne White 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
Garden a try. 
" We are not here to condemn 
anyone's diet or force them to 
immediately change what they 
cat," Broaddus said. "We arc 
From Florida Avenue to Euclid simply offering alternatives to 
Street, Georgia Avenue saturates your everydar, diet, and ask ing 
· the Howard Univers it)' that you don t cut yourself off 
community with fast food from alternat ives." 
restaura nts. Deligh ts of the Del ights of the Garden only 
Garden, a st ri ctl y vegetar ian serves raw food. Since raw food 1s 
I was eating was good for 
Johnson saicl. 
Broaddus cri ticizes t 
the field of medicine 
pract ic ing an ti- prevent 
medicine. He believes tbll 
many people worry about 
problems as opposed 
preventing the problem 
occurs. With the rcstau restaurant, offers studen ts a more bland than its cooked 
healthy alternative to the grease. counterpart, the restaurant uses a hopes 10 educate the com 
During b 
1he warmer We are not here to condemn a O 
months of 
the hear, 
~,i~-s f~ anyone's diet or force them to 
d r a w s 
s tud e nts' • d" t f h h t th · t attention 10 lmme ,a e y C ange W a ey ea . 
the modest 
bu~jret5ave - Asia Broaddus, Co-owner of 
never eaten 
there, but I D f" h , .f h G d ~va~1~1;~~~ e lg ts OJ t e a~ en survi 
because 1-- -------------------------- the fit 
get such a Broaddus said. "Every1hing · 
positive vibe from i1," said Gena variety of natural herbs to add store is livi ng, people 
Gatewood, a sophomore in the flavor. 
School of Communications. "The process of heat kill s eating li fe will live." 
The restaurant, located across germs. By app lying heat to In addit ion to the res 
the street from the School of vegetables, you are killing its Vegetarian Resources, a 
Business, has been in operation vitamins and denaturing it," published by Broaddus 
for 16 months. Though the Broaddus said. 
thought of a vegetarian diet , Kindra Johnson, a junior in the associates who include 
which means no meat and no School of Business, too k University students Mall 
dairy, seems unappealing to many Broaddus' challenge and gave the Ebony Fitchuc, is avail 
people, Asia Broaddushco-owner restaurant a try. assist people with healthy · 
of the restaurant, c allenges "The food tasted different, but 
students to give Delights of the I felt good knowing that the food alternatives. 
This is an eye-control camcorder that allows an 
individual to eye-activate focus shifting, quick zoom 
and other features. Whatever the viewer is looking at 
stays in focus. Cost: $2,200. 
What's New in Notebooks: 
ll1e computer has 12.l inch color di.~plaf 
advanced video features. Price: $7,500. 
Cannon's ES5000 allows 
users to stay In focus with Its 
new features. The IBM ThlnkPad 760CD has many new featu 
• 
• 
-
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CHEAT 
You just kissed a guy. A guy who is not your 
boyfriend. You feel guilty. And confused. You call 
your sister for advice. She says four simple words: 
" No French, no foul." You suddenly feel better. 
B7 
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1-800-COLLECT ® 
Save The People You Call Up To 44%. 
THE HILLTOP 
February 16, 1996 
· It Doesn't Take A Math Maior 
To Reduce The coefficient of Drag to .31 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
/~1~•.· -
' ·~ ' ,c- ·-, 
-----,-------
®TOYOTA 
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®TOYOTA· 
I Lou Wh•1 You Do For Mt 
-------------------------
• EZ-CARD, SUITE 275 I 
Do You Want VISA & MasterCjtrd Credit Cards? I 1501 E.HALLANDALE BCB BLVD I 
I HALLANDALE, FLORIDA 33009 I 
NO'II you can have two of the most recognized and 
accepted credit canls In the \Wrld-.Vtsae and Mastcrearde 
credit carus.-·tn your name: EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN 
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNEO DOWN BEFORE! 
I I 
1 YES! lwantVISA&/MASTERCARl)eCrcdlt I 
VISA& and MastcrCarde t~ credit caros you 
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT 
STORES-1UITION- ENTERTAINM ENT-
EMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAIJRANTS-
HOTELS-MOTELS-CAS-CAR RENTALS-
REPAIRS--AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING! 
: Cams.approved tmmcdlalcly. 100¼ QUARAHTEEDI : 
I 
I NAME -------------
: ADDRESS - -----------
• CITY STATE _ZIP ---
I 
I 
I 
I 
I : STUDENT? Yes No SS.• _____ _ 
~t.O' No turn downs I 
c;\I._,~ f.,c._f.1>, No credit chectsl I SIGNATIJRE ----------- I 1\S._,.a._f~o ''1':° No security deposit! 1 NOTt:: Mastm:anl as . rqt1,ttml 1nc1cmar1< d Ma,tc,Oud 1n11tma1iora1.1nc. 1 
~•""~..c1 •" I vasa is a rc:gJsttr<d lndtmult d VIS,,. USA. Inc. and \/ISi\ lnlcm>dorw I 
G- -~- SEND THE COUPON TODAY I l',t-11••:1ti:J•l:lt1;13,1•1:l•t:ll•i•J·\i 1 
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING! I I L.....-'--------=-=-_:_=-::......=-.::.:.:.:-=-~-------~-----------------
COMPUf.ER BlOWOUT 
Macintosh Pcrforma 636CD 
Processor. 68LC040 0 66 MHz 
RAM: 8MB 
Hard Disk: 500 MB IDE 
CD-ROM: Double-Speed (2x) 
Display: Apple 14" Multlple Scan 
SALE PR.ICE 
$ 1750.00 
Power Macintosh 7200n5 
Processor: 
RAM: 
Ha,d Disk: 
CO-ROM: 
Display: 
PowerPC 601 0 75 MHz 
8 MB 
500MB SCSI 
Quad-Speed (4x) 
Apple 17" Multiple Scan 
SALE PRICE 
$3500.00 
I --1\ ·.\c·r \J 11 'l"t , '; -.\.,' 
w /2400 colorstylewriter w/ 4/600 laserprinter 
Macintosh PowcrBook 5300 
Processor. 
RAM: 
PowerPC 603&@ 100 MHz 
8MB -=~--
Hard Disl<: 
Display: 
Battery: 
SOOMB IDE 
Gray Scale 9.5" 
2.5-4 Hour NiMH 
SALE PRICE 
$2200.00 
w /2200 portable coto rprinter 
SALE PR.ICE 
Apple Color Sty{eWriter 2400 $_3 90 · 00 
Print Type: Color Ink.Jet ~
Max. Speed: 4 pages per min. (Bffl) . -
Resolution: 720 x 360 dots per inch · ! 
Fonts: Includes 36 fonts 
SALE PR.ICE 
Apple LaserWriter 4/600 $ 90 3. 00 
Print Type: Ory-Toner Lasar ~
Max. Speed: 4 pages per min. -
Resolution: 600 x 600 dots per inch ' 
Fonts: · Includes 36 fonts 
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Scholars say ·~skegee study sti·Il 
creates feelings of ntedical 
01istrust aD10ng Blacks 
llillllb being extracted from a patient during the Tuskegee 
Syphllls Experiment started In 1932. 
~ehlsl Coates 
Staff Writer 
11Z11srudics ci1ing poor hcallh pees among African 
911icans may be due 10 a Jlical dis1rus1 of medical 
fiiiionals, accord ing 10 
,i,gistJames H. Jones, au1 hor 
l1ad Bfood: The Tuskegee 
llis Experiments." 
as and 01her au1hori1ics on 
"'°American s1udics believe 
brs arise from speci fie 
por medical expcrimentS, 
flily conduc1ed from the 
flal 1931 10 1972 known as 
fmgec Syphilis Experiments. 
111 scicn1ific experimen1 
bd more damage on the 
lllive psyche of Black 
1ncans 1han the Tuskegee 
.. bes said. 
~ study, government-
• health groups denied 
bales 1rea1ment for syphilis, 
lplllS sexually transmilled 
•dla1 may result in death if 
lll!a1ed. 
illlll sources have auributed 
~led problem of African 
'-ms failing 10 seek regular 
ill trta1men1 10 a belief 1ha1 
lillablc prac1iccs may be 
bdon 1hcm by doc1ors. 
kllay 6, 1992, The New York 
ii published an editoria l 
llltitg the belief in 1he Black 
i..y 1ha1 AJDS was a form 
~-)Times ci1ed a survey of 
kdlurch members 1ha1 sa id, 
lllonishing 35 percent 
lied AIDS was a form of 
.... 
11994 Emerge article also 
la1thisa11i1ude among Black 
Americans, citing incidents where 
Blacks had been s ubjec1ed to 
medical exper iments in prison and 
in rural populations. 
Accord ing 10 a reccn1ly released 
s1udy by the National Urban 
League, African Americans arc in 
poor hea lth because of failure 10 
seek regular, bas ic medical 
checkups because of fear of 
reliabili1y of testing, and other 
factors s uch as soc ioeconomic 
status. 
··1 know that many Blacks still 
bel ieve AIDS is a program of racia l 
genocide." Jones wrote in "Bad 
Blood.'" '"To the extent the Tuskegee 
study continues 10 sow suspicions 
and distrust, it remains a problem 
1ha1 must be addressed." 
The roots of the Tuskegee 
experiment lay in the Mississippi 
Delta where the Publ ic Health 
, Service (PHS) sa id they were 
providing treatment fo r 
rheumatism, "bad stomachs;' or 
"bad blood.'" 
In ac1 uali1y, PHS authorit ies 
were conduct ing syphilis 
screenings 10 conduct their 
experiments on the effects of 
withholding treatment. 
In Apri l 1930, the PHS joined 
with the Julius Rosenwald Fund to 
set up.a similar program in Macon 
County, Ga. 
According 10 the 1930 census, 
its population was just over 27,000, 
82 percent of whom were Black. 
The vast majority of the 
participants were poor. 
The economic s ituation of 
Blacks was dire during this era and 
many were in need of basic publ ic 
health assistance. Therefore, they 
nocked to the experiments 10 seek 
" free" health a~istancc. 
A total of 600 Black men were 
chosen to participate in the 
Tuskegee Study-399 who were in 
the late stages of syphilis and 201 
who were not infected, but were 
used as controls 10 gauge the 
progress of non-treatment , 
according 10 documenis released 
by the Public Heallh Service ,in 
1972 when the media broke the 
story. 
"The Tuskegee study has much 
10 teach us about racism in the 
United States and the social warrant 
of medicine in people's lives," said 
fones, who noted that at least JOO 
men died as a result of the 
experiment. 
PHS officials later said they 
cont inued the experiments so that 
they would receive more funds for 
disease treatment, ho ping 10 
demonstrate how a good treatment 
program could help even the most 
destitute of people. 
This study was the brain-child of 
Dr. Toliaferro Clark, the director of 
the Mississippi syphilis treatment 
program. In finalizing the last 
reports fo r the prospective 
exper iments, Clark said 10 a 
colleague, "The thought came 10 
me that the Alabama community 
offered an unparalleled opportunity 
for the study of the effects of 
untreated syphilis.'' 
But the PH$ was not alone in the 
experiment. 
Historica lly Black Tuskegee 
Institute, which was founded by 
Booker T. Washi ngton, loaned 
money and its facilities 10 the PHS, 
wi th full knowledge of the 
experiment, accord ing to Jones' 
investigat ion. 
Dr. Robert Moton, head of 
Tuskegee lnstitute's Andrew 
Hospital, and Dr. Eugene Dribble, 
who would later succeed Booker T. 
Washington as head of the 
lnstitui te, both gave thei r support 
for the experiment. 
Jones writes in his book: "Dr. 
Moton and Dr. Dribble both knew 
that Black men alone would be 
studied. And yet nothing belier 
illustrated the di lemma of Black 
midd le-class professionals who 
wanted to succeed in a society 
dominated by Whites." 
In addition, the head nurse of the 
experiment, Eunice Rivers, was 
also Black. The few Black 
physicians were instructed to not 
treat Black males infected with 
syphilis under any circumstances. 
For the next 30 years, the men, 
mostly poor sharecroppers, were 
subjec1ed to yearly roundups by the 
PHS for false 1reatmen1. Rivers 
would go door to door and deliver 
the men to PHS doctors fout times 
a year 10 assess their condition. 
They were nlso put through a 
painful procedure known as the 
spinal tap, in which docto rs 
extracted spinal fl uid from the 
spinal cords of the subjects 10 check 
for neurological syphi lis. 
Whenever the men auempted to 
obtain other treatment they were 
always denied. Whenever one died, 
Rivers would obtain permission 
from the fam ily for an autopsy, 
never informing them of wha1 was 
actually going on. 
The experiments were still going 
on when the story finally broke on 
Ju l. 25, 1972 in The Wash ington 
Star. All parties either tried 10 gloss 
over their involvement or deny any 
involvement at a 11. 
Tuskegee Instituite claimed their 
participation was totally justified, 
issuing a statement saying the study 
'"was acceptable under the clinical 
conditions prevailing 40 years ago." 
The federal government was 
sued in 1972 and eventually seuled 
on paying $ 10 mi llion dollars in 
damages and free health care 10 the 
exper imen t 's survivors and 
fami lies. 
· Neither Tuskegee Institute, nor 
the government ever issued on 
apology. . 
Up untll 1972, Black males In Tuskegee were refused syphilis 
treatment as party a government experiment. 
[oga's emphasis on stretching soothes 
und, body, soul; relieves,stress 
llrCrlstel WIiiiams 
Hiltop Staff Writer 
most college s111de n1s, 
E Brown ·s days arc fi lied classes, extra-curricular and, subsequently, stress. 
a science major, said her 
g class schedule and 
cular obligations often 
her, causing throbbing 
and tension. 
· Yaaman, a senior monk 
a instructor at Ananda 
or Washington, suggests 
practice which incorporates 
~
. and stretching, as a way 
stress. 
is the union of the mind, 
spirit," said Yaaman, who 
Hatha yo&a, an Indian 
or stretching invo lving 
· . " It is a time when you 
. etcly at one with yourself 
a very calming." 
is an ancient treatment of 
· and relaxation that is 
IOothe the mind, body and 
inl'olves focusing in quiet 
se tt ings for 15-to-35 minute 
sessions. 
When practiced on a daily basis, 
yoga, can enhance aexi~i lity and 
temporarily free the mmd from 
s1rcss. 
Yaaman said yoga is also a good 
way 10 exercise for those who 
cannot do intense aerobics. 
" Hatha allows the body to stay 
limber and is a good way to stay in 
shape, especially for t~osc who 
cannot do extreme aerobic or other 
cardiovascular exerc ise," sa id 
Yaaman, who added that proper 
diet, also factors into the success of 
yoga. "'With yoga, ba lance ,s 
ex tremely important." 
Medical experts said that yoga 
can be done easily in the comfort of 
one's home. First, however, people 
who want to become yogis, or yoga 
practit ioners, s hould con~ull a 
qua I ified instructor. Yogis are 
usually ready 10 meditate alone 
within 3 months. . 
Yoga, an ancient, lnd_ian · mmd 
and body discipline consists of the 
following poses: 
Sukhasnana: Thke cfeep breaths 
in through the nose and exha le 
through the mouth. Sit cross-legged 
on a pillow, with the spine lifted. 
With eyes closed, place hands 
palms up on thighs. Hold thi s 
pos ition until outside noise is 
blocked out and until breathing 
becomes deeper. 
Seated Forward Bend: In a 
sining position, bend the left knee 
at a 90 degree angle, so that the foot 
is placed on the inner right thigh. 
Hold a towel around right foot of 
extended right leg. Lift the torso 
and exhale while bending forward 
from the hips. There will be a 
stretching feeling in the hamstring 
and calf. Bend the right leg if you 
feel pain behind knee. Hold for one 
minute and repeat on other side. 
Dancer Pose: Stand behind a 
chair, pulling weight on the right 
leg. Place the left leg a step behind 
the other leg and grasp the an.kle 
with left hand. Place the right hand 
on the chair. Press the left foot into 
hand as while lifting up on the right 
leg. Lean forward from the hips. 
Hold 20 seconds; repeat on right 
side. 
Tree Pose: Bend the right knee, 
while standing upright, and place 
the riglit foot on left thigh (or knee) 
and press it into the thigh (or knee). 
Press hands together; fo r 20 
seconds, do not breathe. Repeat 
using the left side. 
Seated Spinal 1\vist Sit with the 
right leg extended. Bend the left leg 
and cross over the right leg, leaving 
the left foot Dal on the noor. Hook 
the right arm around the left knee 
and place the left hand on the floor 
behind spine. S it tall and turn 
toward left. For 20 seconds, do not 
breathe. Repeat u~ing the left side. 
Savasana: For a good, all-around 
stretch, end with this type of this 
type of yoga. Lie na1 on the back, 
wilh a pillow under 1he head. The 
arms should be alongside the body 
with the palms up. Let both legs fall 
open from hi ps. Pull shoulder 
blades in. Close ey,es; breathe and 
relax for 10 min utes; slowly come 
out of the pose; roll inlo a fetal 
position and sil up. 
p BLACK AMERICA ALIVE AND WELL!. 
Write for the Health & Fitness Section 
inquiries call 806-6866, Reginold Royston, editor 
Senior donates 
$2,500 of 
weight-lifting 
equipillent to 
Drew Hall 
By Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
An en terp ris ing Howard 
University senior has purchased 
$2,500 of weight-lifting equipment 
for students 10 use at Drew Hall. 
Yusef Baille, a 23-year-old 
senior majoring in physical therapy, 
said he bought the equipment in 
anticipation of his future plans lo 
become a weight trainer, as well as 
to meet a pressing need for students 
in his dormitory. 
Bailie's contribution has filled 
the void that s1uden1s fc l1 from 
anempting 10 use the cramped 
facilities in the Burr Gymnasium. 
"Burr Gym is not big enough 
and many students find it very 
difficult 10 do their exercises and 
workouts the re," said Baille, a 
former Bison football player and 
current resident assistant in Drew 
Hal l. 
Current ly, use of Bail ie's . 
equipmenl is free. He plans 10 
eventually charge $25 per semester 
if the University approves. 
Drew Hall occupants have 
expressed excitement about having 
a trai ning facil ity in their own 
dorm. 
"This is really convcnien1," said 
Cory McGill, a freshman biology 
major who lives in Drew. ··A lot of 
us lift weights, but Burr is always 
closed on weekends. Now we can 
stay in shape when we want, not 
when the University wants us to." 
The equipment that Baille 
provided gives Drew studen ts 
unlimi ted use of workout 
equipment as well as personal 
training advice. 
M yyucca Sherman, a freshman 
from Akron, Ohio, said he enjoys 
using the facilities provided by 
Baille because he docs not have to 
worry about competing with 
University athletes for equipment. 
"A lot of lite students were angry 
due 10 1he long time it takes to use 
the weights in Burr Gym,'' Sherman 
said. " Here, there arc not many 
people wailing and brothers are 
cager 10 help out." 
Baille hopes that his project will 
help s tudents 10 develop their 
bodies. He also hopes his initiative 
serves as an example to other 
s1uden1s 10 find ways to improve 
their dorms. 
The program is just a few weeks 
ol~, but Ball le plans 10 expand to 
include later aerobics machines. 
Baille said his he wants 10 help 
studen ts bu ild goa l-oriented 
workouts, take body measurements 
and keep records so they can 
monitor their improvement. 
Banleas efforts 10 help Drew Hall 
residents have not gone 
unappreciated, according to 
students who live there. 
" I thi nk it is helpful, especially 
for the freshman guys," said Jabari 
Johnson, a freshman in the School 
of Business. "The best thing is that 
you don't have 10 go far, you just 
have to go downstairs." 
Baille, who said he likes to help 
people to look their best, offers 
personal weight training each day 
in the center from 8 p.m. to 12 p.m. 
"Exercise can help the body to 
handle str_ess beuer," he said. 
"Exercise can also help people to 
develop self-es teem. I am 
fascinated wi th helping people 
improve their self-image." 
** ASK THE EXTERN** 
I have bad brea1h, even 1hough 
I brush regularly and gel 
cleanings every year. Whal could 
1he problem be if ii isn t gum 
disease? 
Bad breath has many causes. 
It can be produced by bac1erial 
breakdown of food particles 
that daily brus hing may no1 
re move. Another cause is a 
"coated" tongu e, whic h is 
common in people who have a 
dry mouth. Dead cells that 
wou ld normally be washed 
away by sa liva accumulate on 
the tongue and are decomposed 
by bacter ia. This process 
produces a foul odor. This 
particular problem can be 
prevented by drinking water. 
Also, certa in foods conta in 
volat il e, strong-smelling oils. 
During diges1ion , 1hese strong-
smelling oils arc absorbed and 
ca rried by the blood stream to 
the lungs, where the odor is 
breathed ou t. If yo u notice that 
afte r eating certain foods, bad 
breath develops, perhaps you 
can modify your intake of those 
foods. 
Black Heroes in Medicine 
By Reglnold Royston and 
Criste! Williams 
Joella Hardeman Gipson was 
born Jan. 8, 1929. The Mount Saint 
Mary 's College graduate went on to 
get her M.A. al the University of 
Iowa and her Ph.D. at the 
University of Ill inois. Gipson used 
her education 10 teach others by 
becoming an instructor at several 
uni versi ties such as Southern 
Univers ity, Baton Rouge and 
assistant professor at the University 
of Illinois. 
The mathematician also worked 
as a teacher and superintendent for 
Los Angeles Public Schools, 
consul1an1 10 the Unified Science 
and Mathemat ics Elementary 
School Program and professor and 
coordinatorof the Master of Arts in 
Thaching Program at Wayne Slate 
University. 
Gipson also devoted her time 
and energy 10 the Mathematics 
Association of America, National 
Council of Toachers of 
Mathematics, Amer ican 
Association of University Women, 
National All iance of Black School 
Administrators and Della Sigma 
Theta Sorori(y, Inc. 
Dorothy L. Brown, M.D., 
F.A.C.S. 
Dorothy L. Brown achieved a 
mi les tone in Black medicine 
overcoming both racial and sexual 
barriers in post-World War II 
Amer ica by becoming one the 
countr y's first Black female 
surgeons. 
A graduate of Bennett College 
and later Merharr y Medical 
College in New York City, where 
she received her M.D. in 1948, 
Brown exce lled in her career 
becoming the first Black female 
fellow in the American College of 
Surge<•ns in l 959. Later she ran a 
private practice across from 
Tonnessec State University, 
eventually gaining notoriety and' 
named chief of surgery at Riverside 
Hospital for 24 years. 
In 1966, Brown was elected to 
11:nnessce state legislature, pushing 
reform for African Americans and 
women. Brown has lrnveled around 
the country, speaking on hei- many 
experiences as a pioneering 
medical professional. She has been 
named "Citizen of the Year," and 
"Woman of the Year," received keys 
10 numerous cities and remains a . 
life member of 1he NAACP. 
CORRECTION: 1\vo weeks ago it was printed in the 
HEALTH & FITNESS Section that Charles Drew died 
because Whites had refused 10 gran t him a blood tra nsfusion, 
regardless of his pioneering work wi th the blood transfusion 
procedures. This is not true; Drew died in a car accident but 
lack of a blood transfusion did not cut his life short. 
' 
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THE HILLTOP 
FOR HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
• 
Call Now and Make Your Appointment! 
12:00 - 6 :00 p.m. 
Relaxers 
Coloring 
Men Haircuts 
Beauty Supplies 25% 
Off 
*Black Owned and Operated* 
Manicures 
Pedicures 
• Weaving 
Eyebrow waxing 
• 
AND 
MATH -/ls POWER. 
CALL 1 ·800·9?-N A C ME TO F"IND OUT HOW YOU CAN GCT IT. 
NATIONAL ACTION COUNCIL f°"OR MINORITH.: S IN ENGINt:t!:UINO 
BLACK HISTORY 
, 
MONTH 
BOOK SALE 
... 
OFF 
SELECTED TITLES 
SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 29th. 
REMEMBER YOUR HOWARD UNIVERSITY I.D. 
ENTITL~S YOU TO A 25.% DISCOUNT ON 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
TITLES. 
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Of all the numbers you know 
by heart do you know the numbers 
important to your heart? 
Do you know 
your cholesterol numbers? 
The1e are different levels of good and bad cholesterol in all of us. To help reduce your risk of heart disease, 
it's important to know what your levels are. You should st.!rt by finding out your total cholestetol number and 
HDL or ' good" cholesterol number. So see your doctor. For mo1e inforlll<ltion, call 1-800-575-WELL. 
National Cholesterol Education Program 
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Keeping late hours? Cut through calculations and grasp concepts faster. Easy-to-use features. Perfectly matched to your coursework. ~TEXAS . INSTRUMENTS 
HOWARD 
TI-8 2 A powerful, yet easy-to-use tool 
for drawing graphs, building tables, and 
performing data analysis. 
$107.Js 
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· BR II PLUS" Combines 
advanced financial and scientific functions 
in one easy-to-use calculator. 
$34.75 
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sta~istics. 
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SPORTS 
&eshman Jabari Outtz is all Bison get stung 
by Delaware 
State Hornets 
• • 
~us1ness on and off the court 
By Klsha Riggins 
tllllOP Staff Writer 
Jilts up and SCCS 270 pound~ of 
~ ~11,gan Stale center traveling 
f~JllCiJr:1suredunk. lloward 
)1111)'. gu;ud Jabari Ou112 takes a 
~and~right into the path 
•;.t The only thing scpan1ting 
!flllffllll a slam dunk 10 put Iris 
Ill' Ii)• fi,e pointS_ is this 5' ll .. 
- pro. The giant wages on 
,_right 0\1:l' Ouuz, wh(> falls 
,,-.. 
1ilidesooro; as a referee mmcs 
111 icm the sidelines to where 
=
crumpled on the floor. An 
bllisetllcdon the giant and 
i!lllloo no good. 
)Spbys later. Ounz brings the 
•p,11C1Jurt. His defender is 
111he &:,ul line. daring Ouuz 
,._tbcJane. OutlZ pulls up 
.. !WO b!I OUl~idc the three-
sand shoots. Basket good. 
bii net. 1ie ballgame. 
1llri Ooouu1111zzzz,'' 1 he 
,-=.Shellie Bowcr,;Jr. croons 
~pd joins in. 
alilthe night is over, Oullz has 
.-d, passed, rebounded, 
mid hui.1led back 10 play 
His sm, show 1ha1 he has jil22~ grabbed 5 rebounds 
illtd out 1 assists. Just five 
111kht this one. he SCXlrcd a 
,.;or29 points against the 
.. A&M Ranlcrs. 
t'sgoing pro. You can bet me 
•;IR!hman Jason Miller said 
,._ a, they leave Burr 
....... 
a busine:., management 
Lanham. Md., came 10 
9D two goah in mind: 10 
business or iented 
and 10 play the Ix..~ 
6al H<7-vard University has 
rm gone from Howard, 1 
., say that I ,v-.is the best 
""pla}ed at Howard,'' he 
!-fead coach Michael McLeesc 
bcheve~ that Ouu2 has the ability 10 
· ma.kc h,s goals a reality. 
' ' I le has all the t0ols 10 become an 
outsl:lnding player al Howard" 
McLcesc said. ' 
" He can handle the ball under 
guard for the basketball team. 
"I I ikc playing basketball beuer 
than football because I like the 
competitiveness of basketball," Outtz 
said . " In basketball I have more 
. control of the game." · 
· Before he came to Howard, Outtz 
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Exuse me-Jabari Outtz powers his way past defenders for 
two points . 
pressure. he is an outside shooter. he 
makes good decisions on the noor 
and he is a t0ugh defender." 
In just 2 1 games this year, Oum: 
leads the team in scoring with 17.8 
points per game. 78 assists, 29 steals 
and 37 minutes player per game. He 
is currently fourth in the MEAC in 
scoring, second in three-point 
shooting and fourth in assists. 
Not only are the Bison lobbying 
for Ouuz 10 be named to the All-
Rookie Tham. but the All-MEAC 
team is also in Ouuz 's reach. 
Since he was five years old, Ou1tz 
has excelled in basketball. 
While he was a student at Good 
Counsel High School, Ou112. was a 
two-sport athlete. He was a wide-
receiver for the football team in the 
fall, and in the winter he was a point 
had the opportunity to lorm a friendship 
with teammate Melvin W.uson and a 
friendship with Coach McLccse. 
" I played with Melvin in junior 
high. Because he went 10 a public 
school and I played for a Catholic 
school, we didn't play against each 
other in high school," Outtz explained. 
.. I played against Coach 
(McLccscJ when he coached Dunbar 
and I played on an all-star team that 
he coached.'' he recalled. " I le didn't 
play me that much though. I le played 
his players over me:· 
As a senior at Good Counsel last · 
year. Outtz earned a spot on the first 
team All-Met. This drew American 
University. Marquc11c. George 
Washington and others 10 his house 
to recruit him. But he chose 10 come 
to Howard. 
Allhough his mother is a Ho,v-drd 
alumnus, that fact didn't play a part 
in his decision. 
"She didn't really push me toward 
Howard. But I've grown up knowing 
about Howard and visiting," Outtz s.'lid. 
He acknowledges that he owes 
his successes in basketball to his 
family, especially his parents. 
"They've been very supportive of 
me. Since I-started playing basketball 
when I was ,fivc [years old], they 
have only missed 1wo games. And 
that was this year when the team 
went 10 Florida;· Ouuz s.1id. 
Ou1t1.'s father James introduced him 
to basketball and even g.wc him some 
pointers. NowOuuzgivcshiss~lci; 13-
year-<>ld Hasina roundball lips. 
Despite this year's success, Ouuz 
believes that he has a long way to go 
athletically at Ho,v-,ml. He ,v-,rnL~ to 
improve upon his leadership skills on 
the court and decrease his turnovers, 
which arc 81 for the season . 
"I just have 10 get used to the 
college game. Last year this time, the 
games were so easy and my team was 
just rolling over other teams. Now 
I'm playing against guys in their early 
20·s. I' m younger than them and it 
has taken me a while 10 adjust." 
Ou1tz's teammate, freshman 
center Lionel Allen believes that 
Oultz will be the best that the MEAC 
has ever been. 
"Jabari is a very hard worker, on 
the court he's all business. He 
understands the game very ,veil. That 
enables him to work hard every game 
and every practice." 
Allen remembers one moment 
earlier in the season that mode a 
lasting impression on him. 
"\¼: were playing St. Peters and 
,vc were down by like 20 points. 
Coach called a timeout. There was 
like minutes left in the game. Coach 
was trying to figure out how to win 
this game. Jabari sa id he wasn't 
worried and he went out and hit like 
five straight threes. Tha1's Jabari, that 
incident just epitomizes him." 
By DeWayne K. Glssendanner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Lately af1er a Bison basketball 
game, one could still hear the 
triumphant grooves of the Howard 
Marching Band clear 10 Georgia 
Avenue. 
Monday night turned out to be 
an exception as the stunned crowd 
of 3,080 al Burr Gymnasi um 
watched as the Hornets o[ 
Delaware State University put a 
screeching halt to the Bison's six-
game winning streak with an 65-63 
win. 
"During the first half we really 
shot ourselves in the foot," junior 
guard John Gay said. "We just 
came out emotionally Oat." 
Neither tea m lit up the 
scoreboard in the first ha lf. 
Delaware State shot 40 percent 
compared to the Bison ·s dismal 25 
percent. With 11 :20 remaining in 
the first half, the Hornets' Antoine 
Morris and Javan Stedhman made 
consecutive three-pointers, 
increasing their lead to 21-12. 
However, the Bison continued to 
struggle offensively. They 
cont inually missed open shots, 
giving Delaware Stale fast- break 
scoring opportuni1cs. 
"We shot horribly in the first 
hal~" Coach Mcl eese said. "TI1e 
bouom line is that we just missed 
entirely 100 many open shots." 
ln the second half the Hornets' 
asserted themselves on both ends 
of the court. Offensively, they 
caused problems with the ir 
physical presence. As a result, the 
Bison were forced to play a tightly 
packed, zone defense which left the 
Hornet guards alone outside the 
1hrcc-poin1 arc. Guard Dana 
McCullough then punished the 
Bison by nailing three consecutive 
three-point field goals. His third 
which came with 2:36 remaining in 
the game gave the Hornets' a 65-
60 lead. 
"Coming into the game we 
knew that they had quality big 
men," Mcl eese sa id. "Our 
defensive effort against them just 
wasn't 100 good. They shot a high 
percent in the second half and that's 
hard to defend." 
Freshman center Lionel Allen, 
who had the unenviable task of 
guarding the Hornets' leading 
scorer Chris Nurse, gave his brief 
synnopsis of the gan,e. 
"They used their big guys well 
in the second half, but we were still 
in the position to win at the end," 
he said. "We've come to far. We're 
not going to start hanging our 
heads over one loss." 
The key play i 11 the game came 
with about 12 seconds remaining 
and the Hornets' clinging 10 a slim 
65-63 lead. Jabari Ouuz started 
dribbling at the top of the key, and 
with the clock ticking, drove down 
the lane, spun and passed to an 
apparent wide-open Anthony 
Brown. But Brown's allcrnpted 
' game-tying shot was turned away 
by a spectacular block by Nurse. 
" I had to rush it because I 
couldn't sec the clock," Brown. 
" lie made a tremendous play, 
there's just nothing you can do 
about that." 
Many questioned the no-c-dll by 
the referees, implying that Brown 
was fouled. But Mcleese. who's 
been coaching since 1974, seemed 
10 instinctively predict his club's 
outcome. 
" I knew they weren' t going 10 
call a foul in that situation," he 
said. "We got the ball were we 
wanted it. They made the play and 
we didn't.' ' 
Hsonettes bring spirit, entertainment to basketball games 
Tamara Merrill, and freshman 
Kelly Owens. 
Natasha co-founded the 
Bisonelles wi th Lashawn Palmer 
who graduated last yea r. They 
started this dance club because 
they weren't con1cn1 w ith what 
they called the same old boring 
routine at half-time. 
"Come intermission. people 
would sit through fifteen minutes 
o[ nothing;· Carnclus sa id. "There 
was no entertainment at halftime:· 
T hompson added. Thompson, 
who is the captain of the 
Bisonelles, firmly stated, '·Our 
main mission was 10 perform at 
ha lf- ti me. We bring spirit to the 
basketball game. If we don·1 do 
anything. no else wi ll .'' 
through a rigorous schedu le in 
order 10 perfect their danc~s . 
Seven days a week. three hours (at 
leas t) a day is the practi ce 
reg imen. Sheer love for dance 
drives them. " Dancing is more 
than just a hobby, it 's a part of my 
• everyday li fe, .. Vandever said. 
Being a Bisonelle takes 
dedication and determi nation. 
These ladies, who once had no 
music. have to pay about $60 out 
of their own pockets for a disc 
jockey 10 play one song a night. 
They are not in any way funded by 
the Univers ity, even after 
continuous efforts of proposing a 
budget for the past four years. 
The high-stepping Bisoneues have 
performed at var ious functions, 
including the Ms. Howard 
pageant. and the Midnight 
Madness. They even held a self-
produced dance show, wh ich will 
be held again this year. 
In a way the Bisonc11cs seem 
like a Black college version of the 
Los Angeles Laker girls. They all 
experience the th ings regular 
students go through, but on game 
night , they arc the spir it tha t 
represents Howard University:-
" When I leave, I want to leave 
a part of me here," Thompson 
said. "I love my school." So next 
time you're in altendance at an 
Howard basketball game, when 
halftime comes, di rect your full 
auention 10 mid-court and to your 
Howard Bisonclles. 
Photographs are courtesy of 
All-Pro Phorograph)t 
The Howard Unlverstiy Bisonettes. " While other dance groups 
often dea l with just the modern or 
African dance. we cover jazz and 
even ballet along wi th the modern 
and African:· Carnclus said. 
Thompson added, "We 
inc.orporatc dance technique. We 
try to do everyth ing we can to 
p lease the crowd. But, w ith 
Howard's crowd, you'd bette r 
come correct. Performing in front 
of a Howard crowd is like 
performing at the Apollo [Theater 
in Harlem)." 
" I don' t thi nk it 's fair," 
Thompson said. " We work hard 10 
support our college. It 's not for 
show. It's all for the support and 
love of the school. H's not fa ir 10 
get any support." 
tblf-l ime at a Howard 
1ltiD home game. Everyone 
11!1Dnasium known as ·'The 
i1r.11 of anticipation. One 
~ ,oung lady stands a nd 
LIIQrd her friend and says, 
"lOU!this new routi ne, these 
hit bad." 
lti directs her full auention 
1
• 1tt11cr court , she is joined 
IID.lfly everyo ne in the 
'1g. Forthc first time since 
llict nat ional anthem was 
eitry male in a11cndance 
~
itl~is trap because of w hat 
u1 to take place. T he 
. then yells energctic:1 ll y. 
II op for your Howard 
Bisoncues:· 
For the past four years, the 
Howard Bisoncues have been 
treating Howard basketball fa ns to 
exciti ng da nce routines at 
ha I ft i me. Their soul-st irr ing 
performances have made them a 
major part of Bison basketba ll 
games, especially this year, as the 
men's team had struggled early. 
Bu t what• exactl y a re the 
Bisonc1tcs? Arc they cheerleaders 
or what? Where did they come 
from? 
The Bisoncues arc a talented 
group of ladies who love 10 d~nce. 
T he nine members arc: sc,nors 
Natasha Thompson, Michelle 
Ken ner, Shakera C he rr y and 
Shaundra Watson, juniors Kim 
Vandever and Kia Cam el us, 
sophomores Kikora A ustin and 
As tough as the Bison crowd 
may be, the Bisoneltes arc not 
w ithout grat itude . " We rea lly 
appreciate their support over the 
past four years. They've had a 
great impact on how we 
performed," Thompson sa id. 
Time ma nage ment is a n 
important clement of being a 
Bisonelle. These ladies go 
The Bisonellcs are present for 
the women's and men's games, 
regardless of whethe r the disc 
jockey is on time or not. S ince 
they have no budget, they ra ise the 
mo ney for costumes and disc 
jockey through dues, raffles, and 
sell ing pizza at football games 
among other th ings. 
When asked about the best part 
of being a Bisoncuc, each member 
was almost immediate to say the 
respect from the stude nt body. 
"The student body rea lly 
embraced us from the beginning 
and has continued 10 support us," 
Kenner said. 
This past year, the Bisoncttes 
have expanded their performing 
putsidc of the basketball court. 
t. 
The Blsonettes get busy as they show ·ott one of their crowd 
pleasing numbers. 
ady Bison whip Bet,iune-Cookman Wildcats, place second in MEAC 
By Marcus Matthews 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
~Feb.IQ 
filling to first place Florida A&M two days 
lady Boon dcfinilly had 10 put that loss behind 
lld8C( back to work. And work they did . In front 
crowd ,u Burr Gymnasium, Howard_ ( 13· 
• kept a firm grasp of scc011~ place in the 
!Catrercncc. with a 92-62 pouncmg over the 
•ci8cthune-0Jokman.111e wi n was also the Lady 
Bison's eighth victory in the past nine games. defense up for 37 points. Florida A&M who lost 10 Coppin State on the s.we night. 
After producing sub-par efforts again5l Florida A&M, Delaware State coming into the game on a hot streak 
Denique Graves, Amanda Hayes, and Alisha Hill went Monday, Feb. 12 never really got into a groove and had no answer on the 
back 10 their old ways of punishing MEAC opponents. offensive and defensive ends of the floor to handle Graves 
Graves and "Tuff' Hill controlled the inside on both ends Alisha "'Tuff' Hill ran wild overDelawareS1a1easshe or Tuff The Lady Hornets shot a horrible 6 of 33 from 
of the floor as each connected for 21 points a piece and hit 31 poinL5 and had 10 rebounds to help Howard defeat the floor in the first half while the Lady Bison were heating 
gobbled up rebound; after rebound. Hayes k(lled the the Lady Hornets (13-9, 9-4 MEAC) 74-59 at Burr up, hiuing53 perccnllo go up 39-20 allhc half. After the 
Wi ldcats ( 6-15, 1-J I MEAC) w11h her shooung, and Gymnasium. TI1e win gave the Lady Bison (14-8, 10-2 score was lied at 12-12 at1hc 15:15 mark oflhe first half, 
playmaking. I layes hit 14 ofher20P?in1s in the first half. MEAC)solc possession of second place in the conference Howa!cl went on a 15-1 run while the L1dy Hornets went 
I !ayes finished the gaamc with 8 assists. 7 rebounds, and and their ninth 1riump in ten contests. The loss also 13 minutes with scoring a basket. The Lady Bison 
3 stea ls. Despite the loss Bethune-Cookman guard ended the Lady Hornet~ nine game winning streak. The dcfini1lyscn1scniorguards Melissa 'lbungand1ianaScou 
Carmen Sanders was sensational as she lit the Bison victory also pulled Howard within oncgamcoffirst place away in gr.ind style in their game in Burr Gymnasium. 
Stay tuned to upcoming sports events in 
The 'Hillto . . 
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HILLTOPICS 
All HILLTOPICS are due, paid in 
full, the Monday before publica-
tion. Announcements by campus 
organizations for meetings, semi-
nars or non-profit events are free 
for 10 words or Jess and SI for 
every additional five words. Cam-
pus announcements for profit are 
charged as individuals. Individuals 
advertising for the purpose of 
announcing a service, buying or 
selling are charged $5 for the first 
20 words and $J for every addi-
lional five words.Local companies 
are charged $10 for the first 20 
words and $2 for every five words 
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for 
the first 10 words and $1 for every . 
additional five words. t M\lf l lill-
lnJlil • al e ~o ~1hliti<111al ~2. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Don't blow another mterv1ew 
detailed booklet reveals 100 
responses to most frequently asked 
questions by the interviewer. Call 
1-800-403-0622 or contact person: 
Keith Auguslus 703-370-
1592n03-660-5447. 
Pre-Saviour's Day Celebrahon 
Sunday, Feb. 18, 2 P.M. 
Rankin Chapel "Honoring the 
Work of Minister Louis Farrakhan" 
The Howard Omvers1ty Campus 
Mosque meets every Sunday at 
11 p.m. in the Blackbum Center 
Fourm 
Music video producttoo, Video 
artist profiles. Image Is Every-
thing. Give record labels some-
thing to look at. Whatever budget 
we'll make you look gooood. 
Urban-ism Productions 202-722-
6447. 
Red, Black, and Green Ball com-
ing soon in March. 
Com• oul ~nd ouppurl Irie canu1-
dates at the second Speakout which 
will be held at Meridian Hill llall 
on Feb. 21, 1996 at 7:00pm! 
NAACP General Body Meeting 
every Tuesday UGL-L41. 
lltJ I\.W l I ' t~ oor"! ti )OIi are 
inlc,c~ll,,I i" lwi~g rail 1,f USIQ-
U(!'\. in1,11 i1.11,.,, will ti~ held 1,n 
f\ll> l!>-1 !t. fl'f 1\11'11> inlhr!l1atiol\ 
Call JOJ-8~0-h~\l or ~::l!!·C•.'i\13. 
Ahcnllon: I he College 01 Nurs-
ing will be bponsoring a campus 
wide T-shirl de,ign contest. The 
dc,ign mu,t be reht1cd to nurbing. 
Winner will receive $JOO Grand 
prize. Plea~c submit designs with 
Name, Addrc,,; and Phone to the 
e 
e 
~our 
' 
College of Nursing receptionist 
office. Deadline for submission is 
March 1st. 
Volunlccr,; necileil for Clay 
Poole's Academic Center. Meeting 
on Wed. l"cb. 21st @i 6:30pm in 
Douglass Rm.1 37 
Duke Next Year'/ See Ms. Aikens 
(Room 126, Locke Hall) about the 
Duke-Howard Exchange Program. 
Poets needed for Arts and Sci-
ences Senior Class Poe1ry & Jazz 
Night on March 13. Those interest-
ed please contacl Sean 'at 301-565-
0595 or Kamilah at 865-8281. 
Thank You. 
A11en1ton! 'J'he Frederick Dou-
glass Honor Sociely cordi~lly 
invites the Howard University fam-
ily ·to attend "Frederick Douglass 
Day: A Celebration of the Life of 
Frederick Douglass", held in the 
Blackburn Gallery Lounge on 
Thursday, Feb. 22, from 6-8pm 
The Ofttce of the Dean of the 
Chapel 
is proud to announce its 
Annual Religious Emphasis 
Week 
which starts March 10th and ends 
on March 17th. Actiwities include 
worship services, lectures, ao 
Interfaith Spring Public Dialogue 
session and other activities. Guest 
speakers include Dr. Cain Hope 
Felder, Dr. Gardner Toylor and Dr. 
James Forbes. Your participation is 
invited. Call the Chapel office at 
806-7280/1 for detajls. 
SERVICE 
Lowest foreign travel prices avail-
able. Call Gladys at 1-800-846-
7657, fax & mail 817-467-6247. 
FOR REN'l' 
Female wanted 10 share 2 bed-
room apar1ment near campus U-
Street Metro. $286+ gas. Call 202-
986-7658. 
Great House Near AO 2 Bed-
room/2 Bath with wall to wall car-
pets, AC, washer/dryer plus fin-
ished basemen1 only $800 plus 
utilities. Also nice 1 Bedroom 
apartment; w/ AC, carpet, deck, 
only $425 per month- includes util-
ities for appointment call San Luisa 
202-882-65 I 1 P.S. need 5 Bedroom 
House? 
Spec,al Pohce 1s lookmg for per-
son 10 share newly renovated 
house. Rent is $300.00 per month 
including utili1ies. Capitol Hill, 
near Union Station. Contacl Ray 
• e I e 
Fowler ® f02) 546-0049. 
Local F1reltg ter 1s lookmg lor a 
roommate to share brand new 
townhouse. Rent will be $200.00 
per month. All utilities included. 
Located jusl beyond the D.C. line. 
(Pennsylvania Ave.; Forestville, 
Md.). Contact Claude Brown 
H(301) 967-8163 W(202) 673-
3232 Pager (703) 422- 1851. 
Furmshed Rooms. Near ROA. 
Carpet W/0, cooking facilit ies, 
student environment $200 security 
deposit. First weeks rent ftce. 
$300/month. Includes utilities. 
Please call 202-291-2248 after 
5pm. 
Neat, clean room available to 4 
bedroom, 2 bath house near 1 llh 
and U Streets. $320 plus utilities. 
W/0. (202) 554-5381. 
Very large 4 B.R. 2 Ba. w/w, 4 
blocks from Univ. $1200 plus. 301-
340-8967. 
One Bedrooms available. 220! 
2nd NW, 149 'W' St. NW, 143 ' W ' 
St NW, $350.00 + Electric. Call 
Mr. Jones @ 202-265-3624. 
RELP wAN'l ED 
$1750 weekly possible ma1hng 
our circulars. For info call 202-
393-7723. 
CAMP S'DU F FOR GIRL 
SCOUT RESIDENT CAMP: 
Plan NOW to spend your summer 
in the mountains or woodlands of 
Virginia. Be a Role model for girls 
this summer for a 11ine week or five 
week summer camp program. 
Posit ions available: Business Man-
ager, Food Service, Program Spe-
cialist, Unit Counselors, and Life 
Guards. Call Denise Viau at 
GSCNC, 202-337-4300 ext. 209. 
A.O. BOORS'l'ORE Seeks Com-
puter Literate Student: 30 hours a 
week $7.00 per hour Contac1: 
Andre Thompson or Earlene 
Mallhews 806-7875 or 806-7877. 
Security: Store Detective 1'J. 
Maxx is currently seeking full 
and part-time Store Detectives at 
our Northern Virginia stores. No 
experience is necessary and full 
training is provided. In this posi-
tion you will: Conduct plain 
clothes loss prevention activities; 
Handle difficult situations effec-
tively and diplomatically; Assist 
with the presentation of loss pre-
vention meetings and educational 
programs. If you ready to build a 
solid future, j oin the Loss pre-
Introducing TeleFtle from lhe IRS - a helpful new service thal lets yo11 file your federal income tax 
return in just ten minutes with a free call from a Touch-Tone™ phone day or night. And absolutely 
~o fotm~ to mail. With TeleF,ilc, just follow voice-prompted instructions to key in your income 
mformalion. All entries are verified and all malh is done for you. TeleFile tells the amount of · 
your refund. Or, if you owe, you can still take until April 15th to send your check. Tax filing 
~oesn't gel any easier than this. If you are single and ftled Form 1040EZ last year, you'll find 
feleFile information in yolll' tax booklet. Use it! · 
$' i&} Department of the Tr~asury 
~ Internal Revenue Service 
Changing for good. 
ii!TeleFile 
It's free. It's fast. It works. 
venlion team nt 1'.J . Maxx. 'lb 
apply, stop by daily during regu-
lar business hours at any 't:J. 
Maxx in Northern Virginia. We 
arc an equal opport11nily 
employer committed to wor k-
force diversity. T.J . Maxx maxi-
mize your potential 
ante : s1u ent s. sc -
pounds. New mewbolism break-
th rough. l lost 10 pounds in 12 
days. Doctor recommended. Guar-
an1eed results. $35 cos1. Free gift. 
1-800-671-3154. 
prt e . 
I want a doggy bag from some-
where!!!! Your sister. 
Name the time and place and I'll be 
1bcre!!!! !!!!!!! L.N. 
Thanks for all those g~eat chapel 
stories. Happy Valentine's Day. 
Donya 
y oco ate rot 13. on I 8" c 
me the Silcn1 Trca1ment I'll keep 
1rying ti! you come back 10 me. 
Lov~ Always. '\our Sugar Sista. 
' Hope I didn't scare you 100 much 
by being a disgruntled staff-wr iter 
on Valentines Day. I left all of my 
ammunition at home. -Awanya 
appy tr ay o our ·ra 1stcr 
Charics,a "Auntie Em" Evan~. 
You're 1he one keeping the ~pirit ol 
the Purple Reign alive. We Love 
Ya. Philia! Your Brothers and Sis-
1crs of Phi Sigma Pi National 
Honor Fraternity 
l'A94 
PAVID, why you ttH1 I 1dl us yo?t 
J•r.1111 your uni11t<1rmrd t!uo. 
'lo Memonc, You're a great friend 
to have. Don't let anyone tell you 
differently. You're special friend; 
110mcone I can count on always .. 
Love Bre 
JI.RI MV W. CF.ORC:b (lAi'l'v 
IURTHU\Y IIAPPV V/\LF.N-
TINR'S l>AV und I LOVg YOU 
CECILY. 
Congra1uiat1oos 10 the School of 
Communic.,1ion's newest members 
of WHO'S WHO 1996. Stacy 
Berry, Mia Blakeney, Andrea 
Blout, Allen Carter, Sadarie Cham-
bliss, TheodoreDyson, Danette 
Gerald, Cecilio Gill, Leslie Harris, 
Eric Holt, Ravi Howard, Monica 
Lewis, Natasha Muhammad. 
Andrea Nicholson, Russel Rickford 
Octavia Shaw, Melinda Spaulding. 
Elsie Theodore. 
Donya, 
It only took a semester however I 
am truly glad that we finally made 
it 10 lhe,cleaners. We shal l oow live 
a "clean and starched'' life. Howev-
er better luck nex1 1ime on the 
leather jacket. 
Yours in cleanliness (smile), 
A.D.A. 
l11sa11, 
Here is you Hill topic. (Now you 
can continue with the rest of your 
life. SNC 
Elsie, 
What's up? I miss you. II just ain't 
the same without you. (smile) -
SNC 
Wes, be encouraged beacause the 
storm is passing over. - Me 
Kendra - Re~ comtng lo get 
me!!II It's all your fault !! You had 
to go and talk 10 him didn'I 
youl!!!!- Hima-Doom 
Muthont, Dawn, Venus, 
Kenu, & Nurisha 
What's up y'all? 
How was your V-Day? 
- Your forgotten friend. 
Welcome back Qurncy!!I 
I hope you enjoy your weekend. 
- Your future sister-in-law 
Awanya & Olona 
Wednesday has come and gone, 
what ya get????? - Siyma 
IAAANDEEEE!!!!!! 
Ho\\ 'd you do on 1he accounhng 
test••?•• - TAA \JIEEEM·\.\.\ 
Rel'lnBrown 
Happy Belated Birthday!!!! 
We bad II lot of fun last weekend . 
-on the 
web 
.........,..___ the college lite 
It's Just For You 
We waat your ad.vice on 
how we can better 
s~rve college 
newspaper ed.ltors. 
Check out this ad.dress 
tod.ayand. 
let us know. 
bttP.:t/ 
campnsvoice.com ellitorso 
.• 
